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Q1 Please rank the following community attributes in order of importance
to you (with 1 being the most important).
Answered: 408

Skipped: 1
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Q2 What qualities best define YOUR vision of what Lake Zurich will look
and feel like 20 years from now? There are NO wrong answers,
whatever YOU believe Lake Zurich should look like in 20 years is the
correct answer.
Answered: 378
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Like downtown Zionsville, Indiana or downtown Libertyville, Illinois where there are more than four
shops and shops that people can actually give their business (restaurants, clothing boutiques,
home design stores, ice cream shops, candy shops, bakeries). I think unique restaurants are
especially key. I also believe the lake will be publicly owned, allowing restaurants and shops on the
lake. The community would be so much more inviting then.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Economically thriving downtown area with many more restaurants and shops then it currently has.
Also many family orientated activities and a safe environment for all.

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

Open spaces nature. Small town feel. And I vibrant downtown with NO more residential

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

Much as it is now: an affordable community with good schools, vibrant retail and commercial
spaces. I would like to see a more healthy and green LZ that has much better access to and
pathways around the lake (example: Boulder Junction WI). Many of the green spaces we have
would remain, Missing would be the gas stations, vape shops, vacant buildings, and mattress
stores. We would have 1 less Jewel, Many more restaurants, services, community, and healthcare
focused businessses, and less retail.

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

LZ will be enveloped by Chicago Urban Sprawl, I just hope we will keep our character, big trees,
open spaces, clean water and don't end up like Des Plaines etc that are nothing but brick and
mortar.

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

I would like to see more multi-use paths and ability to get around town safely on bike or walking.

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

I would love to have the downtown be similar to Arlington heights or Libertyville. Restaurants and
Shops. People out walking at night. Friday night music series. Art on the town, some cool bars,
gastro pubs. Love rock the block, more activities like that and kid friendly ones too

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

More restaurants and boutiques in the Main Street area. More walkable and bikeable paths

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

9

Safe community with stable property values and recognized as a desirable destination

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

10

I think the new apartments at Old Rand and Main St are a great first step in the town’s future. Now
we need to add new restaurants, upscale bars and cafes to the intersection. In order to build up
the downtown area, we need to tear down the abandoned properties and make it a true downtown
area. We have a beautiful lake with so much unused potential. We should build a restaurant or
condos with a rooftop deck at the intersection of 12 and Old Rand that can make use of that
beautiful view. And we should finally build those condos right across from the promenade to enjoy
the view as well. The more people we get to live downtown, the more demand there will be for the
restaurants, bars and cafes that will help it thrive as a true downtown Lake Zurich. Encourage
people to walk from their homes to plenty of activities nearby. That’s the perk of living downtown. I
think Wauconda and Barrington are great models.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

11

Bustling, character, small town feel, diverse, welcoming.

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

12

A small, vibrant downtown with a small-town look--historic buildings maintained. Shops,
restaurants, coffee houses, lake. All accessible by walking/riding to town. A light-rail connecting to
other modes of transportation. Trails connected to forest preserves and other communities.

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

13

A more progressive community. More retail outlets and multi use housing in the downtown area.

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

14

A clean energy city. Providing electric charging stations and less gas stations.

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

15

A destination where it is known for its entertainment and dining, especially in the summer with
added outdoor options.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

16

Small town character with a sense of community. Do not give in to the need to (over) develop
every space, to cut down trees, pave over grass, or, especially, blot out the night sky with lights.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

17

A hometown to be proud of. One where friends and families gather, supporting local business and
enjoying what’s unique to LZ, like our beautiful lake. A downtown hat draws the community
together, not just for an event, but on nights and weekends. I love the idea of going out for the
evening and running into people we know because we’ve all headed to the same area.

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

18

I would just like it to maintain a small town feel. I wish there were fewer strip malls.

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

19

a community that lives within its means and provides services that meet the needs.

12/15/2018 8:56 PM
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20

Downtown needs to be self sufficient with varying types of retail and eating/drinking
establishments. Also, we need more sidewalks in place along rand Road to connect Regal
Cinemas to Target and from Cuba to Quentin to connect with shopping/eating areas on both ends.
We also need sidewalks along Cuba road from Rand to the entrance of Cuba Marsh just past Ela
Road. This should not take 20 years to achieve.

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

21

More businesses in the currently vacant buildings. Fun downtown with stores and many
restaurants. New large park district with state of the art fitness center, indoor track and basketball
courts and indoor/outdoor pools/ aquatic center

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

22

I would love a metra station and more vibrant downtown

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

23

Small town feel with lake walk including restaurant and entertainment venues all thru main street
area extending to lake walk.

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

24

Grow up become a suburb of Chicago not some place trying to hold onto a rural setting. Become
more like the north shore communities of lake county. Much improved streetscape, all utilities
buried, sidewalks and paths that connect 5e village. Route 53 built so you can get somewhere
quickly. Many many more parkway trees. The village is not progressing it is stagnant or regressing
current. Much higher development standards.

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

25

Larger by about 50%, thriving downtown, with double the parks & recreation areas.

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

26

Small town feel with a downtown and schools we can we be proud of

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

27

Family oriented village with a small town feel, good schools and shopping. A vibrant downtown and
lakefront with access to bars, restaurants and lake activities for families.

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

28

Not turn into a Schaumburg area as it is starting to do

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

29

Cohesive community, well planned. Minimal need to leave town for daily necessities, although that
may change as surrounding communities further develop - e.g. Lake Zurich may become just
another suburb and some of that is out of our control...

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

30

Clean, energized, high technology focused, top school, innovative city

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

31

Fuck shit young shack Wes I’m gettin really rich

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

32

Vibrant and modern, with traditional downtown.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

33

Amazing downtown that take advantage of lake views

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

34

Hopefully what it looks like now with a nice little downtown.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

35

I will probably still be living here then.

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

36

An up to date downtown area where people can walk around and shop. Also, no more apartments
buildings that do not promote the idea of permanent residency

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

37

A COMMUNITY that supports one another, where all are welcomed and out natural resources are
protected for all to enjoy. Having a vibrant downtown that encompasses various dining options and
recreational opportunities.

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

38

Active downtown utilizing lake front (like wauconda). Follow examples of libertyville, palatine, st.
Charles

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

39

Town that cares for all of its neighborhoods

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

40

Like Waucanda. Great downtown with many options for eating and entertainment and a beach
town

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

41

Vibrant downtown. Lots of nature areas and parks for recreation

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

42

I’d like to see Main Street flourish with restaurants and shops, like Wauconda and Libertyville. I’d
like the less family friendly shops gone, like Lovers Lane and the many smoke shops. Stop
building condos and apartments and strip malls and renovate the buildings we already have.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

43

Continue the small town feel and amazing school district. Continue to approve elegant and high
end business.

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

44

A busy, fun downtown perfect for families!

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

45

I hope to see traffic relief on Ela and better timing on the lights on 22. I’d like to see continued
support of family-friendly events, and I’d like to see the downtown lakefront developed into a
walkable retail and restaurant area.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM
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46

The cheap new apartments are a true eyesore and have ruined a lot of the potential for the
downtown. While not perfect, Lake Zurich could learn from Wauconda by providing a number of
quality restaurants and small businesses and shops, while maintaining the small-town feel. Instead
we got a low-income housing project. Very disappointed.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

47

Still have a small town feel. Also, continue to have excellent schools and shopping and some
places to eat down by the lake. No more apartments, especially no low rent unless it’s for vets. If
possible I’d love to see a train connection to go down to Chicago.

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

48

I would love Lake Zurich to address the sidewalk/walk ability issue. Mostly around downtown and
the high school. It would also be nice to have more shops/businesses downtown instead of
houses. And No More Vaping stores and gambling places.

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

49

The ability to find what you want and need locally. Family friendly entertainment, restaurants and
culture.

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

50

A residential suburb with protectected nature areas and more amenities for its residents, such as a
fitness center or perhaps a joint hospital and park district wellness center venture. Also, more of a
variety of restaurants some more unique and quaint. Finally, more entertainment such as possible
theaters or smaller unique theaters or live theater such as Metropolis is Arlington Heights. We
could have a small candy store such as Anderson in Barrington or shoe stores like Tootsies in
Barrington. More unique stores and amenities would be a nice complement to the existing stores.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

51

Redevelop downtown to include tearing down all old businsses and redoing them into
bistros/boutiques and make it a one of a kind shopping and eating experience. The park next to
DiPeros to be redone to be more user friendly and appealing for mini concerts or holiday doings.
Since Long Grove no longer has that “shopping” small town feel, I feel Lake Zurich can be that
shopping paradise without the big box feel of retailers on route 12.

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

52

The town is stagnet. I have lived here since 2001. My vision the same vision as everyone else has.
I do not expect any vision to come to fruition under our current leadership. The village refuses to
do the right thing, while we continue to frivolously spend money in areas that should be reevaluated as a whole. The town is unkept and looks dumpy. Surrounding towns see it and say the
same. The Pavilion was a waste of tax payer dollars at 157K, along with the extra 40k for
landscaping. Downtown will never be a destination without a retail plan. By adding the apartments
without retail was a huge mistake.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

53

Doesn’t matter what residents believe. The village is terrible. We have a horrible downtown. Our
politicians are useless. Gas stations are bing built left and right. Village put horrible apts blocking
water views. Which will eventually house low income families. They are running this town to the
ground. More apts coming across the lake. Idiots are who run this town.

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

54

More diverse, more welcoming of people who look different than average. More invested and open
to changes that involve respecting both our current interests and the generations that come after
us.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

55

Please Keep it from looking like shit Palatine along dundee as the city expands. Don't keep cutting
land(example... behind sparrow nest) to make buildings for businesses that are hard fill once they
become vacant in the future. Take a ride down dundee road in Wheeling toward Milwaukee
ave....that's how I see it looking the way you guys are handling things

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

56

I would love to see a cute, vibrant downtown area with shops, restaurants, and bars for
entertainment. I would also love to see more local-type restaurants on the lake, such as
Wauconda’s Lindy’s Landing and Docs.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

57

A place with a downtown you can eat, shop, and enjoy the lake on foot, making it a destination,
not just the dash to one place it is now. Competitive schools, safe neighborhoods, a forest
preserve somewhere would be amazing - like that land for sale forever at Cuba & 12 - where we
could bike and walk the dogs and breathe from all the insanity of Route 12. A great place to raise a
family.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

58

Would like more small businesses in the downtown area and less condos/apartments. We want
downtown Lake Zurich to have restaurants/bars, a bookstore, small stores. It should be a place
residents can walk around and spend time in.

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

59

Inclusive and diverse

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

60

My vision has been altered by the building of the apartments in downtown center. Those buildings
do nothing to attract and have completely destroyed the charming motif of our beautiful village.,

12/15/2018 8:25 AM
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61

A pleasant welcoming town with easy access to shops and good parking. Keep providing family
oriented activities. This is a great town and I am very happy to be living here.

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

62

Downtown should have a coordinated small town feel and look that offers safe walking, shopping,
dining, parking and entertainment areas. No more apartment/condo complexes. Rand Road now
looks like a hodgepodge if stores, architecture, small developments with little effort having been
made to coordinate any of it. No more gas stations on Rand Road. No more buildings over three
stories. I do not want my town to turn into a Arlington Heights or Schaumburg.

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

63

Small town vibe -- good schools -- good place to raise a family.

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

64

A place for community. A downtown where you could spend an afternoon enjoying food,
entertainment, shopping and other enjoyable experiences. More events and opportunities to
gather for fun with family and friends. It would be great to incorporate the lake in some of those.

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

65

Over grown with too many new neighborhoods/apartments and the downtown still struggling.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

66

Small town with places to mingle

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

67

Well maintained, well landscaped, clean, warm and welcoming community with lots of options for
family recreational activities and opportunities to get involved. I would love to see more
philenthropic opportunities within our township.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

68

Community

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

69

Higher property value, more bars/restaurants. Palatine/Arlington Heights.

9/15/2018 9:15 AM

70

Anything would be better than what we have today. Go to any surrounding suburb for ideas. Park
Ridge, Libertyville.

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

71

20 years from now we should be known for our forward vision with regards to education and
services.

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

72

I'm not happy with the condos/apartaments in the downtown area. I would like more vibrancy
downtown in the sense of small restaurants and bars. More recreational activities are essential for
keeping our town exciting for our youth and the young adult population. I strongly support the
recent micro brewery proposal. We have beautiful parks and strong schools. My vision for Lake
Zurich is that it will stay a beautiful and quaint suburb. We don't need more housing developments
but a more vibrant downtown and new businesses will keep Lake Zurich on the right path towards
a bright future.

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

73

Lake Zurich should be a destination, not a place to drive through on the way to somewhere else

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

74

More restaurants and entertainment options. A downtown area that rivals that of Arlington heights
or palatine, while maintaining its parks and recreations for growing families.

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

75

A small town feel with an urban social setting. I would want to see more diversity in the town. A
place to be active and outdoors. Bike paths that connect the town and allow for outdoor recreation.

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

76

Safe environment with vibrant community activities, strong financial rating, current ranking of
school system.

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

77

Have a vacant properties occupied or torn down. All new businesses should be compatible with LZ
character.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

78

green spaces and walkways friendly to pedestrian usage

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

79

Family oriented town with beautiful parks and nature areas

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

80

I would hope that in 20 years, LZ will have a downtown area with character and a reason to go
down there. I’d like to see the lake views better untilized for the public, like restaurants with outdoor
seating. Since online shopping is increasing and retail declining, I’d like to see them stop building
strip malls on open land, and fill vacant storefronts with alternate uses....and a reduction in
mattress stores.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

81

Vibrant thriving downtown, more proper balance of retail and community assets

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

82

less traffic and congestion

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

83

A great place to live, where people know and care about their neighbors, and businesses and
entertainment opportunities are readily available, as well as nature and open spaces accessible.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

84

A vibrant bit small downtown that is walkable and bikable, has restaurants and shops as well as
open space.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM
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85

A place for families with small town charm, including a walkable and vibrant downtown area. It
would be nice to have an "artsy" feel with more local shops, restaurants and plaza type area ny the
lake. Sunset Pavilion is a great start. Maybe an updated park at Breezewald.

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

86

I would like for Lake Zurich to have the access for more trails, nature for families. I don't want to
see anymore vape shops, gas stations and apartments. You are making the town way to busy and
traffic horrendous. Places to go would be 5minutes and now takes 20 min. The life time fitness
center not needed. The people of old Mill Grove , chesnut corners country side we can't afford a
single person payment of $110 a month or family is $190. You are only doing this for rich people
not the real people of Lake Zurich.

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

87

Vibrant

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

88

It will still be a safe a community and it will better utilize lakeside sites for dining and entertainment.

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

89

No vacant buildings. More food choices. A shooting range.

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

90

Thriving downtown area and low vacancy along Rand Road and the Industrial Park. Rising home
prices.

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

91

The downtown area was not thought out, the apartments should not have been approved. Need
more shops and small businesses instead to draw people to downtown

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

92

Peaceful, safe, family friendly

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

93

Would love to see Lake Zurich have a vibrant downtown with stores, restaurants, and park space.
The promenade is a good start but we should make better use of our beautiful lake. Surely
something better than a vacant space/parking lot across from it.

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

94

A small, friendly, safe, home town that lives within its means.

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

95

I hope with in the next 20 years Lake Zurich either makes the parks dog friendly or opens a dog
park. More sidewalks or bike lanes so people don't have to drive everywhere.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

96

Inclusion of multi-generational households in existing sites(as in permanent T.S. to build inlaw
structures on a lot with a home) , ease of getting around without personal transportation, friendly,
green(visually and environmentally), resources to care for those in need (PADS, food pantries),
and a live performance theater, like Arlington heights or Waukegan to attract the performing arts,
music, comedy.

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

97

A suburban community with many amenities for its residents. A community with recreational and
entertainment opportunities as well as good dining options and a beautiful lake to with small shops
and unique dining surroundings the lake.

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

98

20 years won’t matter Hoping it will become a more interesting vibrant town SOON

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

99

No traffic. Lots of sidewalks and bike lanes (being used!). Quality restaurants and small businesses
with easy access and plenty of parking. Well-maintained streets, well-funded police and fire
services, and the best schools in the area.

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

100

Well since our elected officials are just so stupid. Putting gas stations on every corner. Building up
apt buildings in the heart of down town. I have no faith in this town.

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

101

Safety

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

102

See Glen Ellyn where I grew up, or Barrington’s downtown.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

103

Close-knit community, small town feel with a neat downtown during the day and fun at night.

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

104

I'd like to see the downtown area become more like Wauconda with many bars, restaurants and
small shops.

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

105

Make it look European with a downtown pedestrian area focused around the lake

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

106

Stay residential, no more big business, mom & pop restaurants

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

107

No vape shops, no more gas stations, no more mattress stores. A variety of businesses and more
child/family friend activities and businesses.

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

108

Arlington Heights

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

109

Small town feel with some destination spots in the old downtown (Main Street)

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

110

To develop a great downtown area like park ridge has Get ride of abandoned building

8/20/2018 4:32 PM
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111

To have a delightful downtown that is a destination. People can walk to shops, eateries,
promenade, etc... Think downtown Libertyville, Lake Geneva, Woodstock, etc...

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

112

A developed downtown with restaurants and businesses while maintaining it's small town feel. A
restaurant with lake views and usage (as with Bangs Lake in Wauconda).

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

113

I’m hoping that the vacant buildings will be thriving businesses.

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

114

A more vibrant waterfront that has restaurants and small, local businesses. Not much growth in
residential or business. Plenty of protected open spaces.

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

115

Same as now, only with an improved downtown area that we can be proud of. More
restaurants/bars and local owned stores

8/20/2018 11:56 AM

116

I would like to see, more entertainment- like activities. A place where community comes together. I
love the towns of Libertyville and Barrington, where you can walk the strip, and choose what you
would like to do. It is a shame, all the tax dollars go to neighboring towns, because of the set up of
LZ. Yes, there are restaurants, but one 3 miles in one direction, and one 2 miles in an opposite
direction. No more cardboard tasting fastfood places anymore.

8/20/2018 8:51 AM

117

All development should use high quality material and high quality of design. We need to refuse
plans from developers that want to do cheaply and of low quality in design. Both components of
quality materials AND quality design need to be incorporated.

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

118

Clean. Updated with the current times. No vacant buildings.

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

119

I think the reason businesses can’t stay open downtown is because there’s a lack of community
and WANTING to support local business. We need to show/educate people that shopping local is
what makes a town thrive.

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

120

More downtown & lakefront entertainment for eating, socializing & shopping.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

121

Strong community, where local establishments and businesses thrive

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

122

Quaint town with a vibrant downtown area consisting of restaurants, lounges and a continued small
community feel.

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

123

having a downtown that has small business’ and a town that is all for their high school and
preserving the parks well.

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

124

A community that embraces the beauty of our parks and natural habitat is ideal. Going forward with
protection of our native trees and habitat. I imagine more nature and less big box stores.

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

125

The downtown area to be filled with shops and restaurants. Places to eat on the lake.

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

126

A vibrant downtown for the community.

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

127

Open up the railroad to Metra stop. It would create a Vibrant community with a downtown feel like
Geneva.

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

128

No empty business buildings

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

129

charming architecture with lots of activities for a variety of age ranges

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

130

Better lake town

8/19/2018 4:15 PM

131

Family oriented.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

132

Diversity in small businesses located downtown. Downtown amenities will naturally bring vibrancy.
More open space along the lake. Mixed-income housing.

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

133

Lake Zurich should strive to protect more open spaces and have a higher regard for our natural
environment. Preserve more of our trees and have less noise and lights at night so that the birds
and animals can survive and people can rest instead of hearing loud parties and fireworks all night.
There should also be very heavy fines for roaming cats and barking dogs.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

A village with a vibrant retail & restaurant presence on Rand/22 and downtown. Please no more
gambling, vaping establishments. A place that draws people from surrounding communities. Good
schools and continued upgrades and events centered around the lake.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

A vibrant downtown that attracts residents to enjoy shops and restaurants. A promenade that
includes an open space and simple buildings to enjoy the beautiful lake. A less busy rand road.

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

Like an Alpine Village, quaint shops, easily walkable, lots of trees

8/19/2018 11:30 AM
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137

We’ve lived here 20 years and nothing that we had hoped for has happened. The downtown looks
like a dump. It’s embarrasing. And STOP with the smoke shops, gambling joints and mattress
stores. And the vacant buildings?! That would be a great start!

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

A safe place for our children to grow up in, and NO MORE mattress stores or slot machines

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Cute, vibrant downtown w/a restaurant/entertainment on the lake nestle the promenade. More
shops & local. Continued improved Farmers Market & community events like Rock the Block, polar
plunge....Paulus Park should be used more - concerts in the park. Schools still good

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

It would be nice to incorporate business that attract people from other communities to shop, eat
and socialize here in LZ. Our residents like to be active, love to socialize. Just by scrolling through
Facebook you can see posts of their social events, most of the time they are in our neighboring
communities. We have very little to keep our residents here on a repetitive basis. Our downtown
and Lake front area has so much untapped potential that our families could benefit.

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

A vibrant downtown with places to eat and drink for families and adults. No more Rt 12
development. Too congested already. A well thought out plan to keep residential neighborhoods
quiet and traffic on Rt 12 and 22.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Similar to lake Geneva

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

I would love for Lake Zurich to be filled with restaurants and shopping along the lake. I would like
to see more lake centered activities like boat rentals, etc.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

It should have a small community feel that attracts people from other towns to visit our business
establishments.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Filled out and no major vacancies.

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

A vibrant lake front in the area JJ Twigs and the old police station were.

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

A village feel. It's beginning to look like a strip mall haven.

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

148

Small town atmosphere with good schools

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

149

I would like to see a awesome downtown area with shops restaurants bars traffic on Etsy 12 to
flow better also ty 22 West needs to be straightened out

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

150

I don't think much will change.

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

151

I’m afraid that Lake Zurich will only have gas stations, gyms, smoke shops and gaming slots shops
in 20 years.

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

152

Small town feel with things to do

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

153

Great downtown with restaurants, shops and recreation. Sunset Pavilion is a great first step. A
place where you see your friends and neighbors out and about.

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

154

Bustling downtown area, with restaurants, shops and entertainment. A dog park would be
wonderful. As would a more attractive entrance in to town near 12/22, instead of gas stations and
vape shops

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

155

A community filled with healthy options, including activities and restaurants, geared towards
families. I would like to see Lake Zurich grow as a community and be known for providing quality
schools, activities, and access to the environment . Approving LifeTime was something I was
completely in favor of.

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

156

Vibrant downtown with shops, restaurants a place for people to want to visit. Rand road
businesses that support community needs and reflective of what the community beholds

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

157

Whatever happened to “pedestrian plaza” in the initial designs? It would be great, a mix of
business and residential that is highly walkable and attractive. Not a bunch of strip malls with
mattress and vape shops

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

158

More like downtown similar to wauconda. Utilize the lake and get rid of all the trashy buildings and
businesses.

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

159

Dog park....public dog park...bike paths...better crossings.... downtown with restaurants

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

160

Vibrant, safe, family focused town

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

161

Great place to raise kids and eventually retire. Cover both sides to build long term residents

8/18/2018 4:38 PM
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162

Top 5% school district, more inclusion of diverse groups, less gambling, family centered, more
educational/arts opportunities, more transparency in government

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

163

Like Door County. Bring back artisans and small town feel.

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

164

I think Lake Zurich will be ruined 20 years from now. The current Mayor and Administrator aren't
able to attract the right businesses and developers so they take any they can. More is not always
better.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

165

Vibrant downtown with shops and restaurants surrounded by plenty of trails and bike paths for
families to enjoy nature and good food

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

166

A downtown with restaurants, shops and water front views

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

167

Small town feel with a family friendly environment. No vacant buildings unless well maintained on
the outside. Plenty of green space. A clean, usable lake & beach. Low to no crime. A downtown
business district similar to Wauconda. More hometown gatherings like Rock the Block, Alpine Fest
& Farmer’s Market...events that bring town LZ families together for socializing.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

168

Lovely homes and places nearby to shop and dine. Not as congested as it is now. Downtown by
the Lake should have beautiful spots to dine and shop and reasonably nearby places to park.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

169

Open spaces, walkable, bikeable. Nice restaurants. I’d like to see a development on the corner of
old Rand and Rand, across from hackneys. Something like a Lindy’s Landing in Wauconda

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

170

It will have everything the community needs here without having to go to Deer Park, Hawthorn
Woods, or Wauconda. It will have entertainment for all ages. It will have a POOL of our own.
There will continue to be community activities of all varieties throughout the year. This has picked
up and I love it!

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

171

Built out, mature community with a vibrant downtown. A suburb not a rural community. Upscale
with local employment opportunities. Access to route 53 extension to relieve us 12 traffic.

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

172

A place for families to be entertained and safe with plenty of economic variety. This should include
entertainment fronts that attract nearby residents and visitors to spend time and money in. These
areas should also be well defined; group entertainment in higher populated areas where they are
visible while land elsewhere can be properly zoned for residence. Don’t waste prime shopping
space on apartments in a downtown that already lacks these storefronts.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

173

Maintaining that small town feel while being inclusive and welcoming.

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

174

Good schools

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

175

Family oriented, environmental protected, opportunities for small family owned businesses to
succeed, not overcrowded, businesses that support local organizations and reflect positive values

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

176

I would love to see Lake Zurich continue to focus on improving its schools and supporting
innovation at the library. Also, please no more vape stores and video gambling - those are not
habits I would like my community to support in its citizens. I understand the need for commercial
development, but I would like to see LZ become a bit more selective. I would also love to see
LZHS build a natatorium!

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

177

Long Grove but with two lane rt22

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

178

Not like it does now. the young community is moving out and is totally turned off. We need small
business in downtown lake Zurich, updated MODERN storefronts. The new housing looks like the
building I lived in in college. Look at downtown Barrington or libertyville for great examples of new
housing buildings and amazing small modern restaurants, shops + hairs salons.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

179

Lots of restaurants with outdoor eating areas along the lake and town. Libertyville feel.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

180

Defined downtown with locations to gather. More restaurants.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

181

Lake Zurich is a lovely community. I hope to see it maintain the alpine village character in the next
20 years. That is the charm. Bring back green spaces along rt 12. In 20 years the village will
monitor signage more carefully and limit buildings so rt 12 will be less like Schaumburg and more
village like. Lets be more careful about our growth to foster wildlife and green spaces again.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM
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182

Model the downtown area after Lake Geneva’s downtown a mix of restaurants and shopping and
lovely curb appeal. Keeping the parks that we have and updating them like citizens park with a
place for indoor/outdoor events, outdoor fireplace and beautiful play area for children. The land
across from the promenade in the downtown area should be used for a restaurant with outdoor
eating areas with lake views, no more condos. Sunset pavilion proved their is a desire for more
lake areas with dining but with reasonable prices. Develop our movie theater area to be like Deer
Park. Currently people drive to Deer Park for eating, shopping and movies. Fence in Oakridge
marsh park on Lions drive and make it a dog park. Leave it as is, don’t cut trees down, leave the
trails as they are and add a water spicket. That area would be used everyday! I was 6 years old
when we moved to Lake Zurich and after 41 years I still love this town and want the best for its
residents!

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

183

Balanced growth along Route 12, mixture of businesses along Route 12, and a active downtown

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

184

A place for people to gather , interact and exchange ideas.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

185

I would like to see the town grow with great restaurants and activities to do. Traffic is a concern
especially on roads like PineTree Row. It is already horrible with Bobbers traffic parking along a
residential street. Once Life Time goes it, not sure what that is going to do We need expanded
roads and sidewalks as the village grows, espeically i the manor.

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

186

Won’t matter won’t be here that long have already waited 20 years

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

187

Same as today but with but with less vacant spots and friendly multicultural community.

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

188

Be safe. Be neighborly. Good schools.

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

189

I wish it had a better park system like Schaumburg.

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

190

Close knit community, no large vacant business properties, great restaurants (not just chains),
family friendly, classy

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

191

I would like to see a vibrant downtown, with shops, restaurants, bars, wine bars, and other
businesses. I would like to be able to enjoy dining with a view of the lake, similar to Wauconda.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

192

A family friendly community with a re-imagined downtown area.

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

193

Not overbuilt, I think having green space and natural areas are important. Seems like the newer
developments are too crammed in to fit as many houses, townhouse and apartments in a space.

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

194

Vibrant downtown with character and charm

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

195

Family friendly activities near/on the lake such as paddle board/kayak rentals, with unique
restaurant and dining options nearby. Large empty/vacant lots along Rand rd will be utilized in
meaningful ways that are also aesthetically pleasing.

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

196

More like Barrington downtown with the added benefit of a lake. We need a boat rental or boat
club to give more access to the lake.

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

197

Town management getting their nose out of businesses trying to start up in this town

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

198

My vision won’t happen, there’s too much greed in the government and corporations. The village is
loaded with closed minded people, the community has squeezed me out, I never did fit in here.
Nothing will change in 20 years except you will have way more cars and people. All the big box
businesses will be running the town since they can payoff local officials. No small town feel. Very
plastic and fake. No safety or security.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

199

I would hope it has a beautiful walkable Downtown area and not a place of shopping strip after
shopping strip.

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

200

My opinion is that Lake Zurich will become a ghost town in he future. Businesses are leaving so
many empty properties and not much to do in town.

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

201

Well organized businesses and stores directed to the age group most populated

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

202

It would be nice to have beautiful merchants area that would be connected to the other shopping
on Rand.

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

203

Booming community with world class schools and sky rocketing property rates

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

204

Strong RETAIL downtown. Open spaces. Parking downtown with signs obvious to people driving
downtown. No more residential downtown Small town character

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

205

I don't want it to look the same as it has been for the past 10.years. An undeveloped TIF.

8/18/2018 9:27 AM
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206

Preserved natural environment, protected and secured neighborhoods (in terms of crime), well
maintained lakes, roads, etc.

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

207

I hope it actually has a nice downtown with entertainment rather than more apartments. Our
downtown is terrible

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

208

Less empty buildings

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

209

Small town feel, with quaint restaurants on the lake. An active downtown filled with thriving
businesses couples/families can enjoy. Full occupancy in existing buildings on Rte 12&22 (no
gambling/vape shops/only 2 mattress shops). If necessary razed long standing buildings/failing
strip malls (like the all ways healthy one). Stop construction on open land and make use of what’s
already developed!!!!!

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

210

Great place to raise a family - quality schools, strong parks and recreation department, vibrant
downtown area with opportunities to enjoy lakeview and water activities, thriving businesses and
diverse cultural offerings.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

211

I came to LZ for the small town family feel. I hope we stop trying to make it a mini Barrington, while
still working to not have empty abandoned and run down buildings.

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

212

To Stay family community with parks, family oriented events, good rating schools, low crime, no
gas station in front of preschools, clean and friendly. With businesses community needs.

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

213

Walkable bikeable driveavle town with distinct areas that draw people to collections of
entertainment/restaurants as well as parks/trails

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

214

I think Lake Zurich should have a balance of residential and retail/business. When
apartment/condo units go in, retail should be on the first floor. I think they need to realize that
schools are tapped out, so new schools will need to be built to accommodate the increased
population. I would hope our downtown becomes more of an entertaining/eating/park area. Also, I
hate that so much of the open space is going away. Let's protect that. Businesses should be
sought after to fill the empty retail space and buildings that already exist to end the blight on 12
and 22.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

215

If things continue like they are with fighting against businesses and not promoting small
businesses into downtown, Lake Zurich will look like a ghost town. In 20 years, I am hopeful for a
downtown area that is walkable and connects to the lake, full of small independent businesses and
restaurants. Downtown Libertyville would be a good goal.

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

216

Sustained downtown development with a good educational system and small town feel

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

217

Popular downtown with plenty of restaurants, bars and things to do surrounding the lake.
OUTDOOR POOL For residents! Entertaining events downtown and at the lake. Small food
establishments and shopping boutiques ...

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

218

I’d like to have our downtown be a social place. Cafes and restaurants and bars. Like Waucanda
or Cedarburg, WI.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

219

A cute, vibrant downtown. A safe place to raise kids. Not over crowded.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

220

An active community with small town appeal like Wauconda.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

221

Small town feel with a nice downtown. Not a huge downtown like Arlington Heights just something
smaller but unique. A town with safe friendly neighborhoods and not a huge population of
apartment buildings. LZ is really the perfect town and hopefully it doesn't change much.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

222

Developed downtown, resort town feel, locally owned shops/restaurants. Band shell in Paulus for
community gathering.

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

223

More like downtown Naperville

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

224

I would love to see a fun and vibrant downtown. If Wauconda can do it why can't we????

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

225

More lakeside places, outside eateries, breakfast places... less gambling?

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

226

Let LZ be the place all surrounding towns want to go to for entertainment, dining, recreation, etc

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

227

I would love to see a main street with little shops, restaurants, and coffee houses

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

228

I see LZ with a vibrant downtown area highlighting the lake. Lots of outdoor seating at restaurants.
Kid and dog friendly. Lots of places that you can walk to. Lots of bike paths and roadways that
make it easier and friendlier to bike places.

8/18/2018 8:35 AM
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229

I hope for it to have diverse businesses. Ones that will urge my family and friends to come to LZ,
shop here, and stay here. I would love a downtown that is a place i would walk with my children.
With businesses where I would want to spend my time. I envision our beautiful parks to remain,
and perhaps to grow.

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

230

Vibrant downtown that draws the community members to it for day time and night life. Still a close
knit town but with entertainment that rivals a bigger town A destination for good food Vacant builds
filled

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

231

I see a town with walking/ bike paths connecting the residents from their neighborhoods to
shopping areas and downtown. I see families and kids riding their bikes up Quentin Rd and down
22, then stopping in LZ for ice cream. I hope to see Lions park updated and more of a destination
for families. Families would meet there, then spend more time walking the streets of downtown LZ.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

232

LZ would be even more amazing if it found a way to increase our downtown shopping/dining
options and to increase recreation and entertainment options in our community. Both of these
things would increase the sense of community and pride in our community. We need to look to
other towns to see how they are offering so much more. Taxes might need to be discussed to offer
more recreation opportunities.

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

233

Bulldoze all those downtown apartment buildings - huge eyesores! Make that patch of new grass
and the area around it an open market with lots of shade, an extension of what’s already
happening to the right. Bulldoze Kmart and make it a dog park (yes you can have your exorbitant
permit fees) and to be quite honest, most of John Sfires properties are ugly and outdated and need
to be torn down and rebuilt. And promote real business leaders to hold office, people who don’t
need the prestige to have Mayor/Trustee attached to their identity. Our village leaders are clueless
and lack vision.

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

234

I would love more businesses downtown. Weather that's retail, chain, or more specialty boutiques,
I would love some options and variety.

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

235

Vibrant, small business oriented, family friendly

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

236

Walkable quaint downtown that provides gathering places, unique shopping and eating, with
opportunities for kids to have jobs

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

237

I'd like to see no vape shops or mattress stores! Unique restaurants, entertainment spaces, spruce
up Paulus Park and do live music once a week, more lake activity. We have a boat and would like
to use it here. I understand a limit due to size, but why only lakefront homeowners? They don't all
have boats. I'd like a reason to bring friends out to LZ establishments when they come to town,
instead of always going to Barrington or Wauconda. I'd like to be able to safely walk or have my
kids bike more places. I feel trapped by Rand Road and our community is really on both sides of it.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

238

A community that looks and feels like it was put together with a plan in mind. Not just one strip mall
next to another. Facades that complement each other. A place we’re downtown is a pleasant
vibrant hometown feel area, while the shopping area do not look like discount store re-do.
Combination of downtown Wauconda or Woodstock with a retail section that looks like Dearpark. A
high quality band shell that offers entertainment that will draw people to town. Restaurants which
compete and compliment each other which make LZ a destination location. I believe the industrial
park is a success and we should continue to help support those businesses and investments. Look
to grow a moderate sized professional office building area without making it look like a Arlington
Heights with six plus story buildings dominating the skyline. Treat the lake area as the treasure that
it is.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

239

It would have been better to have the apartments on main be multi use. There is no reason for us
to go downtown anymore. We go to craving gyros and that’s it everything else needs a reboot it’s
old and doesn’t feel like a small downtown it could have been. Just drive in by to get where we are
going.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

240

I would like to see the downtown a more retail, walking, shopping district. When we moved here 15
years ago that was the vision that brought us here.

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

241

A vibrant downtown with retail shopping and restaurants. A restaurant on the lake.

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

242

Continue to have a vibrant community and good schools. Entertainment options would be great.
More build up of things do to around the lake.

8/18/2018 8:02 AM
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243

I would like the downtown LZ to get spruced up and have nice restaurants, coffee shops,
community events by the lake. I would like a larger building dedicated to parks and rec with a
gymnasium, track, and pool. Keeping open land and putting money towards schools would be
great.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

244

An updated vibrant downtown area with restaurants, entertainment, shops, etc. Walking and biking
paths so people can walk/bike everywhere within Lake Zurich. A new community center with
outdoor pool. A healthy community not promoting addictive behavior. Only opening new
businesses that promote healthy living - no more vape shops, video gambling,etc. Less gas
stations and daycare and more community building businesses and opportunities for families to do
things together. A very family friendly community where people want to come together. Better
traffic flow throughout the area into shops. A community that values nature and doesn’t get rid of
the beautiful trees and landscape.

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

245

Cute, fun downtown with shopping, restaurants, & things to do walking around

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

246

Have the mayor and his band of rubber stamping yes men quit then select a group of blind
monkeys to throw darts at a selection board. Otherwise our quaint community will nothing be video
gaming, vape smoking rental units.

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

247

I hope lz becomes a beach town like Waucanda. And incorporates lake and lake activities. With a
downtown that has bars restaurants and activities to access

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

248

Revitalized community with top rated schools.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

249

Vibrate downtown with local shops and restaurants. No chains. Availability to rent motorized
pontoon boats, etc.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

250

Independent restaurants, coffee shops, bar/grills, and stores in downtown... all walkable.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

251

What I would like to see is LZ to keep its small town charm but, our leader want to make us
another Schaumburg and that is what I see in 20 years.

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

252

I love our town, I first want to say! I would love to see a downtown with a litttle more nightlife, a
coffee shop, deli, something for everyone.

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

253

Cute walkable downtown area with shops, cafes, and green spaces. No more strip malls on 12 and
22!

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

254

A vibrant community that has easy access to restaurants, shopping but isn’t a parking lot

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

255

Great schools, better quality shopping

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

256

Safe, easy to get around, plenty of dining options, clean parks

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

257

Lake Zurich has a rich history of great people and community based living. The last 20 or so years
we have started deviating from our more positive core values in an attempt to grow and be like
other local larger cities. I would really like to see Lake Zurich start to focus on the people and less
about growth.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

258

Restaurants along the lake in downtown, updated downtown with coffee shops, shopping, bars,
and restaurants. More entertainment options in lake Zurich, currently the only options really are
the movie theater(which is getting old), especially for young generations

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

259

I’d love to see old downtown lake Zurich revitalized. We have so much now along rand rd in deer
park and kildeer, but our own town town continues to be a dead zone in my opinion. The new
apartments and townhomes look great and the new outdoor beer garden is a great start but so
many of the other buildings are so old and dated, with dated tenants. Seeing what other towns
have done with new mixed use residential and commercial space, we could use something like
that. New retailers, more current retailers, new dining options. It could be such a great area

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

260

A downtown of locally owned business and restaurants not residential

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

261

Protect environment for me it's to much gas station for who . It's village lost character we move out
. We love nature And we don't like when we see another big houses on small yards built

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

262

More access to lake, small businesses downtown. Have a vacation town feel. Route traffic
elsewhere

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

263

A town where visitors and others want to come because of the offerings and ambiance.A place
where I want to go on my weekends and bring others.

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

264

Create a downtown that attract people because of interesting restaurants bars and shops

8/18/2018 7:25 AM
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265

I’d like to see a real downtown area with shops and cafes

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

266

The downtown area would be a destination for dinner. There would be an area to enjoy summer
concerts on the lake, paddle board rental, ect. A bridge so that all of the town could walk to
downtown.

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

267

A community with a vibrant lake-centered downtown with a lot of community events that factor in
the lake. A family oriented community that puts the safety of its citizens first, including the safety of
our kids, in regards to businesses accepted.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

268

We need more restaurants on or near the lake. Across from the promenade should be another
Sunset Pavillion type place. Shopping and entertainment and more public beach access. Less
mattress, vape and gas stations. Olive Garden, corner bakery and Black Rock would be great to
name a few chains...

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

269

I envision a town like Downers Grove, vibrant entertainment, business but feels like home town.
Natural landscape abd traffic flow key.

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

270

Active and busy downtown area with lots of restaurants, bars and just fulll of life.

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

271

I hope that it looks and feels like a well-thought out community with a vibrant economy (retail and
business park), excellent schools and community resources. A place where a family can live and
grow. It's a "hodge podge" right now...

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

272

Bustling yet quaint. Modern and happening. A place known for its downtown, restaurants, coffee
shops and entertainment. DEFINITELY NOT FOR ITS GAS STATIONS, MATTRESS STORES,
AND ABANDONED BUILDINGS. It can be a wonderful place to raise a family and have family
things to see, do, and enjoy.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

273

I really like the downtown of Wauconda, Richmond, Libertyville something like those for LZ

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

274

Top notch schools

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

275

A downtown that you want to spend time in - restaurants (reasonably priced), shops, boutiques,
charm - restaurant overlooking the lake would be ideal

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

276

It should look and be like down town wauconda or Libertyville

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

277

A village which is more of a destination - with several more restaurants, live music, and events.
More opportunities for lakeview enjoyment, like the sunset pavilion. More individually owned
businesses, and fewer vaping stores and video gaming places. They add zero value to our
community.

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

278

Capped residentially to avoid over population. A robust and viable downtown filled with shops and
restaurants. Downtown "opening" up for family activities ala Wauconda Fall Fest, etc.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

279

Like down town waconda or Barrington. Down town should be a destination with fun restaurants
and bars that people from other towns drive out of their way to visit.

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

280

Awesome downtown with a family culture

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

281

I’d love to see LZ take advantage of the lake. Sunset is a start but the land across from the
promenade needs to be built with restaurants, bars, shopping

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

282

Alive and welcoming

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

283

Thriving businesses, nice updated parks with upgraded playground equipment (sparrow ridge for
example, Park equipment is too small for the number of kids playing there) and clean. We love LZ!

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

284

Safe place to live in SW Lake County with reasonable taxes and education opportunities. A
community with an identity which does not exist today.

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

285

I love how LZ is now. Less vacant buildings I suppose but every town has some. Vibrant small
town culture. Fantastic school district.

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

286

It would great to have restaurants in the downtown area. More access to the lake and some
recreation things for teens to do in the winter/bad weather.

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

287

A destination. To feel proud when I say I am from LZ

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

288

I envision Lake Zurich will hold similar qualities in 20 years. I would love to see the downtown
developed more.

8/18/2018 6:27 AM
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289

More quality, sit down restaurants. Downtown that is more like deer park mall, with great shipping
and restaurants. No,townhomes in downtown. One mattress store, no vape shops or a adult
pleasures store in most prominent intersection of town. Sidewalks and bike lanes everywhere. A
train stop in our town for commuters instead of just frieghtrains. Less traffic on 12 and 22 because
other options now exisit.. large community gardens where residents can have fresh, local produce.
A real farmers market, that has real local farmers selling their goods, instead of like now with one
local farmer and a ton of other stuff that has nothing to do with a farmers market. A community
center that includes an outdoor swimming pool, indoor walking track, indoor soccer fields and
basketball courts for affordable family entertainment.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

290

A collection of distinct residential neighborhoods sharing common spaces of parks, shopping &
dining and entertainment areas.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

291

A rec pool other than the lake. More small town businesses and walking paths with nature
preservation

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

292

Lots of places to eat and relax, a downtown worth visiting with places to shop, eat, and socialize,
no vacant buildings and continued excellence in the school district.

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

293

Walkable downtown with affordable housing choices. A train station.

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

294

It should look like a family friendly town with a balance between commercial and residential
concerns. Growing the local economy without over burdening the taxpayers

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

295

Better for ALL residents; housing, education, pay. Respect for differences. Improve education for
all not the “elite”.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

296

A community that will serve both young and old. More areas for walking paths, a vibrant
downtown.

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

297

Busy old downtown with restaurants and events

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

298

Why 20 years, how about little more near term like 5 years. Re-vamped downtown with
restaurants, shopping and entertainment. I know there's a lot of legacy citizens that want to keep
the small town feel but I think it can be retained with smart, classy and current updates to the
downtown area. No expectation for a Arlington Heights or Palatine vibrancy, more like Barrington
or Waconda. Totally feasible if we're able to 'move forward'.

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

299

Less Vape shops and gas stations and less empty buildings, fill up the buildings with better ideas.
Stop building new ones. Hate that you guys are taking down all that green space by hackneys.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

300

Asthetic community with multi age options for activities. Utilization of LZ natural landmarks (lake,
trails, preserve areas). A safe and welcoming environment for kids providing a variety of options
for entertainment. Less focus and alcohol, tobacco and big chain stores (mattresses, Starbucks).
More variety in dining places. Logical planning of businesses in prime locations.

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

301

All vacant stores and parcels downtown would be thriving. There would be a nice bar restaurant
with outdoor dining on the corner lot of rt. 12 & Old Rand Rd. LESS traffic on rt 12. A roller rink/ice
rink for families or a pinstripe type operation. A close knit community feel.

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

302

Lake Zurich has a wonderful small town feel with lots of nature space. You can breathe out here physically, emotionally, spiritually. We need to retain that quality and not become another town that
is concrete slabbed over with wall to wall houses and businesses.

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

303

I'd like to see a developed downtown area and more restaurant choices near 22 and 12. I'd like LZ
to be a fun place to hang out and have more opportunities for young people and area teens.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

304

Higher Standards, cohesive development, which include beautification.

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

305

We have a community that is in demand. People desperately want to live here. We have top
education, services and a thriving downtown. We have a community that all are proud of.

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

306

I would like all shopping to be centralized in the downtown area and the 12/22 corridor. I would not
like it to be expanded beyond that. I would like the areas that are residential to remain residential
and not to be overtaken by additional retail development. I would like open land around there to be
used for parks or other gathering spaces to promote community events.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

307

Fair use opportunities and access to The lake for all residents

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

308

A place where people take pride in their community and property with upkeep and maintenance.

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

309

A downtown area that people would truly want to spend time in with the ability to walk and enjoy
restaurants and shops.

8/17/2018 10:52 AM
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310

Less traffic on Rand road.

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

311

It should look like a downtown that you would want to spend time at. It looks horrible now.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

312

I'd like it to retain as it is and if possible get rid of old KMart building which is and eyesore. Reuse
old buildings/lots they are on not keep building brand new.

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

313

Connected Community

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

314

Business is thriving but we need to keep our village friendly and safe.

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

315

I would like to see it have the same values and be a great place for families to live and thrive. With
all different economic backgrounds being represented and everyone welcome!

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

316

A downtown with character utilizing the lake as a destination. New businesses that draw other
communities to visit. Areas of lake Zürich w ease of traffic and not being held up by run down
roads and trains. Competitive businesses.

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

317

Look at Arlington Heights.

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

318

Life Fitness across the street from Brbq restaurant Things to do without having to leave Lake
Zurich. Nice restaurants and job opportunities. Proud to be a resident

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

319

A great family environment with a lot of fun activities, entertainment and restaurants to enjoy.
Great school districts and maintained properties

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

320

Balanced community that is welcoming for all age groups.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

321

I think Lake Zurich could use a variety of housing types - not just single family homes - Condos,
apartments, senior living - something for everyone - and I would like more and better access to
boating on the lake and a nice restaurant that can serve food water side.

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

322

Modern and Family oriented

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

323

I would like it to be a destination for dinner. A place to rent kayaks and paddle boards during the
day. A place to hear live music in the evening. My vision is something like Sister Bay Wisconsin. It
has that small town charm and people in the town enjoying the ammenities.

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

324

Not too much different than today ... perhaps aesthetically more pleasing with new infill and
building upgrades.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

325

A small but vibrant downtown, with a few restaurants, shopping, a place to go for a night out (this
is a big thing missing for people who want something unique with good food), and quiet beach.

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

326

It should remain as is - a nice quiet family friendly place to raise your kids. This survey is too
concentrated on lifestyle issues - need to consider long term improvements like - access to lake
Michigan water sources in case of water shortages, also improvements to roads to open up
access (June terrace/Rt22 stoplight, Deerpath-frontage road expansion or open Pheasant Ridge to
two way traffic, extend Miller rd east to Midloathian). Expansion of amenities in the area (dog park,
bike trails, more shelters in the parks, open Lake Zurich to all boaters not property owners. )

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

327

I'd like to see the old Alpine Medical Building torn down and rebuilt. I'd like the former bank to be
occupied. DO SOMETHING SPECTACULAR WITH THAT LOT WHERE JJ TWIGS USED TO BE
RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE PROMENADE!

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

328

A small town center with shops and restaurants with a small town feel like Lake Geneva.

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

329

Maintain small town feel where growing families feel safe and there are activities geared toward all
groups (youth to senior).

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

330

Downtown being full of daytime and evening entertainment. A place to take tourists. The same
feeling of more small town than being neighborhoods all surrounded by businesses (like
Schaumburg).

2/22/2018 12:20 PM
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331

I believe Lake Zurich should look like a family-centered community with lots of open spaces and
parks, affordable housing with decent sized lots and privacy. I believe that all neighborhoods
should continue to have neighborhood parks and sidewalks to build a sense of community and
continuity. I believe that it should have a strong community feel with events and lots of
opportunities to get involved. I believe that all businesses should be focused in the route 22/rand
corridor, downtown, or in the industrial park for ease of access and continuity of the town. All other
areas should be left residential. I would like to see less building and more improvement of what we
have. I would like to see a town that takes the environment seriously and puts it before
convenience/money, and be a place where the village does not endanger current residential areas
with potential developments that would threaten the environment or safety of the residents residing
there.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

332

Professionally managed for the benefits of the citizens.

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

333

I believe that Lake Zürich has a great deal of potential. I would love to see the downtown be
updated and developed into a more vibrant space. I would not like any more video gaming
restaurants to be a part of Lake Zürich. They just breed the wrong clientele for our town. I would
love to continue to see more restaurants and businesses opening. It was such a shame that
lifetime fitness did not get approved. I would also love to see leg Zürich it’s self Floreis. I love the
idea of a beverage center, and would be very open to additional restaurants and sources of
entertainment.

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

334

A quiet family community with opportunities for kids and adults in sports and recreation - including
walking paths and clean beach access

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

335

I would hope LZ would have something akin to Lindy's in Wauconda- restaurant on Lake with
beach, swimming, entertainment.

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

336

Distinct downtown culture with variety of storefronts attracting both local and visiting families. Well
maintained nature areas surrounding lakefront and no more abandoned and unused buildings and
parking lots... (old jj twigs site, kmart are terrible eyesores) Outdoor aquatic center and/or
swimming pool in LZHS to promote year round and competitive swimming for young athletes.

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

337

Best place to live: Great infrastructure, wide and well maintained roads, nice mix of restaurants,
winter activities, places worth visiting. Winter is cold but what options we offer during the summer.
Better utilization of Lake of lake zurich. Currently lake is primarily for the few houses that surrounds
it. General public cannot take a round of lake. Open a few restaurants on the lake.

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

338

Beautiful little village with quaint downtown area including shops, dining and entertainment. Park
across the street from lake promenade. Corners of 12 and 22 enlivened with new businesses along with destruction of long-empty k-mart building and rebuild there. No large complex at rand &
old rand.

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

339

As the number agent real estate in the Village since 1999, I would believe that the downtown
would be updated and upgraded and the Diamond of the Village, the Lake would always be
protected.

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

340

I would like to see downtown Lake Zurich as a place that families and kids can walk around visit
stores, have gatherings in the parks by the lake, visit the town to eat and enjoy activities and
music.

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

341

More trees, less apartments and townhomes, replaced by single family homes, all the video
gaming dives are gone, replaced by more interesting places to shop without having to go to
Palatine and Deer Park, perhaps a bookstore or two, a hobby shop, more trees

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

342

Walkable downtown with shops and restaurants, a dog park, and a Lifetime Fitness nearby

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

343

Clean air, clean water, easy and safe access to natural reserves and water front via pedestrian
walkway and bike paths.

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

344

More modern businesses, popular unique restaurants, improve the Rte 22 corridor.

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

345

Affordable. Family friendly. Thriving

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

346

maybe a fresher looking downtown (old rand/main st.), something occupying the former kmart lot,
no more developed space, businesses using existing/abandoned spaces, instead of developing
spaces.

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

347

Overbuilt

2/20/2018 7:41 PM
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348

Improved downtown area, more sidewalk, consider making main street one way in some direction
allowing wider sidewalk and possible street parking. Develop a theme for downtown, keep it clean,
bright, pedestrian friendly. keep up those downtown activities.

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

349

More modernized. Better downtown, restaurants, shops, residential. More activities and
restaurants along the lake. More development along Route 22. Perseve nature areas. Maintain
and improve infrastructure. Government more inclusive of all people. A Metra Train station in Lake
Zurich. Continuation of fireworks, rock the block, farmers markete, etc. and even more events.
Biggest thing - make necessary improvements in schools...both to facilities and curriculum. Must
better integrate technology and new standard of learning at all levels of schools. Be more proactive
and leading as opposed to reactive.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

350

The village should be progressive. It should have goals that define the future and should be
methodically worked toward and kept in view. It's important that the village to think in terms of the
problems that it will be dealing with in the near future. Problems the world will be dealing with loss of habitat, loss of species, light pollution, environmental pollution, exotic species, fossil fuels,
etc. The village should change the village codes to drastically reduce light pollution. The next time
an opening occurs for an arborist, the village should hire an ecologist instead - someone who not
only can access the health of our urban forest, but who can also look at developers' plans to see if
they contain exotic species that could pose problems in the future. An ecologist could also help
develop a plan to maintain the village's ecological diversity. Bike paths should be promoted. There
should be a scale in the village hall where residents can accurately weigh themselves. The village
should promote health and healthy weights. Plastic bags should be banned. Research shows that
a large percentage of parking spaces have never been parked in. There is too much space allotted
to parking. Parking lots should have more trees. The parking lot of the "old" Jewel is hideous.
There are over a dozen signs above the cart corals. There should be a village ordinance that
places a lid on how many ads people have to look at when walking through a parking lot. There
should be more walking paths. The area at Rand and Cuba road should be purchased and turned
into a nature preserve. We don't need more traffic and more cars on Rand Road and we need
more natural areas. We should be able to find them within our city limits, not have to drive to them.
Natural landscaping should be promoted as a way to provide food and habitat for wild animals,
insects, and birds. The village shouldn't spray insects. The village should offer classes in "know
your village" - so students and adults can learn about village history, where the aquifer is from
which we get our water, what are the native plants and animals that do or should live here, etc.
The park across from the lake should be enhanced, not sold. A walking path should be built with
piers around Lake Alpine and the area around it should be enhanced with native landscaping. The
village should provide incentives to homeowners who use electric lawnmowers, to decrease noise
pollution, air pollution, and our reliance on fossil fuels. The future Lake Zurich should be "greener"
and a model of how other towns can be more ecologically responsible.

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

351

A downtown area that is a destination. Bars, restaurants, boutique shops. Take advantage of the
lake. Use the lake as a picturesque backdrop for the downtown business district. Make it unique.
Improved lighting throughout the town. LZ has continued to grow & develop, but the lighting on
roadways and in parking lots is completely inadequate. Improved lighting will make things appear
more welcoming. It is hard to navigate double turn lanes with the poor lighting. Use
unique/statement lighting fixtures on the downtown streets.

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

352

For me is very importet natural environment

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

353

A downtown that people want to visit and shop. Better use of Paulus Park.

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

354

Keep small town character, single family homes no more apartments, better traffic management

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

355

LZ will be respected as one of the best suburbs in which to reside because of its overall value
proposition. That value proposition includes top 5% rankings in several areas including: schools,
shopping convenience, personal safety and protection, entertainment and restaurants, property
values, cleanliness, open space, tax efficiency, traffic management, infrastructure, diversity, and
affordability. Think of these as pillars upholding the community.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

356

A welcoming community with great schools, recreational opportunities and an ideal destination for
families.

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

357

Small town feel, vibrant downtown that's walkable

2/20/2018 6:13 PM
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358

It should have a more vibrant and inviting downtown. The businesses downtown today just don't
draw people, there's no entertainment and it's very dated. When I moved here about 13 years ago
it seemed small town and that was ok but after the rt22 diversion I would have expected more
focus on updating and creating a nicer downtown. Places to walk to from the subdivisions nearby
or for the people living in the new townhouses and condos. I feel bad for them because I think they
bought thinking the village would spruce up the downtown and build commercial space but that
never happened. Aside from the argument that there's not enough people downtown for new
business to want to open up there, the buildings there today are not good buildings so if there
we're enough people I don't think a business would want to open in any of them. They're dated,
can't image the inside, electrical, plumbing, etc... of some of those. The lots that are for sale should
be leveled and commercial store fronts be built. I think the village needs to take the plunge and
build it themselves to get the ball rolling. A new building has a better chance of encouraging a new
business to move in there rather than the existing stuff. Image if there had been a decent space,
fresh/new, in downtown that Consume could have moved in to. That would have drawn many
more people to downtown, instead we just continue to jam up Rand. Zin Gastro and maybe
Giordano's could have come downtown but again, noting appealing to move in to. Sorry for the
vent, just my opinion.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

359

the same as it does now but with better traffic flow.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

360

An awesome and vibrant downtown!

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

361

A more upscale community similar to the North Shore. Lake Zurich should be getting major
improvements from the developers. Like sidewalks, quality buildings, trees throughout the village,
buried utilities.

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

362

Protect the integrity of the lake itself. It is by far the most attractive asset of the VoLZ.

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

363

If Lifetime Fitness is approved, there will be a terrible irreversible issue of traffic congestion and
safety. The want for a cozy vibrant downtown will be compromised.

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

364

Keep it moving with the times. Pay attention to our green space and environment. No large
developement

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

365

Good Schools first. Less governance (big gov).

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

366

A well rounded village that shows equal concern and funding for environmental needs of the
community. The trees of our urban forest and our natural areas should be considered an important
part of the Villages infrastructure and funded accordingly.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

367

A safe place for families that still provides opportunities for business - most specifically
entertainment that can draw revenue and visitors from nearby communities.

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

368

Good selection of retail stores, with a balanced mix of small business and national retailers.
Optimized traffic flow, adequate parking.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

369

A healthy community in the future would have a balance between a vibrant business area ( Rt. 12
and downtown) and well maintained open spaces (parks, nature areas etc). We would also
continue with various community events that would help bond the residents of Lake Zurich.

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

370

Vibrant downtown area where people can go out for dinner and walk around afterwards or go
shopping then grab a bite to eat. A place the kids can run around and have places to hang out to.
Some green space to just sit and chat. Keep developing Rand Road and come up with a
comprehensive plan so as things are built they will look like they fit together and flow like they were
all developed at the same time. This is what they did with the Midlothian corridor planning,
although nothing has been developed yet.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

371

I would like to see a vibrant downtown with unique restaurants and shops where business owners
partner together for mutual benefit and support the community. We recently moved back to Lake
Zurich from the Wauconda area. My husband and I grew up in LZ and love it, however, Wauconda
has done it right. We greatly miss the community feel, community events, family events, and a
vibrant downtown of Wauconda. Many people I know head out of LZ for a night in Wauconda
because they can park and hop around from establishment to establishment for a night out on the
town. Wauconda is not on the train line but still attracts many. I recommend having an openness
to exploring and learning from the town next door. Many of the events also allowed local youth
groups (scouts, churches, sport and dance clubs) to do service and get involved in community
events teaching civic engagement early.

11/23/2017 5:39 AM
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372

Emphasis on downtown development will still be a goal. Open lands will be filled with
developments. Older citizens will be leaving due to massive taxes imposed. A slow erosion of
shopping malls will occur due to declining incomes. Pull backs in funding education will impact
village appeal. Library will close. Village services will be reduced due to lack of revenue. Lakefront
properties will skyrocket as premium real estate becomes scarce and housing developments
decay from harsh economy.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

373

Life Time Fitness and Portillos made we stay in LZ and I am in great shape and not hungry

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

374

Family friendly, more development in downtown Lake Zurich, more variety of stores & restaurants.

11/22/2017 3:12 PM

375

Revitalized downtown, including shopping and restaurants on Main Street NO MORE
APARTMENTS!!!!

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

376

A place where families can live and play with a village recreational facility (indoor/outdoor pool and
water park). More courtyards and a feel similar to the promenade. Vibrant downtown but without
the city feel and not too congested. More trails/parks for families to spend time/nature centers. etc.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

377

Beautiful vibrant downtown with shops and restaurants that allow residents and guests to utilize
our promenade and parks. Improved walking path around the lake - the sidewalks are ill
maintained, too small for two people to pass, and no one maintains shrubs/bushes. This should be
a feature of our village, not an oversight. Have any of you Walked around the lake on these paths?
How about applying for a grant to have these improved. Many families try to run and bike and it is
treacherous. It should be our crown jewel

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

378

A smaller suburban community that takes advantage of its natural spaces (lakes, open areas,
parks, and paths) but also offers many of necessities of today's life. A downtown with restaurants,
bars, and kid friendly places would be great. Continue to develop Rand into a place where we
have easy access to groceries, shops, and restaurants. Keep the suburb a great place for young
families (taxes low, affordable housing, excellent schools).

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

Q3 In no more than one sentence, please answer the following questions.
Answered: 394

Skipped: 15

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Why do you live in Lake Zurich?

97.97%

386

What do you consider to be Lake Zurich's most pressing issues?

97.21%

383

How do you feel about the current housing inventory in Lake Zurich?

95.94%

378

How do you feel about Lake Zurich's availability of shopping opportunities?

98.22%

387

How do you feel about Lake Zurich's restaurant and dining establishments?

98.73%

389

How do you feel about Lake Zurich’s downtown for residential or commercial development?

97.21%

383

How do you feel about Lake Zurich’s entertainment and recreation opportunities?

97.46%

384

#

WHY DO YOU LIVE IN LAKE ZURICH?

DATE

1

School system

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Good schools/safe/fair housing prices

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

Small town. Lake and nature and parks

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

Our friends and our schools...

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Small Town Feel

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

affordability and great schools

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

My son is spec Ed and the district has been great with him. The friends I have met and the small
town feel

12/16/2018 5:06 PM
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8

Schools

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

9

Like the Community and area.

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

10

I grew up here and love the area/schools.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

11

Small town feel and lake

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

12

It's where we found our dream property.

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

13

Proximity to the lake and accessibility to shopping

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

14

affordable homes with better school

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

15

Access to all shopping and dining needs with ability to enjoy the lake.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

16

I moved here to be in a place where there are less crowds, fewer strip malls, and a farm or two.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

17

Schools, family values, ammenities

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

18

Taxes are fair, great schools, great location to stores

12/16/2018 5:45 AM

19

Small town, good schools

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

20

It's a small, well run community with all needs available.

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

21

good school system and close to my job and family

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

22

Good school systems and location

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

23

School district

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

24

bought home here 26 years ago

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

25

Small town feel but with access to necessary shopping.

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

26

It’s where my property is

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

27

It has been our home for over 31 years.

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

28

Schools and neighborhood

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

29

Affordable, great schools, not too far from most things

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

30

Schools

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

31

affordable housing and good schools.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

32

Clean, quiet (suburban feel), access to major retail stores.

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

33

Lions ct

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

34

Don't like big cities.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

35

Price and schools

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

36

It's a friendly safe community with good schools.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

37

Affordable housing one upon a time...

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

38

I’ve been here since 1986 and required to for my stepchildren

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

39

We live here for the schools and access to the lake.

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

40

Been here >20 years. Came for schools

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

41

Beach

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

42

I grew up here

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

43

I grew up here and want my children to have the same experience.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

44

Family and school district ratings

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

45

The community feel and the safety.

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

46

Great schools, reasonable taxes, and fiscal responsibility.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

47

I moved here 14 years ago thinking the area had a lot of potential.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

48

It’s home and love Ela 55 Plus and library.

12/15/2018 10:10 AM
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49

Safety to raise kids

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

50

Excellent schools and family

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

51

We like that it is not over crowded and congested here as compared to other suburbs especially in
Cook county.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

52

Bought here when prices were reasonable. I used to love the smaller town feel

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

53

What does this have to do with a business plan?

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

54

Thought it was a nice town

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

55

Affordable, outside of the bustle of the city, good schools.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

56

About to move.

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

57

Great schools, affordable taxes, nice community.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

58

Good schools, affordable, the lake.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

59

Yes

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

60

Better Value for home prices

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

61

Yes

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

62

Downsizing and family near-by

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

63

Goods schools that I could afford close to work

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

64

schools

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

65

It is our community... our friends live here

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

66

Great schools and my family is in the area.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

67

Close to family

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

68

Great location, great schools, great family life, many amenities close by.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

69

Great community and schools

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

70

Hoped it would become nice

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

71

All around great place to call home.

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

72

School system

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

73

Yes

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

74

Affordable housing and convenient location

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

75

Schools, cost of living, access to parks

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

76

Family lives close by

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

77

sense and feel of strong community

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

78

Nice small town.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

79

Because I have always lived here

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

80

Yes

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

81

Moved here, by chance, from out of state and found it to be a great place to raise children.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

82

Not snobby but still nice

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

83

location, safety, schools, and shopping

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

84

Reminded me of towns I knew and loved growing up in Minnesota.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

85

Open space

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

86

Schools and close to Barrington train station

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

87

I live in lake Zurich due to close amenities not the school system. The high school already has
issues that are swept under the rug.

8/23/2018 6:41 PM
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88

Convenience to work

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

89

Near the lake

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

90

I dont anymore

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

91

Good housing values and good school system

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

92

Quality if life

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

93

Schools and community

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

94

Affordable taxes and great schools

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

95

Friends/Family

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

96

Safe, friendly town

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

97

The lake, schools, diverse in numerous ways, and the taxes

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

98

It was affordable

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

99

I like that it is less congested than other areas and has nearby parks and good shopping in Deer
Park.

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

100

Affordable town to raise a family

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

101

Moved here in 1992 for quality housing, reduced traffic, good schools and enough stores to meet
our needs.

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

102

Thought it was nice

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

103

small town feel

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

104

Schools, low taxes, safe, demographics, location,

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

105

Great schools, good property value

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

106

Nice affordable housing and taxes

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

107

Original plan in place when we moved here in 2003 combined with the school

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

108

Location, size, wooded areas, residential area more than commercial

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

109

Cost of living, good schools

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

110

Raised

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

111

Lake

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

112

Good school great community

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

113

Small town feel with big town benefits

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

114

It is a friendly place with good access to work and shopping.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

115

Great community for families

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

116

Nice community, lake, school district

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

117

Halfway between my work and my parents -

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

118

North

8/20/2018 8:51 AM

119

Location and make up of the community. I have lived her for 27 years.

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

120

Affordable housing

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

121

Raised here

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

122

We moved to LZ from Chicago for the schools, affordable housing, & to be closer to our families.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

123

Good schools

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

124

Schools, community

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

125

Work

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

126

Moved here because of the schools

8/19/2018 8:46 PM
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127

Family town

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

128

Great family friendly community.

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

129

Close to work and good schools

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

130

Born here

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

131

my parents do

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

132

I moved away because of the drug issues.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

133

Three generations of my family have lived here.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

Affordable housing and location to work.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

Because of the community and the lake

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

The lake

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

137

Because the schools are better than average. Proximity to airport, Chicago, Schaumburg
shopping but still ‘away’ and relatively quiet.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

Off Quentin

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Schools

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

Schools and family

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

The lake and the schools.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Newer houses, access to highway, good shopping and restaurants

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

It has a nice small, family oriented town.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

Small town fell that is close to big towns which had good schools.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Schools and proximity to NW Cook county burbs

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

Proximity to Chicago

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

Close to relatives who live in Lake County.

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

148

Schools

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

149

My daughter school

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

150

I have to right now

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

151

School district

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

152

Moved in because of our lower income

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

153

Good community

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

154

Good schools and great neighbors

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

155

Good schools, friendly community

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

156

Access to good schools and great outdoor areas

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

157

Lake, convience to shopping and entertainment, church and quality schools

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

158

We moved here in 1989 my husbands family already had property here since the 60s

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

159

School district

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

160

Great school. District

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

161

Small town and a good place to raise a family

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

162

Great place to raise our children

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

163

Good schools when we moved in

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

164

It stated out with a small town feel. Now I don't know why I live here with these horrendous taxes.

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

165

I love the private lake.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

166

School district. Safe neighborhood.

8/18/2018 3:07 PM
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167

Location to work, schools, community

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

168

Moved here when it was more open space (sadly much has been destroyed, now stay because of
the location, the people (friends & family) and our vibrant church community (St Francis).

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

169

I wonder that myself, taxes are ridiculous, red light cameras are another money grab. As soon as I
can get a job out of Illinois - I'll be gone.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

170

Feels like a small town instead of a suburb

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

171

Schools

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

172

Close to train and nice neighborhood.

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

173

Sense of community. Variety of incomes and types of people.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

174

Affordable community when raising a family

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

175

Low crime, great schools, convenient location.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

176

it's my home.

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

177

Schools

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

178

We loved the small town feel with access to lots of amenities

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

179

For the schools!

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

180

I was raised here

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

181

Right now because we are stuck there.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

182

Close to the country

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

183

I like the small town feeling of lake Zurich with open spaces and wildlife.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

184

Friendly, small town feel.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

185

Good schools and family

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

186

I live in Lake Zurich because it is a small town with generous services, great schools , plenty of
park and recreation spaces along with access to shopping and larger surrounding communities.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

187

moved her due to the schools, not its schools and community that keeps us here

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

188

Raised family here for community & schools

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

189

Yes

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

190

Easy commute to work

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

191

The small town and good schools.

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

192

Good schools, safe, fairly convenient

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

193

I moved here 24 years ago because it was a great place to raise kids.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

194

Close to work...excellent schools.

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

195

Smaller town, close to major retail, good people.

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

196

Convenient and small town feel

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

197

Location

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

198

Affordable housing, good schools, and low taxes

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

199

Yes

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

200

Schools

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

201

Because of our family business

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

202

Because it was in between work and my dads house, I moved from out of state and regret it.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

203

80 S. Pleasant Road

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

204

For the schools

8/18/2018 9:46 AM
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205

Love the open space quite town with nice people. Its not over populated like schaumburg and
other town, nature is the biggest plus.

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

206

The schools for my kids needs

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

207

Living experience

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

208

Interlaken dr

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

209

Good schools

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

210

Safe small community with good schools and a small town feel.

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

211

Beautiful environment with easy access to work, stores and nature

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

212

Good schools

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

213

Lots of activities nearby, mostly in other towns

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

214

Bought because we loved the house and was closer to our church. Stayed for the schools,
proximity to work, easy access to key businesses (target, Costco, Walmart, jewel). Love Paulus
and breesewald. For years drove through downtown LZ jealous of residents who could enjoy the
sunsets off the lake.

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

215

We felt it would offer our kids both proximity to family (we have roots here) and a solid education.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

216

The small town feel with the free amenities to residents like the beach, Miracle on Main, movie
nights etc

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

217

Bacause it’s a family neighborhood that is good to raise the kids

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

218

Perfect size, great schools, family friendly

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

219

I live here because it is generally quiet, has access to many activities, and it still feels less
suburban.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

220

Proximity to work

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

221

Location

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

222

Good schools

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

223

I grew up here and moved my family back for the “hometown” feel.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

224

Sandlewood Ct.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

225

My husband is third generation and this is where he lives when we got married.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

226

Friendly people. Safety. Single family home where people keep up their properties. Great schools.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

227

Schools, proximity to family.

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

228

Because it was the place we found a house to rent with decent schools

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

229

Home town feel, convenient, great schools, etc...

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

230

It’s Home

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

231

like the small town feel

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

232

Great place to raise a family

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

233

The schools are great.

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

234

We moved to lake zurich because our community was here.

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

235

Yes

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

236

Because it's a good school district and close to work and extended family.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

237

It has a good school district for my children.

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

238

Not sure

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

239

Small town feel

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

240

Husband has a good job.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

241

Small town vacation like community

8/18/2018 8:18 AM
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242

I moved here in 2003 when there was a plan to complete downtown by 2007. Schools had good
ratings and the town had a vision. I now have children entering 5th and 7th grades who will never
see the true reason we moved here. I would like to move to another town but we are now here for
our kids friends and sports teams.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

243

Really liked the feel of the town when I moved here thirty years ago, and did not want to move my
family again.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

244

Schools only were our reason and it seems to still be that answer.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

245

Community and friends

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

246

Nice little town with good people

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

247

Low taxes, good schools

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

248

Good schools, family friendly, feels more open than Western burbs.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

249

For the schools and for the beauty of the landscape.

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

250

Grew up here

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

251

It used to be nice

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

252

Because of the lake

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

253

House prices / schools

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

254

It's where wife's family grew up.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

255

Schools, small town feel

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

256

Schools and convenience.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

257

The Heights

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

258

We got a good deal on a foreclosure and came here for the schools!

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

259

Location and convenience

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

260

Community

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

261

Relatively inexpensive home prices compared to buffalo grove and Barrington. Good schools,
access to major commuting

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

262

Great value

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

263

It's my home.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

264

Walkability, proximity to rand road shopping

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

265

Location

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

266

Quality of Schools

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

267

Was good school.and environment Trees and parks

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

268

Nice town

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

269

Close to work, affordable, great schools

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

270

Moved from out of state and didn’t know any areas

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

271

Thought it would be a small town community . Downtown is such a disappointment

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

272

convient location.

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

273

Good schools, safe town, smaller town, the lake and beaches.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

274

Great schools and so much potential.

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

275

Its where we landed

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

276

Born/ raised here. Property owner

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

277

affordable housing, can commute to work from here.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

278

The schools and the quiet family feel in our subdivision.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM
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279

Love the small town feel of knowing lots of people

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

280

Love the area

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

281

Originally moved for schools & location - kids grown not sure we will stay

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

282

The community feel, good schools, we love the parks and lake

8/18/2018 7:06 AM

283

I live in lake zurich becouse I grew up here and once we started our family it was where we
wanted our child to grow up

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

284

Location and people

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

285

Came to find affordable housing and a "values" friendly town.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

286

Born here family and friends here

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

287

Community and schools

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

288

Because of good ranking schools

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

289

Red bridge

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

290

Small town with access to larger ones

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

291

Nice neighborhoods and good schools

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

292

Close to work and affordable

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

293

Family friendly atmosphere

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

294

It was in the middle of spouses jobs

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

295

It has everything

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

296

I live in Lake Zurich for the small town feel along with all of the outdoor activities.

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

297

Schools

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

298

Off Rand road

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

299

Pleasant affordable housing close to where my family works.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

300

Lower taxes small town feel

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

301

Affordable

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

302

affordable housing and good school district near family

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

303

Family friendly

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

304

Convenience.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

305

Hometown feel.

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

306

Lived here long time, happy here

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

307

People are very friendly, close to work and nice downtown that has so much potential

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

308

When we moved here it had good schools and the town looked better and it’s safe.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

309

Great schools, friendly community

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

310

I was raised here and wanted to raise my child here.

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

311

small town feel, nature spaces, friendly atmosphere, good schools, good moral environment

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

312

I have two young children and the schools and family life is great here.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

313

I wonder.

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

314

The community

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

315

Family values, good schools, and a community feel.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

316

We moved here in 1993 to be closer to family.

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

317

walkability of where my house is located

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

318

Schools and proximity to Metra

8/17/2018 10:52 AM
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319

Schools,Parks, Location and affordability of houses

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

320

No particular reason. Have lived here for 30 years.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

321

It is reminds me of New England where I grew up.

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

322

Quality of life

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

323

Great schools and a beautiful home

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

324

the family values

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

325

Schools and balance of nature and progress. Small town feel

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

326

Schools and location

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

327

Location

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

328

Schools

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

329

Grew up here

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

330

Schools

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

331

The Lake

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

332

School and cost of housing

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

333

Because I like it and it offers me everything I need

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

334

Natural areas close by

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

335

Recommended as a good place to raise kids with good schools.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

336

Initially due to location of employment

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

337

Great Community small town feel, good schools, nice houses

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

338

My family lives in the area, my home is paid off and I feel safe.

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

339

Schools and neighborhood feel

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

340

Because of the family-friendly community

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

341

Comfortable area especially for a senior citizen. Services.

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

342

family community

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

343

Originally the schools, but those just got downgraded ratings

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

344

I grew up here and wish to reside close to family.

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

345

came in for location and place to raise family. but has been a little disappointed. Property prices
gone down and never came back up. Schools have gone down in ranking comparatively.

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

346

It's a quiet small town close enough to everything necessary.

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

347

Not now but I did for 48 years of my life.

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

348

to provide my kids a good education

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

349

escaped from Chicago, wanted quiet, it was a lot greener then, I miss the old Lake Zurich

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

350

Good schools, low crime, nice people

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

351

equal distance from work, and Stevenson High School

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

352

Friendly people

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

353

Small town feel

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

354

good place to raise a family

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

355

Away feeling more congested Chicago suburbs

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

356

Moved here in 1986, established in good neighborhood various stores in short driving distance.
Like our home.

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

357

Great overall town - family oriented, good and safe community, good location, great people.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM
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358

Because when I moved "this far out" initially it was affordable and I never left

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

359

Yes

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

360

Good schools and natural environment

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

361

Small town community

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

362

Moved here in 1979 for small town atmosphere

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

363

House is paid for, I feel safe, and most of what I need is close by.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

364

Schools, family friendly, outdoor recreational opportunities.

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

365

Location, good schools ,house value for $

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

366

Nice community, family oriented, close to work

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

367

location, safety, schools, and shopping

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

368

Value and school quality

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

369

It was a good place to raise a family. They are grown It was affordable at the time. Will be leaving
due to high taxes and winters.

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

370

the lake

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

371

Driving slowly to appreciate the lake views

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

372

I like the small town feel but its convenience to all I need

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

373

for lake.

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

374

My wife and I chose Lake Zurich because we knew it would be a great place to start and raise a
family.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

375

Central location for work, safe, family friendly, great school district

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

376

Good school system.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

377

Small town feel- can get involved and make a difference to the life of our community

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

378

I love LZ and my kids attend school here and I have my network of friends in LK and HW. However
it is way too expensive to live here so my goal is to move in 4 years out of state.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

379

Schools

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

380

Only affordable housing in the area when we moved here.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

381

Restaurants

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

382

Safe neighborhood

11/22/2017 3:12 PM

383

Small town feel in the suburbs, not cookie cutter, good schools

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

384

great schools and safety and a close connection to community

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

385

Diversified population, affordable housing, great schools

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

386

It's a family friendly suburb with a small town feel that offers great schools and open space

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE LAKE ZURICH'S MOST PRESSING ISSUES?

DATE

1

Downtown development/lake becoming publicly owned

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Developing the downtown

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

Saving open space. Vibrant downtown

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

Paying off the TIF District. Over expansion and misuse of rand corridor

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Too much pointless/non-educated development

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

infastructure to deal with growing population

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

The strictness of the LPOA. The fighting of some longer residents that resist any change.

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

Lack of downtown development and high taxes

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

9

Revitalizing Downtown

12/16/2018 2:37 PM
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10

The lack of businesses in the downtown area. Most of the downtown area feels abandoned.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

11

Downtown not developing. It’s so sad. All the towns around us have more bustling downtowns and
they don’t even have a lakefront!

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

12

Lack of a vibrant town center

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

13

Downtown planning and filling vacant retail buildings

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

14

Hate the surplus of gas stations in this town. Hate the water dept handle of our bills and increased
fees

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

15

Lack of dining and entertainment options in old downtown area.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

16

pace of development

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

17

New businesses don’t align with what I want (too many vape and mattress shops, not enough
specialty dining)

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

18

It’s identity-small town charm

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

19

Lake water and a reasonable tax base.

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

20

lack of sidewalks around local schools. Money could be saved on bussing if this was done.
Especially by Isaac Fox.

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

21

Lack of businesses- too many vacant buildings, poor park district

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

22

Bringing in new business and restaurants

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

23

Huge, unaffordable real estate taxes

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

24

Under used potential of downtown/lake area and empty corner buildings on Rt 22

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

25

Taxes way to high

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

26

Real Estate Tax

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

27

Growing our business community

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

28

Taxes, schools and developing the lake and downtown areas

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

29

Traffic

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

30

planning; holding property owners accountable.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

31

Aging schools and downtown revitalization

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

32

Speed limits

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

33

Residents blocking progress or discouraging new initiatives.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

34

The possibility of overcrowding schools with apartment plans.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

35

High property tax

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

36

Thriving downtown area with local businesses

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

37

Smart development of downtown is critical as well as protecting / accessing the lake.

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

38

Inequality

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

39

The promised downtown

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

40

Downtown

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

41

Out dated schools.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

42

?

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

43

Too many closed stores and vape shops. Not enough downtown.

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

44

Traffic abatement with continued commercial development.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

45

Following through on it's decade-long promise to do something with the downtown.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

46

Overdeveloping of apts and condos and senior living facilities.

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

47

Walkability

12/15/2018 10:07 AM
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48

Empty locations for extended periods of time.

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

49

I think real estate taxes are getting high.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

50

Downtown redevlopment and for the board to be more selective as to what businesses will bebefit
the community and not trying to just fill a vacant spot. wi

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

51

The entire community is a pressing issue. No future business plan or tax dollars coming in.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

52

Horrible judgment

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

53

Communication between city & utility staff and the general public they serve - both saw in person
and heard secondhand some nasty, unprofessional responses of staff to folks who were confused
about water changes in the summer.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

54

Is this the slot machine capital of illinois? What the hell

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

55

Bringing in more local restaurants and businesses and fewer chains.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

56

Downtown LZ - DO SOMETHING to create a downtown. If Wauconda can have a downtown, so
can we!

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

57

Build up the downtown. Ensure the water is up to date. Less tobacco and gambling places.

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

58

No Hospital nearby

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

59

Create a downtown that people will visit.

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

60

In road paving

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

61

Rising taxes/costs with little or no improvement in needed services.

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

62

???

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

63

Taxes... high taxes will drive people away

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

64

Vacant stores and lack of downtown attractions.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

65

Empty buildings

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

66

I would like to see improvements to some of the older schools and infrastructure. More vibrant
downtown area would be nice as well.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

67

Downtown

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

68

The leaders and lack of vision

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

69

Illinois governemnt regulations

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

70

Chasing legitimate businesses out.

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

71

Downtown developments

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

72

Vacant buildings. Lack of character. No “destination”downtown

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

73

Vacant properties, no real downtown feel with the run down vacancies. Need more entertainment
options.

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

74

Diversity and a downtown that has never materialized

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

75

Fill empty business spaces, downtown and elsewhere

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

76

Vacent properties.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

77

overdevelopment

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

78

Congestion on roadways and vacant lots.

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

79

Property taxes are too high.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

80

Schools, community resources, too much big box/mass chain retail

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

81

traffic, traffic, traffic and high taxes!!

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

82

Downtown redevelopment has been unsuccessful for most of the 30+ years we have lived here.
These efforts have only resulted in great expenses for the village, TIFs, and still a disjointed
downtown area.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

83

Reinvigorating the downtown and giving it a cohesive character.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM
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84

Downtown development and too high property taxes

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

85

The high school has issues they need to work on like math department . Hazing bullying etc.
Parking is an issue at the high school. Take that referendum money build a better high school
parking lot for junior and seniors. More parking is needed. Why are we paying $330 for studemt
school parking at Lake Zurich high school. Why ????? There are people who can't afford it right
now.

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

86

Downtown revitalization

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

87

Minimizing taxes while maintaining and improving infrastructure

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

88

Vacant buildings

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

89

Infrastructure maintainence, high school taxes

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

90

Downtown redevelopment

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

91

Lake Michigan Water

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

92

property taxes need to stop increasing

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

93

Lack of parkway trees and development of dilapidated commercial spaces

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

94

Attracting developers to vacant properties

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

95

Revenue vs expenses

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

96

Aging infrastructure, land development, and revitalizing the downtown

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

97

Drugs

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

98

The dilapidated buildings around the lake

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

99

Downtown rebuilding

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

100

Traffic

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

101

Our elected officials

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

102

traffic on Route 22 and rand road

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

103

Lack of good food and shopping. Empty lots, out of business buildings.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

104

Empty lots/businesses, loss of business to surrounding towns.

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

105

The downtown area

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

106

Downtown development

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

107

Rand Rd traffic

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

108

Bad economic planning

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

109

Downtown

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

110

Downtown needs help

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

111

Filling unoccupied properties

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

112

Redeveloping downtown and vacant buildings

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

113

It needs to develop and attract quality small businesses.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

114

Need to develop downtown

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

115

Vacant buildings

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

116

Building new storefronts while vacant storefronts sit idle

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

117

Lack of a downtown

8/20/2018 11:56 AM

118

Run down, dilapidated look! No sense of a community downtown .

8/20/2018 8:51 AM

119

Poor management of commercial property and allowing questionable development not bought into
by the community as a whole.

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

120

Lack of planning and getting results. Too many old closed buildings. Too many vape shops and
gambling spots. Too many mattress stores. Too few properties w the lake feel.

8/20/2018 5:08 AM
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121

Downtown

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

122

Creating a vibrant downtown & lakefront area with good restaurants, shopping/boutiques, &
opportunities to socialize with the community.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

123

Lack of solid park district that supports the community with more than just parks

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

124

Downtown development

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

125

Downtown activity

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

126

Too many empty lots

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

127

Failed business and depressing downtown.

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

128

Not growing to compete with surrounding communities.

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

129

Making it more modern

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

130

lack of business downtown

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

131

Drug issues and entitlement.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

132

mixed-use developments, housing

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

133

Too crowded, too noisy and too few open spaces.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

Development of vacant properties.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

The lack of redevelopment of the Downtown

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

Traffic, high taxes

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

137

Downtown disaster, vacant buildings, proliferation of vape shops/gambling joints and the
obsession with alcohol-based community events.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

development of excess housing, mattress stores

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Businesses

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

Downtown

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

Downtown development.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Downtown vacancies - need more businesses

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

It is taken over by apartments, vape shops and mattress stores.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

The residents

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Kmart, Old Giordano's, Omega

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

Downtown redevelopment

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

Not sure.

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

148

Downtown

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

149

Not enough teen appropriate hang out spots

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

150

Downtown

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

151

Downtown does not exist, traffic on Rd 12

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

152

None

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

153

School development

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

154

Downtown revitalization

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

155

Inability to attract / keep businesses in LZ

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

156

Run down and dilapidated businesses. Empty storefronts and a number of stores aimed at
Vape/Smoking. We also need new full size home developments

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

157

Downtown development and revitalization, attracting businesses that the community desires

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

158

High property taxes....we need a better mix of business to make things more convenient

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

159

Downtown

8/18/2018 6:26 PM
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160

Empty Kmart and giordans

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

161

Vision of the town. We need more teen places, LESS vape and gambling locations as it does not
go with the vision of Lake Zurich.

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

162

Finishing the downtown.

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

163

Dropping school rankings and an increase in non permanent residents

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

164

Bringing back the charm and forcing business to develop vacant properties.

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

165

The extreme traffic and the lack of funds to repair the roads.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

166

Too many gambling shops, vape shops, not enough foresight going into development, not utilizing
already empty spots and overdevelopment of our natural spaces.

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

167

Development of downtown

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

168

The randomness in which the LZ government & building and zoning approve / disapprove
buildings & businesses is done so haphazardly that there is no clear vision and continuous lost
opportunities for making LZ better than it is.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

169

Property taxes are making it hard to live here. Plus the increasing density of condos and apartment
have contributed to the horrid traffic on RT 12.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

170

Vacant buildings

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

171

Redevelopment seems to fall through often

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

172

abandoned businesses

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

173

Downtown and parking.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

174

Aging infrastructure, lack of trees and sidewalks

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

175

Improper land use.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

176

economic development

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

177

Debt and tif

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

178

The need to build up and improve our downtown

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

179

Keeping out undesirable businesses.

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

180

Housing cost

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

181

No focus, no overall vision of a “brand” for the community.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

182

An underdeveloped usable downtown

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

183

Empty stores and restaurants

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

184

Be more judicious about growth.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

185

Developers controlling timelines of redevelopment.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

186

Vacant properties and need for a tower ladder truck within the fire department

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

187

Creating an identity.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

188

roads and sidewalks

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

189

Boring town

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

190

Economic Development period

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

191

Development

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

192

Schools, and replacing empty businesses

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

193

Dying downtown.

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

194

High property taxes, vacant retail properties, downtown isn’t highly attractive

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

195

The lack of viable entertainment in the downtown area that forces us to go to other towns.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

196

Vacant properties and lackluster downtown

8/18/2018 10:20 AM
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197

Abandoned businesses

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

198

Vacant property, need to listen to community concerns

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

199

Vacant lots, lack of unique dining and experiences

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

200

Vacant buildings

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

201

Aging Downtown

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

202

Village not allowing businesses to start

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

203

Drawing in and keeping business and residents.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

204

The lack of a community feel, the closed minded conservatives driving minivans riding your ass.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

205

No downtown or nice restaurant in town

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

206

The emptiness of the town and abondeness you see in some areas. For the amount of taxes you
pay in this town it should be better.

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

207

Lack of shopping in downtown and parking

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

208

Dropping school ratings

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

209

Retail downtown. Small town character. Open spaces

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

210

TIF development, business diversity, infrastructure maintenance

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

211

Vacant buildings

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

212

All school ratings need to get higher as it used to be couple years which attract more new
residents

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

213

Needs more strategically placed businesses

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

214

Not much incentive for businesses to move here

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

215

Eyesore vacant businesses. More pressing than issues with downtown development.

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

216

Difficulty transitioning properties that have been vacant to new buyers/builders, and perhaps
difficulty coming to agreement on a common vision for the town’s future development.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

217

Abandoned buildings and homes not taken care of

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

218

Gas stations! Too many!

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

219

Increased traffic/increased population and ability to support

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

220

The seeming lack of planning when trying to fill empty spaces--it feels like just about any business
idea is catered without considering the fact that this is a mostly residential community.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

221

No character to attract or keep residents in the area

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

222

Downtown and education

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

223

Downtown and proper establishments ... too many vacant buildings, vape shops, poker machine
establishments and mattress stores. Poor use of our retail space. DOWNTOWN development

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

224

Activities/places for teens to safely hang out. No bike routes.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

225

Downtown area

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

226

Not supporting current businesses and adding needless housing.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

227

Downtown

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

228

Downtown development/property taxes.

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

229

Vacant buildings

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

230

Downtown is old and run down

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

231

Downtown development

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

232

better vision for downtown- bringing businesses, restaurants- not ugly apartments

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

233

downtown area

8/18/2018 8:38 AM
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234

Lack of anything downtown. Something needs to be done.

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

235

Vacant lots, repetitive businesses, high property taxes

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

236

Lack of utilization of the downtown area

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

237

Visual appeal. Too many vacant buildings and lack of bike paths.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

238

No recreation opportunities and horrible downtown

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

239

We are always looking to leave it; there has to be incentive to stay local at nights and on
weekends where we’d soend more money. The police are a menacing presence too.

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

240

Downtown development

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

241

Lack of progress downtown.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

242

Traffic

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

243

Leadership, vape shops (other towns call us Vape Zurich), no true vision, just popping up cool
establishments one at a time in random vacant spaces. Places like consume, Franco's, roaring
table, and hungry mule, even clay monet, those boutique stores over by Jewel, and learning
express, belong in a quaint downtown, not in random strip malls.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

244

It looks like a dead downtown and a hogepog of discount strip malls just waiting to plug up all the
major traffic arteries with people driving somewhere else.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

245

The board focuses on party events rather than streets which are disasterous.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

246

Empty retail spaces

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

247

Downtown development

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

248

Vacant and run down properties, recent lower school rankings will lower property values and make
families want to pick better school districts.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

249

Need for walking and bike paths throughout the community and a vibrant downtown area.

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

250

Not much in downtown area

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

251

Transforming into a wauconda wannabe

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

252

The vacant and lifeless downtown

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

253

Lack of downtown

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

254

Ensuring a safe community.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

255

Empty buildings and sad downtown area

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

256

Developing downtown.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

257

Increase in crime

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

258

Traffic on Rand,

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

259

Lack of focus

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

260

Traffic and downtown not being what i was sold on

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

261

Improvements in schools

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

262

Having enough money to keep up with infrastructure needs without raising taxes

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

263

Debt, Community Relations,

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

264

Downtown needs a revamp to attract more of the community. Events are good, but
shops/restaurants/bars are needed.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

265

So many old vacant properties

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

266

Too much stores and gas stations

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

267

Roads suck,traffic sucks, downtown should embrace lake not hid it behind mega condos

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

268

I'm concerned about the freight trains and the hazardous materials they carry

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

269

Lack of clear plan

8/18/2018 7:25 AM
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270

Downtown

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

271

a vision

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

272

Downtown development

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

273

Sad downtown and too much vacant space.

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

274

Vacant property and increased crime

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

275

Too MANY Vape shops! Too many empty buildings

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

276

zoning and development

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

277

Lack of modern vision from our leadership.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

278

It’s downtown is dead

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

279

Water, school condition

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

280

Downtown!

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

281

The poor down town it's one of the worse in the area like I said below you need small business
down town like wauconda

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

282

No vision for the future. LZ has for decades had a terrible reputation w business owners to be an
impossible place to construct a business. We should be making the process easier, so owners are
fighting for an opportunity to serve our community. Instead, they walk away. No cohesion
whatsoever. Terrible decisions for the downtown - we needed multi use properties w retail,
services, dining, and residential. More residential constructed at the NW corner of our main
intersection was a disaster. Too large a footprint. LZ residents and neighboring towns need a
reason to visit downtown LZ, and right now they have none.

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

283

Traffic.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

284

Village board making poor decisions about new businesses coming in to vacant locations.

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

285

Poor landlords who own downtown buildings

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

286

We’re not bringing people in. They’re going to libertyville

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

287

Losing businesses

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

288

Business development but there has been lots of improvement

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

289

Reactive politics to NIMBY loud mouths

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

290

Growing while still maintaining our culture/small town identity

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

291

Going nowhere

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

292

Empty buildings businesses

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

293

downtown needs more shops and restaurants

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

294

Business development

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

295

Lack of common sense when approving more than one mattress store and vape shop and getting
vacant business properties occupied.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

296

Improving the visual appeal of traveling throughout the Village by removing temproary signs along
roadways.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

297

Community feel, more recreational

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

298

Empty buildings, weak downtown area

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

299

easy access to regional transportation, other than auto

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

300

Improving our Schools

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

301

Inequality for my Spanish speaking neighbors.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

302

Downtown

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

303

Downtown

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

304

Lack of development to downtown to attract businesses.

8/17/2018 1:24 PM
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305

Emory buildings and the type of businesses we bring in.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

306

Utilization of empty property and accessibility to locations.

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

307

Open retail spaces and parcels, property taxes.

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

308

debt and water - we need to reduce our debt and repair our wells (no Lake Michigan water)

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

309

Bringing in more businesses to downtown and other areas of LZ.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

310

The lack of long term business plan.

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

311

Declining downtown compared to other communities does not bring people in

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

312

Driving businesses downtown and a scattered vision.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

313

For far too long, revitalization of downtown and north Rand Rd corridor

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

314

empty buildings and not reusing or demolishing and allowing new builds

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

315

Downtown fading away

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

316

Debt

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

317

The downtown.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

318

traffic

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

319

downtown redelopment

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

320

Development

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

321

downtown and home values

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

322

Certain areas needing attention. Corners of rand rd old Kmart and downtown look terrible.

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

323

Too many trashy, half vacant strip malls.

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

324

Life Fitness being built in town

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

325

Development

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

326

Lack of some businesses, we have never had a new car dealer.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

327

I think it is a great place to live - I don't see an issues

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

328

Downtown re-development

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

329

Revitalizing the downtown

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

330

Funding for needed infrasture improvements

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

331

Overdevelopment of natural areas, especially along Rand

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

332

Route 12 congestion and too few North/South routes.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

333

Vacant buildings downtown and along 12

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

334

Developing the Downtown and not developing more on Rand Road because of the empty stores
like Kmart.

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

335

Local government is trying to grow the village in ways that the residents are opposed to.

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

336

Downtown and the constant fear of development in places it shouldn't be.

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

337

Proposed land development that is more focused on economics than what is best for the area,
surrounding residents, or community as a whole in terms of continuity.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

338

Regulatory and taxes

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

339

empy business buildings

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

340

undervalued Lake! Not enough restaurants ON THE LAKE.

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

341

Near non-existent downtown culture and too many big box stores

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

342

Property value increase

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

343

Keeping taxes low - developing downtown and many empty stores.

2/21/2018 8:22 AM
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344

The downtown revitalization

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

345

downtown updating

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

346

I'm concerned that LZ will soon become the apartment, gas station and video gambling center of
Lake County

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

347

The deteriorating downtown

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

348

traffic along Rand road, Quintin, and route 22

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

349

Business tax base

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

350

Underdeveloped down town

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

351

traffic flow by LZHS, too many empty/abandoned businesses

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

352

Making the right decisions on development

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

353

Budget issues and maintaining its affordability

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

354

Need to upgrade downtown with shops, restaurants and residential - it currently looks like it’s stuck
in the 1930s.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

355

lack of vision - gambling at too many places - and enough already with the "need" for more gas
stations

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

356

Downtown development

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

357

It think it to much new restaurants

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

358

Drugs and no place for teenagers to go to

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

359

Before allowing more apartments etc fix infrastructure

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

360

How to improve on shortcomings without increasing cost of living here.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

361

How to balance growth while at the same time not losing what currently makes this a great
community.

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

362

Secure finances, skyrocketing water bills

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

363

I don't know the whole picture but development on Rand is ridiculous and more focus should be on
downtown

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

364

traffic, traffic, traffic and high taxes!!

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

365

Downtown revitalization

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

366

Aging infrastructure

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

367

open spaces

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

368

Sidewalk repair on North Old Rand

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

369

Downtown

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

370

deficits

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

371

Funding for infrastructure needs.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

372

Lack of business in downtown/overall appearance of main street

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

373

Adequate funding for maintenance and infrastructure

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

374

Adequate funding for public works programs ( infrastructure, maintanence of natural areas)

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

375

Revitiizing the downtown and minimizing the property taxes. Would also be nice to have some sort
of path around the lake.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

376

Lack of community cohesiveness-center the village on the downtown and not Rand Road big box
stores

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

377

Lack of oversight of budget excesses for District 95 and township goverment.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

378

Time Fitness at the old Hackneys. Approve now

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

379

Needs to offer more variety of shops, eating establishments, updated buildings (schools)

11/22/2017 3:12 PM
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380

Too many vacant properties and roads in need of repair

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

381

increase in property taxes and costs of living.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

382

Traffic congestion on route 12 making it unsafe

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

383

Redeveloping properties to meet today's needs and dealing with growth in a respectful way

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CURRENT HOUSING INVENTORY IN LAKE ZURICH?

DATE

1

We don’t need to have any more houses until we have something to draw people to move here.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

I haven’t been looking so cannot comment

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

There is enough!

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

It's good

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Too many apartments

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

I think we could use more rental property

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

7

Ok

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

8

OK

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

9

Good

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

10

Fine.

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

11

Fine

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

12

Good

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

13

No opinion

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

14

There's plenty to go around.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

15

Good

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

16

It’s fine, getting too much

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

17

Great!

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

18

Fine

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

19

It’s fine

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

20

Fine

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

21

not sure of status

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

22

Ok

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

23

Adequate single family but need multi family near lake, upscale townhouses

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

24

OK

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

25

Good

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

26

It’s very good

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

27

Enough how hiuses

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

28

OK. Good variety of sizes/price-points

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

29

Healthy

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

30

Hold

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

31

Sufficient.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

32

Stable

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

33

It's good how it is now. We dont need big appartment complexes like a Des Plaines or Palatine.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

34

Fine

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

35

Too many apartment buildings. Not thrilled about the downtown apartments without lower level
commercial

12/15/2018 1:00 PM
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36

It is fine.., but please NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING!

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

37

Is fine.

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

38

Fine

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

39

We don’t need more apartments

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

40

It’s fine.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

41

Saturated

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

42

Great

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

43

I’m excited to see more high-quality single family homes being developed.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

44

I feel no need to grow the housing and congest the area.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

45

Not enough ranch homes for sale

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

46

Good

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

47

Very little rental opportunities other than The Landings.

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

48

Seems like we have added enough apartments recently.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

49

It is okay

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

50

We have plenty. The town was built on residential.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

51

The apts are going to ruin this town

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

52

Probably a little on the high end side, could use more affordable housing.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

53

It's full.

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

54

It feels adequate to me.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

55

It’s fine. No more McMansions. Keep it affordable.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

56

More single family homes and less apartments or codos

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

57

Good

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

58

Hackneys property should have been housing

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

59

Don’t know

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

60

Housing inventory is fine as it is. The village does not need to be encouraging any forms of
housing developments

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

61

it's usually pretty good

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

62

Seems ok to me.

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

63

Not enough affordable house but at the same time LZ doesn't need any new housing
developments. We're loosing the "small town" feel.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

64

Good

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

65

It’s not great if your budget is 550-700. The houses seem mostly smaller and older. We would love
to build but there aren’t a lot of great opportunities to do so.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

66

Good

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

67

Too many apartments, mattress stores and retirement homes

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

68

Very good

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

69

Good

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

70

Perfect

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

71

Inventory is aging and not all are maintaining their houses well.

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

72

Good

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

73

Neutral

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

74

Add various types/styles to downtown area

8/26/2018 11:08 AM
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75

Don't like new condos.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

76

it is adaquate

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

77

Expensive

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

78

Houses seem to sell quickly in my neighborhood, which is better than having too many on the
market.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

79

Need new construction

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

80

it is fine. keep out the apartments!!

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

81

Need for more affordable housing

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

82

Fine

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

83

Mostly moderate to expensive

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

84

Horrible

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

85

Fine

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

86

It’s adequate

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

87

Nice, assortmant and reasonable prices

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

88

More housing for an aging population (single story invrntory)

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

89

good

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

90

Great, the lower density the better

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

91

Seems abundant

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

92

Good

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

93

Lots of apartments and townhouses that are good for lower income families. Starting to see older
homes remodeled but not many new single family starter homes to attract younger and first time
home buyers. Only new homes I see built are $400K or up which is not what the average person
can afford.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

94

Not good. Too expensive and exclusionary by price and physical limitations

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

95

Pretty good but would like to see more ranch style homes for empty nesters

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

96

Fine no need to provide more

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

97

Seems ok

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

98

Good

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

99

appropriate

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

100

Enough. No more, especially no apartments and lower income housing.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

101

Acceptable

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

102

Havent been looking, so no opinion

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

103

Adequate

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

104

Fine

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

105

Good

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

106

fine, more affordable apartments

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

107

Good

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

108

To many condo/ apartments

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

109

Adequate

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

110

I think we have a fine balance of single family homes and multi-family choices.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

111

Fine

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

112

Adequate

8/20/2018 12:22 PM
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113

It is just fine as is

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

114

Fine

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

115

Its fine

8/20/2018 5:08 AM

116

Good

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

117

I think there is a nice range of houses to buy based on your income-high, middle & low pricing.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

118

Not a lot of inventory, which is fine

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

119

Positive. Turnover is expected

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

120

So so

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

121

Appropriate for the demand

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

122

It’s ok

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

123

Property values not rising as fast as they could.

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

124

Good

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

125

Good

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

126

i don’t

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

127

Disturbed. Too many apartments, not enough reasonably priced housing.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

128

Need mixed-income housing

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

129

.Too many homes and too close together.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

130

Not sure LZ needs more rental housing.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

131

Lately, disappointed in all of the new rental properties being development

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

132

Not sure the demand for apartments and condos matches the construction being allowed. Ex.
Downtown and Kmart proposal.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

133

ok

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

134

Good

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

135

Housing out numbers the entrainment opportunity

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

136

It’s perfect.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

137

Good

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

138

It is good.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

139

I believe we can build more houses on some of our vacant land.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

140

Ok, needs more to boost local businesses and vacancies

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

141

Finr

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

142

Plentiful

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

143

Positive

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

144

Good

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

145

It’s good

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

146

Sufficient

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

147

It’s growing

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

148

Good

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

149

Seems ok

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

150

We need more full size home development options and less townhomes

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

151

Good

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

152

Housing inventory seems fine

8/18/2018 7:08 PM
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153

Great

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

154

Great

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

155

I am concerned about all the apartment going in. I want to ensure they stay Luxury apartments

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

156

Probably fine. Not sure that it needs much more

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

157

Quit increasing the apartments, quit building

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

158

Fair

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

159

I'm not that familiar with that.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

160

It’s more than enough

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

161

No opinion

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

162

There is way too much.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

163

Too many apartments adding to density.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

164

Good

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

165

I’m not crazy about all of the rental buildings. Expensive.

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

166

very good

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

167

Prefer to slow down on building apartments/condos. That generally doesn’t lead to longtime
residents that have a stake in the community.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

168

Adequate

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

169

Very unique subdivisions throughout with several more acres in and around LZ for development.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

170

enough with the federally funded housing already.

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

171

Good

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

172

I feel the downtown area is getting way too congested

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

173

Seems adequate.

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

174

Too much high-end

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

175

Extremely overpriced, outdated homes.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

176

We have plenty

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

177

Good

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

178

There are too many units in downtown.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

179

More than sufficient.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

180

Good

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

181

The is an abundance of housing for almost any income level here.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

182

seems to be at a decent rate, perhaps no more apartment or condos with recent developments
going in

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

183

No comment

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

184

We have enough!

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

185

Its enough

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

186

Okay.

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

187

It is fine

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

188

Fine

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

189

I feel like we have plenty of houses and don’t need more apartments.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

190

Fine

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

191

Adequate, we don’t need apartments.

8/18/2018 10:17 AM
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192

Plenty

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

193

More 300-400k housing is needed

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

194

Too many Homes

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

195

Fine

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

196

It's decent.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

197

Cookie cutter plastic houses, saturated market.

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

198

Fine

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

199

No comment

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

200

I think its perfect and there shouldn't be a push to build more, people are attracted to how not over
populated the town. Though there has bee quite an increase in Traffic in the last 10 years.

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

201

It seems fine

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

202

Ok

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

203

It is fine. But no more housing downtown

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

204

Could use more

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

205

Low inventory

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

206

Neutral

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

207

Too many apartment buildings

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

208

Lots of housing. Newly built empty condos

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

209

Pretty expensive.

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

210

Not able to comment due to lack of knowledge - haven’t been looking.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

211

Too many mass resident buildings!!

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

212

It’s good, but too many apartments coming up

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

213

Adequate

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

214

We have a lot of housing options, that while not necessarily considered affordable, are plentiful.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

215

In our neighborhood, it has gone from very high demand last year to far too much supply this year.
It makes me worried about future housing prices if we need to sell.

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

216

Ok. Old

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

217

Fine

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

218

We have too many apartments/condos. We don’t need to keep building more.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

219

I’m okay with it; however, I’m not sure about the new apartments by the lake and question the
apartments at the old Kmart.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

220

I despise the downtown area condos, and hate apartment buildings.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

221

We love living in a town of homes not apartment buildings.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

222

Good

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

223

It’s fone

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

224

Good

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

225

Don’t care but no more apartments unless they are low income

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

226

too many houses on the market

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

227

Good

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

228

Seems like a lot

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

229

It's fine

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

230

There is plenty

8/18/2018 8:24 AM
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231

OVERLY SATURATED!!!!

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

232

It's ok

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

233

Way too expensive, not enough affordable housing.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

234

Adequate

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

235

Not sure what you mean, but I am opposed to a homeless shelter

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

236

Not concerned at all. As far as I’m concerned the only people worried about that are the members
of the village board looking for more tax money and the opportunity to move taxing status from
home rule to whatever (or the other way around).

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

237

It’s not a concern. But adding more apartments to downtown was shocking.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

238

It has ups and downs

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

239

Good

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

240

It’s okay

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

241

Good overall, but maybe could use more 4 bedroom, 2 story homes.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

242

Too much.

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

243

Too many apartments & condos going in with no shopping under them

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

244

Plenty please no more rentals

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

245

Perfect

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

246

Good

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

247

There's a widening gap between older housing (late 70s and 80s construction) and overpriced
mcmansions, with little new development around the 300k range

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

248

Too many apartments and townhouses being built

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

249

Good.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

250

ok

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

251

Homes seem to go quick. Cost of living homes wise can be higher.

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

252

Adequate

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

253

It is fine

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

254

Feels a little like there is an over abundance

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

255

Fair

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

256

We need to stop building

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

257

Growing!

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

258

Haven’t looked lately

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

259

No more luxury apartments

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

260

I don't like when I see another project to build apartments

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

261

Too much apts need more single family housing

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

262

It fluctuates with the market

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

263

Sufficient.

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

264

good

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

265

It’s fine. No need to build more with the exception of downtown.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

266

Enough already don’t crowed our schools like Stevenson!

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

267

Bad

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

268

Good

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

269

getting better - I like diversity

8/18/2018 7:12 AM
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270

Rising property taxes are choking off those who are here and deterring others from moving in.
Allowing rif raff to have poorly maintained homes and properties all over town makes us look like
white trash with a lake and fancy condos. Just saying that we need to crack down on the ugly ness
of parts of town

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

271

I think we need more rental property

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

272

It’s ok. Newer construction houses needed

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

273

Could use more ranch homes / too many apts being built

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

274

There are enough houses in lake zurich I think you are building to many apartment building this is
going to back fire on you guys when our schools are to packed and we start to get more section 8

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

275

Adequate

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

276

It's becoming over saturated.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

277

When I need to upsize I worry about finding something affordable

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

278

Good

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

279

Stable

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

280

Average

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

281

Good enough

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

282

Feel like it is well

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

283

Enough options

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

284

I think it’s good

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

285

There’s a lot for sale

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

286

It’s good more condos downtown

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

287

High quality, affordable

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

288

Average

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

289

Way too many houses and those that are sellling are selling for to low of a price.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

290

It seems fine as far as I can tell.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

291

Good

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

292

Satisfied

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

293

not enough affordable housing near walkable shopping areas

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

294

Good

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

295

Poor are being gouged.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

296

N/A to me

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

297

Normal

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

298

There's sufficient housing available but lack of to-do's for those living is the new townhomes and
condos downtown

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

299

Way too much housing

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

300

There are too many units empty and more being built. We need to provide more businesses first to
encourage more residents and build housing based on needs and demands.

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

301

Ok

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

302

Lots of variety in many affordable price points.

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

303

Adequet

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

304

No More Apartments

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

305

Good

8/17/2018 11:15 AM
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306

Good options, but they are being encroached upon by retail which is trying to become
decentralized.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

307

I believe the housing inventory is sufficient but not opposed to additional affordable housing being
built

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

308

no opinion

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

309

There's more than enough housing, especially downtown

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

310

Its Ok

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

311

Too many condos.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

312

fine as is

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

313

would like to see some over 55 ranch style cluster housing so it would be more affordable than
normal single family housing.

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

314

It is across the board

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

315

i feel we need more affordable housing

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

316

No issues

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

317

Fine

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

318

Not sure

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

319

good

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

320

Expensive for those trying to get into the market.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

321

More variety the better

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

322

There are enough homes

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

323

Good

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

324

It is nicely varied.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

325

Fine

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

326

Good selection of mid-range to upper-mid range housing.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

327

Unsure. I'm open to more residential housing downtown.

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

328

Would love to see coach homes one level to downsize to.

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

329

Sufficient

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

330

Fantastic

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

331

Good; too much more and it would flood the market.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

332

Good

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

333

Would like to see less apartments/townhomes and more single family homes in the 400/500’s

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

334

more than adequate - no more needed

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

335

Fine

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

336

I believe there is a good variety of older and newer developments as well as rental units.

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

337

since property value is not increasing, i would assume there is enough supply

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

338

Ok

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

339

We are have low inventory for sale, as so many villages right now.

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

340

good

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

341

I would like to see the village stop approving new apartment complexes. The village should only
allow new construction that are condos.

2/21/2018 1:47 AM

342

Too many apartments, concerned they'll become low income housing over time

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

343

Fine

2/20/2018 9:45 PM
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344

adequate

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

345

It's fine

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

346

Unknown

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

347

seems fine to me

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

348

Adequate

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

349

I believe there is enough. Wish some homeowners would maintain their property better

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

350

The housing inventory is very solid, I think it’s important to build up the other areas of the
community to improve home values.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

351

no opinion

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

352

Do not like the recent approvals of apartment developments, focus more on individual owners

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

353

Ok

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

354

Good

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

355

It is sufficient. Older homes being rehabbed

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

356

Inventory of homes seems adequate as it is.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

357

Positive

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

358

More reasonably priced and senior housing.

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

359

Fine

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

360

it is fine. keep out the apartments!!

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

361

Not enough rentals

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

362

It’s good nice variety

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

363

we have little room for any additional growth

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

364

Excessive

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

365

O.k

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

366

it is fine

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

367

I am comfortable with the housing in Lake Zurich.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

368

Plenty of townhomes and apartments, more housing may be a need

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

369

It's adequate.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

370

no opinion

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

371

Need more affordable independent living options for both seniors and non seniors.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

372

Adequate

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

373

More apartments are needed.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

374

Good

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

375

Too many apartments

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

376

Housing inventory is good.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

377

There is a nice variety

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

378

Lake Zurich offers affordable options and more land than most other suburbs

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LAKE ZURICH'S AVAILABILITY OF SHOPPING
OPPORTUNITIES?

DATE

1

I feel we have an adequate amount of shops but the problem is the location of everything.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Average or slightly below average. However it has been improving in the last 2 yrs

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

Enough on rand road! Put something downtown

12/17/2018 7:28 PM
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4

We are over-supplied on the Rand corridor. We have too many run down places and those built
now will be vacant as e-commerce grows.

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Good. We need more mom and pop shops

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

good

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

Slim

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

Could be more developed

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

9

very good

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

10

Deer Park and Rand Rd. are great, but there is nothing downtown.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

11

Great. Except doentoen

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

12

Need more of a downtown village

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

13

There's a good variation.

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

14

Costco is the only place I shop in lake Zurich. I usually go to Kildeer

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

15

Good access to major stores.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

16

There are many empty store fronts/buildings. Why build more?

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

17

Good

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

18

There is plenty

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

19

Great!

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

20

More needed with Downtown and old Kmart location

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

21

Shopping is not bad, downtown shopping is terrible

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

22

Could be more

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

23

needs improvement; still have to go to neighboring towns for most shopping other than grocery

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

24

Ok

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

25

A lot mostly average

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

26

Solid

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

27

Good

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

28

It’s good enough for a smaller suburb

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

29

Plenty

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

30

dated.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

31

Basics

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

32

Meh not good

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

33

Currently sufficient, but i fear that they could relocate to other towns.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

34

Good

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

35

Very good.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

36

Fine

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

37

Terrible

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

38

Easy access to everthing.

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

39

Is also fine. Need more small business

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

40

Ok but not in downtown

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

41

There’s enough

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

42

Not great. Most of my shopping is done in kildeer.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

43

Amazing

12/15/2018 12:20 PM
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44

Great but lots of empty places.

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

45

Downtown is an ongoing missed opportunity - need to fill it with shops like Zin Gastropub, Anuyu
boutique, etc.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

46

Rand road is doing well while downtown is not.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

47

Good

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

48

Good

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

49

More than enough.

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

50

I think we need more unique smaller stores such as shoe stores like Tootsies in Barrington and
Candy store like Anderson’s or Morke’s ....

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

51

If you like only big box retailers, then it is fine but I would give it a poor rating for keeping and
encouraging small mom and pop storefronts.

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

52

Out side of Target and grocery stores. There is no where to shop; except Deer Park.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

53

Horrible.

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

54

In the city itself kind of blah, but we have the Kildeer shops so close it doesn't matter.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

55

There doesn't need to me anymore stupid stores like cup cakes are us and stuff like that ....such
as In deer Park. People are dying in other a countries and we are opening foo foo cup cake cutie
boots for her. How embarrassing

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

56

I like that we have easy accessibility to lots of shopping along route 12.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

57

There’s plenty.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

58

Only available through driving. RAND road is great but small business in downtown would be grest

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

59

Could be better

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

60

It is adequate

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

61

Great!

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

62

We have more than enough big box stores, gas stations, and crappy strip malls.

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

63

excellent

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

64

Ok

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

65

Ok

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

66

Great

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

67

We are close to deer park so this might be irrelevant. LZ is great for running errands to target,
hardware stores, grocery stores, but if you actually want to shop you have to go to deer park.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

68

Well setup

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

69

Plenty of second rate shops as all the good ones went to deer park and killdeer

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

70

Very good

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

71

Fix up downtown to revive it.

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

72

Perfect. Although two Jewels across from one another does not make sense.

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

73

Close proximity to deer park is a nice amenity

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

74

Access to deer park is easy but that’s not LZ. But for grocery and day-to-day it is gokd

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

75

There are plenty of options

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

76

Great!

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

77

Great.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

78

it is adaquate

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

79

It’s okay. Too many Jewel-Osco’s. Need more chain retailers.

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

80

Everything we need is close by, but too many “discount” stores.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM
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81

Over abundance

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

82

very good but always room for improvement.

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

83

Good, when combined with things available in neighboring communities.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

84

Would love more small businesses downtown.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

85

Between Kildeer/Deer Park and Lake Zurich along rand and 22 there is everything one could
need. I would love to see downtown and the old Kmart lot developed. It's been too long.

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

86

One business goes in and another goes out.

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

87

Fine

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

88

Need more clothing stores snd entertainment options

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

89

Ehh

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

90

Excellent

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

91

Very good

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

92

good

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

93

Good. If we could get rid of the Walmart, great

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

94

Lacking

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

95

Great!

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

96

Good but it is hard to compete with Deer Park Mall. All the big chains are there. Lake Zurich needs
a more, eclectic, niche, or unknown chains to compete.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

97

Hard to get to without car

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

98

Great when you consider our proximity to Deer Park

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

99

Fine no need for more

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

100

We seem to have everything we need.

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

101

Horrible

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

102

too much

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

103

Okay, but could be much better.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

104

Good but could be stronger

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

105

Not too bad, but can be better.

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

106

Lacking in downtown

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

107

Plenty, dont need any more

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

108

Fine

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

109

Need a footlocker

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

110

Good

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

111

They are too few

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

112

Nothing downtown, but fine elsewhere

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

113

We are not doing the right things to help to cultivate small businesses.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

114

Less smoke shops, slot places and more unique businesses

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

115

Close enough to deer park that I’m fine with it

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

116

Too many stores as it is

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

117

We need more new development of the downtown are and need to tear down all derelict buildings
with urgency. We do not need more mattress stores, vitamin stores or massage busineses.

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

118

Good

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

119

It’s terrible

8/20/2018 5:08 AM
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120

No one shops in LZ, we all go to surrounding towns

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

121

Not good. The downtown area is dated with limited restaurants that aren’t even that good.
Downtown & lakefront should be like Libertyville, Wauconda or Barrington.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

122

Shopping is Lake Zurich is not good, the strip malls along Rand need to be revitalized or removed.

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

123

Good. Close proximity to everything including surrounding suburbs

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

124

People go to deer park instead

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

125

Decent

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

126

Getting better

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

127

Fine

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

128

Good

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

129

Could be better

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

130

very limited

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

131

Good. Deer park is very close.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

132

Sufficient. Deer Park is close.

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

133

Good shopping opportunities.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

I have to leave the village for most shopping except for groceries, so not great.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

Ok

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

There is plenty, very convenient

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

137

Again, STOP with the vape shops and gambling joints! It’s trashy and what we are becoming
known for. We are a joke! We shop in Kildeer and Deer Park except for Kohl’s, new Jewel,
Mariano’s.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

ok

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Poor

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

Poor

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

It’s perfect.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Good

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

Not nearly as good as the surrounding cities like deer park and barrington.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

We have plenty.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Fine don't need more new

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

Fine

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

Good

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

148

Positive

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

149

Need more

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

150

Good

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

151

Sufficient

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

152

Great

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

153

Good

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

154

Poor

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

155

Grocery / hardware options a plenty, but need to go to deer Park for everything else

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

156

Many of the businesses are fast food based or shops with no sustainable business model. I am not
a fan of the number of smoke/vape shops. I feel we need more businesses and development
projects with better business models.

8/18/2018 9:13 PM
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157

Good, wish downtown could be more of a destination for people as wauconda has become as
Barrington is

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

158

Would like to see more variety of stores.

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

159

Fine. We are close to deer park.

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

160

Great

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

161

I would like to see more of the quaint coffee houses and shops but also understand that people
need to shop them. Use to love the store where multiple crafts and arts could display there items
for sale in booths they rented. I shop Deerpark a lot but don’t believe LZ needs to be a Deerpark.

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

162

Plenty

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

163

Quantity is good, quality needs to be better

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

164

Poor

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

165

Plenty of shopping.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

166

So-so. We need more diversity in shops

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

167

Deer Park is best option

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

168

Definitely no more needed on Rand Rd, but would like to see downtown LZ become more like
downtown Wauconda.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

169

stores I like are in Deer Park.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

170

Average

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

171

Has gotten better over the years

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

172

Grocery stores are fine, but not much else is available

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

173

Pretty good.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

174

Adequate

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

175

Plenty along 12/22 corridor.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

176

mediocre

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

177

Good

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

178

I notice and appreciate the growth in positive family businesses

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

179

There are more than enough stores in LZ.

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

180

Good, but more youth friendly/low cost shopping locations

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

181

The only shopping our family uses is target and Trader Joe’s

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

182

With Deerpark nearby we have good shopping. No more mattress stores!!! We need a gas station
at Quentin and 22.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

183

Good

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

184

We have plenty of options.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

185

Great areas to shop currently.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

186

Average

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

187

Plenty.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

188

we have a good mix of stores that are easy to get to

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

189

Plenty

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

190

There is no where to shop, outside of the grocery stores, Target, a few places to eat. Otherwise,
shop elsewhere, like everyone else.

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

191

Good

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

192

It’s good.

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

193

Ok

8/18/2018 10:34 AM
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194

Better in Nearby deer park and Barrington, but ok in LZ

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

195

Deer Park mall and Kildeer have much better developments than we do.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

196

Fine

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

197

A good variety

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

198

Good

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

199

Lack of variety in downtown

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

200

Adequate

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

201

Not Enough Shopping

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

202

Fine

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

203

Acceptable

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

204

why the fuck do we need two jewel grocery stores?

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

205

So so

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

206

I think it needs more availability like I say this town is already looking like a ghost town

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

207

I like it, deer park tends to cove the shopping mall feel.

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

208

Nothing beyond the box stores

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

209

Good

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

210

Need some downtown. Enough everywhere else

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

211

Very good

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

212

Too many grocery stores

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

213

Like that we have access to most of stores within 15 minutes driving distance.

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

214

Too sparse

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

215

Lots of shopping

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

216

Content

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

217

Satisfied.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

218

Decent along Rand

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

219

If to consider deer park it’s good

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

220

Adequate

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

221

We have great shopping opportunities.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

222

Too many chains, not enough unique shops

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

223

Ok. Lost to deer park in development

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

224

Ok... not the greatest

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

225

We have the basics covered but I go to Kildeer or Vernon Hills for restaurants.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

226

No issues

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

227

I don’t care because I just go to deer park.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

228

Very good. I believe the village is doing a great job.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

229

Great!

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

230

It’s lacking

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

231

Need more downtown

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

232

Could use some more options

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

233

Overwhelmingly made up of big box stores

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

234

poor

8/18/2018 8:38 AM
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235

Good

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

236

I like it but don’t love all the vacant spots

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

237

LZ...not very good. We are fortunate to have Deerpark next door.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

238

It’s enough but could use some downtown options

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

239

Terrible!! Bulldoze John Sfires properties (terribly outdated) in favor or new up to date zoning
plans.

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

240

Surgeries needs more. No not mattress stores!

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

241

Other than groceries, I don't shop here.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

242

Shifting to ugly big box commercialism

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

243

Ok. We have everything we need but it's not organized into a downtown.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

244

We have plenty if not too many already.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

245

Small businesses don’t seem to make it because of locations and there not being a true downtown
area.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

246

I would like to see more focus on bringing more small businesses

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

247

Could use more retail. No more mattress stores!!

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

248

Need more

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

249

Plenty of shopping, especially with deer park mall so close.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

250

It’s good, but wish entry into them were easier.

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

251

Not much in LZ go to deer park

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

252

Good enough

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

253

Downtown is pathetic

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

254

Need more small businesses

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

255

Has all the big box stores for everyday purchases, which fills our young families needs

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

256

I go to deer park

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

257

We need more people independent shops.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

258

ok

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

259

A good variety overall

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

260

Acceptable big box and grocery. Need to attract unique shops

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

261

Ok. Lots of grocery options, kohls. Can go to kildeer-deer park for other needs.

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

262

Good

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

263

It would be nice to fill our vacancies.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

264

Great, every store one could need is within 10-15minutes.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

265

Great shopping but not in our own town, need to go a town over

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

266

Not enough local owned

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

267

Good

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

268

Plenty

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

269

A lot of great stores, could do without more gas stations and gambling

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

270

Lacking compared to Kildeer and deer park and long grove

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

271

Terrible

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

272

good

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

273

We don’t need anymore big box stores or malls. Deer Park has that covered and then some. We
need an attractive downtown restaurant and shopping area.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM
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274

Could use more shopping and competition for better pricing.

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

275

Mediocre at best

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

276

Good

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

277

old outdated shopping centers are not attractive to shoppers or businesses

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

278

If we ever need a mattress this is the place to go.shopping sucks! Dollar stores and $5 dollar
stores bring that kind of people here, there for making it “that” town.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

279

Deer Park is nice

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

280

Good

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

281

Not good - 2 Jewels but not much else

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

282

I do like what we have available now, but I would love to see some more unique shops, maybe a
free trade store

8/18/2018 7:06 AM

283

Could use a better small town down town

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

284

Adequate

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

285

Plenty, with a few too many of the same thing.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

286

Mostly go to deer park

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

287

Availability is good.

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

288

Very less shopping opputunities available

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

289

Just ok. But we’re going to other towns. I’ve had enough of mattress stores and banks and nail
salons

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

290

To many matress stores

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

291

Great!

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

292

Rt 12 & 22 works our family

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

293

Great. Never have to travel very far for anything

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

294

Not great

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

295

Awesome want more

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

296

Great shopping in close proximity. Would love more downtown.

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

297

Go to Deer Park instead, non existent

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

298

Does not compare to Deer Park...

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

299

It's more than abundant!

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

300

Good

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

301

It’s lacking, I often go to Deer Park

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

302

plenty nearby but need to drive to all

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

303

Excellent

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

304

Great.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

305

Its ok.

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

306

Good

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

307

There's plenty of desired shopping available in Deer Park

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

308

Pretty good selection.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

309

There are way too many of the same types of stores. We need more variety. Too much business
is sent to Deer Park and Wauconda. We need to keep people in LZ to shop. Kids stores,
electronics, family entertainment venues... where are these places?

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

310

Good

8/17/2018 11:48 AM
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311

We have the basics available and can go nearby for other opportunities. We don't need to bring
everything into Lake Zurich.

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

312

Could use more variety - I go to deer park for shopping and food.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

313

Need to Market better business

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

314

Way too much reliance on Rand road

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

315

Good, but I would like it to remain centralized along Rand and downtown.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

316

Given proximity to Deer Park, they’re sufficient but LZ missed the boat on those opportunities.

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

317

Better than when I lived in Arlington Heights believe or not, biggest is miss the feeling to need to
leave Lake Zurich for dining options

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

318

Lacking

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

319

Very good if you count Kildeer ( Deer Park)

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

320

Needs more restaurants in downtown area.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

321

way more than enough

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

322

excellant

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

323

Great but it's sad to see home much remains needing tenants.

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

324

we have to much of to many things

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

325

Lacking.

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

326

Deer Park is close, nothing good in LZ except Learning Express

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

327

Good for me

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

328

ok

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

329

I always wonder why certain businesses move out of LZ like Tuesday Morning and Savers.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

330

Great

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

331

More than enough with Deer Park down the street

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

332

Good

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

333

They supply all my needs.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

334

Ok on Rand; a bit more downtown would draw people

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

335

Good in town, and lots of other options close by.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

336

Pretty happy but would like TJ Maxx N More in the old Kmart

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

337

It’s gotten better but could use more.

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

338

Sufficient

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

339

Fantastic.

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

340

Good; I would like to see more downtown

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

341

Very good

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

342

Kildeer and Deer Park take the cake, and I’d love to see more availability in LZ itself.

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

343

more than enough

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

344

Not adequate

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

345

Too many big box stores on route 12 and 22, dwindling small businesses

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

346

with a few miles, we have enough. Rand corridor can be further improved

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

347

Ok

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

348

Lake Zurich has great shopping.

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

349

it is a good thing that deer park is so close

2/21/2018 7:59 AM
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350

Limited pretty much to Walmart, Target, Home Depot, "Downtown" is pretty much dead, sorry to
say

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

351

Not that bad. We have Walmart target Costco Home Depot

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

352

closed to being saturated along Rand Road

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

353

Bleak - losing opportunities to surrounding communities

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

354

Ok for my needs

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

355

also OK, could be a little better

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

356

More than enough

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

357

Very good.

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

358

There need to be more shopping opportunities, there currently are very few.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

359

excellent

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

360

Adequate

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

361

Good

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

362

Good, just wish I had a reason to shop in downtown LZ

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

363

Two many jewels, need to attract another grocery store and possibly craft store

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

364

I don't understand why the village continues to focus on downtown development for shopping - the
lake is NOT going to draw retail customers to spend big money.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

365

Adequate to excellent

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

366

Have plenty.

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

367

Good

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

368

very good but always room for improvement.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

369

Big box shopping is a non issue but we need more small business shops

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

370

Adequate

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

371

more than adequate

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

372

Great

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

373

good

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

374

it is excellent

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

375

I would like to see more businesses downtown. In my opinion the new rental apartments downtown
should have had retail opportunities on the ground floor.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

376

Definitely needs improvement downtown, otherwise plenty of opportunities in plaza areas.

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

377

Better than it used to be, still not optimal.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

378

pretty good. I can get most of what I need here in town.

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

379

Duplication of many of the same types of stores. Need better dry cleanering and breakfast
restaurantsto

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

380

Fantastic-however would like to see more small business owners and unique shops.

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

381

They are fine.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

382

Good

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

383

Glad to see new shopping centers opening up in Kildeer,

11/22/2017 3:12 PM

384

It's fine for groceries and household supplies, I do most of my shopping in Lake Zurich whenever
possible, but for clothing and other retail I go to Deer Park

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

385

I think there is one too many funeral homes and the one that is prominently visible off of old rand
and route 12 is in a very bad location. It would be nice to have the Savers back. They said rent
was too high. Walmart is in a great location.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM
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386

There are plenty of options

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

387

It offers fantastic shopping thats within a quick drive

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LAKE ZURICH'S RESTAURANT AND DINING
ESTABLISHMENTS?

DATE

1

Our local restaurants are too spread out to the point you don’t even know they exist.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Way too few options . There is certainly room for improvement

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

More downtown

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

Now enough, and they are all on the Rt 12 corridor. We need more of them downtown.

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Great.

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

poor, wish there was more variety in offerings

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

Slim- in regard to both dining and shopping, no more chain stores let’s grt some cute boutiques
and family run bars

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

Need more

12/16/2018 4:14 PM

9

very good

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

10

Wish there were more unique offerings like Zin and Consume. Too many chains.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

11

Good

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

12

They're too centered on Rand. Too "strip mall" centered.

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

13

Could use a couple of upscale chains

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

14

Koffee cup and walker brothers are the only restaurant. Not a big selection. Kildeer is where it’s at.

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

15

Like to see more in old downtown area.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

16

They are acceptable.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

17

I’d like to see growth in specialty (non franchise) restaurants.

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

18

They are sufficient

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

19

Great, almost too much

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

20

Need one along the lake across from old Hackneys and where Twigg's used to be by the
Boardwalk. Family friendly with outdoor seating a must!

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

21

We definitely need way more restaurants especially downtown

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

22

Need more options

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

23

needs more variety

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

24

Could be better

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

25

Not enough mostly average

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

26

Needs more choices.

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

27

Ok, need more options for families

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

28

Shops of Kildeer/etc offers residents a lot

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

29

Not enough variety

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

30

getting better; preponderance of fast food.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

31

Lacks variety

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

32

Fine

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

33

We could use a few more family dining options.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

34

Bad.

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

35

Very good.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

36

Not great

12/15/2018 1:14 PM
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37

Heavy commercial, lacking local business

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

38

It is growing, but still can be improved, please no more fastfood.

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

39

Getting better.

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

40

Ok again not downtown

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

41

Need more. Fill empty lots

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

42

Disappointing. We go to Kildeer or Vernon Hills to eat.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

43

Amazing

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

44

Good choices. But need a Portillos!

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

45

We typically leave Lake Zurich to find good dining.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

46

Getting better

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

47

Needs more

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

48

Great improvement over the last 2 years.

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

49

I think that some more unique restaurants would be a nice addition.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

50

To many chains. A family sit down restaurant that is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner would be
nice. Too many places that offer breakfast and lunch only.

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

51

The very few we have is fine. Too much fast food on the horizon, no family friendly dining.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

52

Horrible

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

53

Lots of really nice options there!

12/15/2018 9:10 AM

54

Full

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

55

I would love to see a larger, local casual dining restaurant such as Tracks in Cary.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

56

It’s nice more are opening! Having a choice and not needing to go to Deer Park or Wauconda is
getting easier.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

57

It’s okay but find ourselves going to Deer Park since there are more options.

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

58

Definitely need diverse food options

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

59

We need a good fish restaurant like Bonefish.

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

60

Great!

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

61

We should encourage more family sit down and higher quality restaurants.

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

62

excellent +

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

63

Would like more downtown

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

64

There's a pretty good assortment.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

65

Good

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

66

We have a lot of allergies in our family and aren’t able to enjoy dining out often. That said, LZ could
use more fresh options for dining out.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

67

Ok

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

68

Terrible

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

69

Very good

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

70

Not enough culinary diversity. Although it's fairly good.

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

71

Why do so many restaurants turn over?

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

72

Bad. We need more.

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

73

It's getting better but a more cohesive spot with restaurants that you could actually walk around
and hang out would be great (the downtown would be great for that).

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

74

Add more downtown.

8/26/2018 11:08 AM
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75

Poor.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

76

it is adaquate

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

77

Either it’s fast food or higher end...not enough middle class chain restaurants.

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

78

So many more to choose from now, but we need something on the lake, like Wauconda.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

79

Improving

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

80

average. could use more variety and upscale restaurants.

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

81

Ever changing - generally improving. Wish that there could be more in locations that were once
quite popular spots - Hackney’s ... and the spit across the street that had been Taylor Street
restaurant.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

82

Good,except hardly any are downtown.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

83

Lacking. We need Mediterranean, tapas, irish pub, thai, better chinese, Korean, better Italian. New
breweries are great.

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

84

It sucks. No family restaurants like Ricky's. Nothing to choose from.

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

85

Should be more clustered in the downtown

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

86

Grateful for pizza options, Beelow’s, Bobbers, Bacchus and DiPieros. We could use more quality
dining options. The Hungry Mule was a recent positive addition.

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

87

Ehhhh

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

88

Excellent

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

89

Would always support more diversity

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

90

Could use more

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

91

We need less chains and more small businesses

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

92

Lacking

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

93

Great!

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

94

Improving.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

95

Getting better! DJ Bistro and Zin are Amazing

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

96

Not too good and I would like to see more variety of restaurants in town other than Italian and
Mexican.

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

97

Has pleasantly improved

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

98

Could use a few more

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

99

Horrible

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

100

need more

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

101

Poor. Could be so much better. This is a wealthy area!!! Get more restaurants and “healthy”/
modern fast food!!!

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

102

Could be more especially downtown

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

103

Too few. More establishments for dining would be better.

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

104

Good but adding more to the downtown would make it great

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

105

Poor, need more

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

106

Fine, could be better

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

107

Fine

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

108

Good

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

109

Getting much better

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

110

Good

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

111

These have grown over the years, but we need something on the lake.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM
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112

Fine, but would love more options for health/allergy conscious

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

113

We need less breweries and more food options

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

114

Could use more support, although it has improved lately

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

115

Very limited options outside of fast food and national chains (although it has improved over the last
few years)

8/20/2018 11:56 AM

116

limited choices at best, so many nauseating, fast food. Poor fine dining choices.

8/20/2018 8:51 AM

117

The few here are ok, but it would be nice to attract some higher quality dining instead of the same
old tired chain restaurants

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

118

Good

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

119

Too few

8/20/2018 5:08 AM

120

Eh not great

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

121

Again...not good. The restaurants are dated & not that good. Some restaurants have popped up in
strip malls, but the strip malls lose their appeal & lack atmosphere. It’d be nice to eat downtown &
be able to stroll along the lakefront. LZ lake is so underdeveloped & not utilized to its full potential.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

122

Not great dining experiences, board is too worried about allowing outside seating, look what
Belows had to do just to get outside seating....insane.

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

123

Getting better, but could use more restaurants downtown.

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

124

Papagus is the best

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

125

Decent

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

126

Seems to be on the rise

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

127

There are more opportunities to add new restaurants

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

128

Good

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

129

Needs improvement

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

130

alright but mostly fast food, nothing local

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

131

WAY too many bars and corporate establishments. Lack of family owned businesses.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

132

Need attractive amenities downtown

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

133

There are enough restraurants and dining establishments.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

Glad to see that some new ones have recently opened.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

Not great. Would love more family friendly restaurants that are not fast food

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

Very good

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

137

The vacant property across from the lake is shameful. What a perfect location for a restaurant with
an outdoor patio! I can’t figure out why no one is interested! It would be a goldmine! Recent
additions like Consume, Hungry Mule, etc are great.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

need more privately owned businesses

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Poor

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

Could be better

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

Horrible. We rarely dine in LZ. We end up in Wauconda and Barrington.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Ok

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

We need many more restaurants.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

Good have better options.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Kinda weak

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

Too spread out. Would love a lot of places by the lake

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

Good

8/19/2018 5:20 AM
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148

Lots of variety.

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

149

Good

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

150

Not the best

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

151

Could be better

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

152

Great

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

153

Good

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

154

Starting to get better

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

155

They're ok, it would be nice if there were more of a variety, especially in the downtown area

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

156

Too many fast good options and not enough healthy options. We drive to other towns to eat and
other than Panera rarely eat in in Lake Zurich

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

157

Fair

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

158

Need more variety of takeout. Many dine in places are very dated and old

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

159

Need way more.

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

160

Ok

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

161

We have a lot of choices for our town. Food trucks in the park say on the Saturday night with
Ravinia Style with music on speakers or a local band

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

162

Need something other than Bobbers that utilizes the lake

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

163

Mediocre

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

164

Poor

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

165

Need more fine dining.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

166

It’s gotten better in the last year or so

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

167

Making strides in the right direction, but need to develop better locations

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

168

No more needed on Rand Rd (besides Portillos), but would like to see downtown LZ become more
like downtown Wauconda.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

169

Getting better, should be more in the downtown area.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

170

Good

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

171

Good, could use more variety of good restaurants

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

172

poor, no very poor

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

173

Decent. Still looking for a restaurant that is truly ON the lake or has a rooftop that has a wonderful
view of the lake.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

174

Lacking

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

175

There is so much more opportunity for additional hometown dining.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

176

ok

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

177

Good

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

178

I would like to see more higher scale restaurants willing to move here

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

179

It's improving - I like to see independent restaurants opening (and no more chains!).

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

180

Among the worlds best

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

181

We love love and only dine at consume.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

182

More please! We need a lot more choices!

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

183

Good

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

184

I would love to see a lovely restaurant across from the promenade and limit the chains along rt 12.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

185

Not up to potential.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM
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186

Improving....better choices. Needs to be better marketed.

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

187

Getting better.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

188

getting better but could use a good family restaurant

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

189

Happy to see improvement

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

190

Not enough higher end establishments. A lot of fast food. The only places are Zin, Consume,
Franco Pesherias, D&J, Belelows, the rest is fast food.

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

191

Good

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

192

A bit limited. But generally okay

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

193

Ok

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

194

Could be much better. Would like fewer chains and fast food and more independent, “foodie”
options.

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

195

We like to dine in LZ, but often go to Wauconda and Barrington for some of our favorites.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

196

Fine

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

197

Always room for more

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

198

Need more

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

199

Lack of variety and unique options. Under utilization of the lake front

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

200

Could be better - less chains, and more downtown that stays open on the weekend

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

201

Not Enough Choices

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

202

Oh good lord terrible go to Wauconda and get a dream

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

203

Flimsy

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

204

There is dining and restaurants?!?

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

205

Non existent

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

206

I believe it needs more dining and restaurants

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

207

They are good

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

208

Lack of variety

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

209

Ok

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

210

Enough. But put some downtown

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

211

Very good

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

212

There should be more dining establishments

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

213

Need more diverse and local restaurants in the area.

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

214

We need more restaurants- take advantage of the corner on old Rand and 12 that faces the lake!

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

215

Restaurants are not great compared to surrounding towns

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

216

We always struggle on Fri and Sat nights to come up with restaurant ideas.

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

217

I would like to see a bit more variety and perhaps additional options downtown within walking
distance of lake.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

218

Could use more!

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

219

Good

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

220

Opportunity to expand

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

221

I wish we had less chains and more unique dining experiences overall, but recently more upstarts
have moved in and I love that.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

222

Very few unique options - we generally leave town to go out to eat

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

223

Ok. Doesn’t draw any larger restaurants

8/18/2018 9:07 AM
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224

Poor

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

225

Not enough, and so much turnover. Sometimes a new place closes before we can try it.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

226

I like what I’m seeing, but would love to see more.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

227

Again, thank goodness for deer park.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

228

Good and getting better.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

229

Improving but underwhelmed

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

230

They don’t seem to survive

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

231

Need more downtown

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

232

More places like steak and shake fun but good food

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

233

like the new restaurants coming in, would like more.

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

234

poor

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

235

Good

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

236

We could use more places, and maybe less strip malls

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

237

We are getting there! Finally in the last year so actual good food coming to town!

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

238

We need more middle of the road family friends establishments. We either have fast food or fine
dining.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

239

Need more! Mom and pop type boutique places

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

240

Dismal choices; all the good restaurants are way too small

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

241

Decent selection for the size of the town.

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

242

Our family tends to go elsewhere when we chose to dine out.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

243

Not enough and not downtown

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

244

We need more.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

245

Thin and struggling to stay viable with a couple of exceptions

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

246

It’s getting better with the new different restaurants opening up.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

247

the recent additions have been positive and shown growth in the community

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

248

Not good at all. Need more variety and family places to go for pizza

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

249

Need more

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

250

Getting better, but would love non-chain deli with good lunch options, thai, greek, other ethnic
options..

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

251

Need more family friendly dining and entertainment

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

252

Ok could be more in downtown area

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

253

Fine could use a few more

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

254

So so. Just not downtown

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

255

Great

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

256

Getting better since the establishment of smaller specialty restaurants and breweries have been
allowed

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

257

Getting better.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

258

It’s nearly all fast food chain restaurants or take out places. That’s sad.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

259

We could use a good sea food place

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

260

We’ve had a lot great new additions to our community over past few years.

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

261

Much improved in recent years

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

262

Good

8/18/2018 7:44 AM
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263

Could be better but with little kids we dont go out much.

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

264

Fair

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

265

They are ok.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

266

Outside of downtown, there is a wide variety and great options.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

267

Great options, but not in our own town, need to go a town over

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

268

To many chains. no good family choices for dinner

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

269

Good

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

270

plenty

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

271

Not great, a lot of turnover in some locations

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

272

Nothing in downtown. Some good local on rand.

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

273

Terrible . Need a family restaurant.

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

274

good

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

275

I love what we have, but could use more unique restaurants, especially downtown.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

276

Getting better but we could use a few more chain restaurants.

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

277

Average

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

278

Good- but need more variety in downtown

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

279

aside from fast food, we go to Deer Park a lot - that should say something...

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

280

Struggling would be the best way to answer that. Somewhat scattered as well. Some are old
stapes and they survive but without the hip and modern feel, clean and well presented people and
properties , restaurant owners don’t want to open up nice places in the slums because they don’t
want that kind of clientele visiting their establishments.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

281

Love Consume need more

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

282

Good

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

283

Personally we usually leave LZ to go out to eat

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

284

I’m glad to see new restaurants coming to town, and maybe a variety of different types of
restaurants other than burgers and beer

8/18/2018 7:06 AM

285

Like I said befor it would be nice to walk around down town like wauconda eat and drink in all one
area

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

286

Desperately needs improvement - more individually owned, with quality foods.

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

287

Compared to the literal handful that existed when I first moved here, there are plenty.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

288

Mostly go to deer park

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

289

Needs help

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

290

Ok

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

291

Average.

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

292

Losing them

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

293

Getting better but still has room for improvement

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

294

Enough options with more within a short drive

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

295

Really good options in LZ and deer park

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

296

Horrible

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

297

Getting much better. We always have dinner in town

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

298

Great restaurants

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

299

Could be better, but could be worse

8/18/2018 6:23 AM
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300

To many fast food, not enough sit down. Sit down restaurants with actual good food are hard to
find here.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

301

It's more than abundant!

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

302

More variety would be beneficial

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

303

Could use more sit-down and/or fine dining restaurants.

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

304

more downtown

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

305

Good

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

306

Don’t care.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

307

Would love more family restaurants.

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

308

Like to see more options

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

309

I think that new restaurants should be targeted for downtown and not pushed to Rand; to much
traffic and not accessible for those looking to walk downtown and enjoy the lake area.

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

310

Wish we had more sit down restaurants...may a wing place.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

311

We need more family restaurants and sit down places. There are enough bars and breweries.

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

312

Heading in the right direction.

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

313

it's good - lots of variety

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

314

We have some great options but need more variety.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

315

So So

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

316

Improving but need more downtown

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

317

I would like to see more, especially downtown. And more local choices vs. chains.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

318

It’d be nice if LZ could attract more affordable chains like TGIF

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

319

Big weakness

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

320

Nothing feels like it's high quality, all chains or run-down shops.

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

321

Average at best unless you count Deer Park

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

322

Their fine, just need more choices.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

323

plenty although if anything a Portillo's would be nice

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

324

would always like more

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

325

great but I would love a Portillo's

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

326

we could use more ma and pa restaurants

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

327

Lacking

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

328

We need better options, More options

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

329

I think the are great places to eat and drink

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

330

not good. Needs improvement

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

331

Nice variety.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

332

The more the merrier - especially on the water

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

333

Great, more than enough to choose from

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

334

Good

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

335

It is an underappreciated asset.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

336

Same re: above

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

337

Adequate - too much fast-food, not enough sit-in dining options.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

338

Lacking

2/22/2018 9:53 PM
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339

Definitely has been built at a snails pace, could use more.

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

340

We have a fair selection; however it would be nice to have a restaurant with a patio directly
overlooking the lake.

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

341

Fantastic.

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

342

Good and I think that it's getting better the longer I live here.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

343

Very good

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

344

Lacking a bit.

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

345

more than enough

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

346

Not enough good choices

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

347

Not enough unique dining opportunities in downtown area

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

348

OK, name brands are flocking Deerpark

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

349

Fune, but much opportunity for a real downtown as with Naperville even wauconda, etc.

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

350

There seems to be ample dining establishments, DePiero's is my favoriate

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

351

not catching and some of the business I have never heard about

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

352

Dining out is too expensive, I eat at home

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

353

Weak

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

354

Need further development

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

355

Improving

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

356

Would like to see more outdoor seating resturants

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

357

excellent (D&J is a treasure)

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

358

More options are always welcome but we have a good selection

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

359

Good, the restaurant Dipiero's demonstrates that good, consistent food preparation can existing in
the downtown area

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

360

Lake Zurich could use an upgrade on restaurant and dining options - there’s isn’t enough choices
or diversity in choices.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

361

They are dismal compared to Wauconda

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

362

Needs much improvement

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

363

Too much

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

364

Good

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

365

Insufficient for variety, need more variety

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

366

LZ has a good variety of restaurants close by.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

367

Average, but would like higher quality

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

368

Good.

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

369

There's lots of fast food, not enough fine dining

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

370

average. could use more variety and upscale restaurants.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

371

Horrible

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

372

Good not great, need upscale Would be nice on the lake

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

373

more than adequate

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

374

Good choices. Need Portillo's

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

375

Fine dining good, family dining poor

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

376

it is excellent

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

377

We have a good mix of restaurants in town. I would like to see more restaurants downtown.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM
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378

Great restaurants we have thus far, absolutely should invite more opportunities for bars as well as
family friendly dining near downtown

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

379

Would like more "quality" restaurants like D&J Bistro and Beelow's.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

380

Always want more variety but has improved much in the past few years.

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

381

Need more higher end restaurants, Cooper’s Hawk, Cheesecake Factory... we may be too small
of a community for those restaurants but perhaps similar restaurants.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

382

Great choices-but would like to see more unique restaurants in the downtown.

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

383

There are plenty of fine restaurants.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

384

Good keep it up

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

385

Please, please, bring in more restaurants with more variety!

11/22/2017 3:12 PM

386

More variety is needed. It's all fast food or bar food

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

387

I don't usually eat in lake zurich. I feel like there are too many fast food restaurants and not
enough good quality food that is not overpriced.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

388

Not sure why the fun places all choose to be in a boring strip mall. They all lack character with
exception of copper fiddle which used some originality. But wouldn’t call it a dining establishment

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

389

Overall its not great, but not bad either

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LAKE ZURICH’S DOWNTOWN FOR RESIDENTIAL OR
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT?

DATE

1

It hasn’t changed much at all since the late 90s and needs to expand and include more cute
businesses.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

I like the look and feel of the new apartments in the downtown. I am hoping this will help bring
more commercial. We need to fill all the empty locations

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

NO residential We definitely need commercial

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

We need to get more businesses downtown. unique restaurants, coffee shops, services. Wouldn't
it be great if we had these businesses downtown: Copper Fiddle, JJ Twiggs, Barbeque
Productions, Consume, and a diner.

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

I don't understand why the new apartments in downtown don't have shops on the first floor. Poor
planning.

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

I would like to see more commercial development in down town, or at least make a place people
have reason to go there

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

It needs to expand greatly

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

moving in teh right direction

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

9

It has great potential that is not being taken advantage of.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

10

We got to make this happen!!

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

11

Good, especially if it helps revitalize the downtown.

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

12

Where's the plan? Don't see a future cohesive plan. How do the new apartments connect with the
future plan?

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

13

Keep the small town feel in lake Zurich downtown

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

14

Taking too long.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

15

Ugly, ugly, ugly apartments.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

16

The shops and restaurants are an odd collection today. It isn’t an area I go to and I wish it was. I’d
rather see commercial development than residential.

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

17

It needs work

12/16/2018 2:54 AM

18

A challenge with the properties available

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

19

See above better use of restaurants of varying price ranges to satisfy different groups.

12/15/2018 7:38 PM
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20

Need way more commercial development, hate seeing the lake blocked by houses, would love to
see something like the glen in Glenview

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

21

More commercial and playgrounds/parks

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

22

Under utilized!

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

23

Slowly progressing but not very fast or very good. Need brick buildings like we’re proposed by
Smith ten years ago

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

24

Underdeveloped

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

25

Need commercial development

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

26

Need more bars and dining areas

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

27

Needs an overhaul

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

28

Yuck. Eyesore. Tear the whole thing down and start over.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

29

Remove the single family homes on main st

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

30

Good needs more new renovations

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

31

It would be possible, if LZ residents would patronized businesses located there.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

32

Needs more

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

33

It can definitely be both however I hope it doesn't turn into only housing one day.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

34

Poor

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

35

A mess with residential and no incentive for commercial

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

36

Frustrated

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

37

Mixed

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

38

Neautral

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

39

No more apartments. Need restaurants

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

40

The Main Street is run down and putting in the apartments was a terrible idea. That was prime real
estate for restaurants and shops.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

41

Mediocre

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

42

Needs more happening down there.

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

43

The downtown waterfront needs boutique retail and restaurants.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

44

Very unhappy with the new apartments and have seen no beneficial development on the
commercial side.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

45

Very poor-new apt a disaster

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

46

More commercial small business development

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

47

Keeping small businesses in the existing structures

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

48

I think it would be a good location for dining, shops, theaters....

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

49

No more residential or commercial development needed.

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

50

Duh! We need retail! This is what is was in the past; the apartments are another failure.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

51

Seriously the politicians in this town have no clue what they are doing. Simply look at the
surrounding towns. And look at our. Horrible development

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

52

You made the condos on the corner Too Tall.

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

53

We have such a cute downtown with a lot of potential; we need to bring in local restaurants and
bars to draw people to shops.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

54

Sunny Pavilion is a good start. If residential is added, it needs to be above lower level stores,
shops, restaurants that we can ALL enjoy.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

55

Not for residential. Would like a cute downtown.

12/15/2018 8:41 AM
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56

Not sure

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

57

Off to a bad start with those ugly apartments

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

58

Don’t make it too big.

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

59

Village leadership really messed up when they agreed to a apartment building on our primary
downtown corner. Another example of a hodgepodge move.

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

60

residential.....yes commercial........no

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

61

Would like to see more restaurants and entertainment downtown.

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

62

I'm a long time resident and it's sad to see Residential development in place of commercial
development.

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

63

Needs work

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

64

Needs some work. It feels a bit run down and hard to attract boutiques and shops.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

65

Needs improvement

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

66

Even more terrible

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

67

Work in progress. Better now.

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

68

Too much concentration on housing and nothing to spruce up downtown. The area looks rundown.

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

69

Downtown should not be a residential area. Commercially downtown is lacking.

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

70

There needs to be a location in town where there is a walkable section with restaurants and
shopping.

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

71

I like it. We need more development

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

72

The downtown is lacking. My wife convinced me to move here based on the vision of the
downtown...9 years later it is extremely disappointing.

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

73

Expand it

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

74

Don't like it should be green space.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

75

It may become to congested if all open land is developed.

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

76

Nice apartments/condos

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

77

Yes, the downtown needs both to be revitalized.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

78

Needs help

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

79

it needs something. pretty sad right now!

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

80

Residences are an eyesore - too close to street and strange color. Downtown development has
involved eminent domain removal of a gas station .. not to provide downtown parking but to add a
bench and a clock, yet one of the ugliest downtown buildings (di pieoro pizza) remains. The old
location for JJ Twigs (across from the promenade) destroyed by a suspicious fire, and this
beautiful view of the lake remains a dirt parking lot.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

81

Now that there is more residential, I’d love to see I full commercial development and more small
businesses, keeping a historic character. We often look to Wauconda as an example of a great,
small downtown.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

82

Would love to see more of both.

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

83

I don't even go downtown because there is nothing to do there. It is old. Libertyville town is better
..

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

84

Should be mixed use

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

85

Would like to see it improved without becoming cluttered with apartments

8/23/2018 4:07 PM

86

Lacking

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

87

Never had a downtown, don't need a downtown

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

88

Do more

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

89

definitely not for residential - need small businesses

8/23/2018 2:34 PM
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90

It needs a facelift but no high density housing

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

91

Would love to see it

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

92

Good

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

93

Commercial. New townhouses were just built. Now there needs to be bars and restaurants for
them to patron.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

94

Kinda blah. Downtown doesn’t attract me for anything. We do need those apartments though.

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

95

Not too thriving but there is opportunity for small shops and specialty dining

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

96

Would like year round social opportunities

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

97

Downtown seems like apartments and condos, but you still end up having to drive for almost
everything – how about a grocery store?

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

98

Hahaha really... this town put apt buildings in the downtown.

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

99

need improvement, but maintain small town feel

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

100

It’s really slow going and looks pretty sad over there.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

101

Great

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

102

I feel we have enough residential on the main strips. Need more commercial.

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

103

Go back to your plans from early 2000 and you have the answer

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

104

Dont need any more residence, need food, entertainment, etc. We are running out of green space!
The beauty is going away!

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

105

Downtown could be made much better

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

106

Ehhh, needs a lot of work. Wassup with JJ Twigs man? Scammers...

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

107

Combo would be good

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

108

Would like more to be able to have lake rights

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

109

Needs commercial

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

110

I am sorry we chose to use the corner for apartments instead of business development.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

111

The town is wasting the gorgeous setting of the lake. Wish there were more restaurants and bars
downtown. Love Sunset Pavillion!

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

112

Some of the new developments are blocking the lake view

8/20/2018 1:02 PM

113

Downtown should have restaurants and areas for residents to gather, enough with the townhomes
already.

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

114

A thoughtful combination of both is needed with emphasis on commercial

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

115

Fine

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

116

Tear down old buildings and revitalize downtown. Many buildings are eye sores.

8/20/2018 5:08 AM

117

There is potential!

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

118

I don’t think we need anymore residential development. It’d be nice to have more boutique
storefronts & specialty shops.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

119

Residential properties look like the where slammed into a compressed space.

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

120

Residential is getting there. Commercial is well short of potential.

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

121

As long as it’s affordable. Not like those “lakeside” condos

8/19/2018 8:57 PM

122

Poor

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

123

Need more businesses

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

124

Disappointing, there is so much opportunity and not much has been done.

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

125

I wish there was more stores to frequent in downtown.

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

126

Do it we need new businesses

8/19/2018 5:55 PM
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127

it has potential

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

128

Disappointed and disgusted. Views have been ruined by ugly apartments.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

129

Mid-rise, Mixed-use developments downtown with affordable housing options would bring human
capital to the downtown

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

130

Too many large residential developments destroying the view of the lake.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

131

Have lived here for 8 years with the promise of development and little progress has been made,
sadly.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

132

Disapppinted

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

133

New buildings seem very cramped and close to the street

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

134

DISGUSTING! SHAMEFUL! EMBARRASSING!

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

135

Its a joke

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

136

Needs more commercial

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

137

Needs more commercial to support the current residential

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

138

Commercial only. No more residential needed!!

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

139

Ok

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

140

I think it could be a great area but nothing is being done.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

141

Its horrible. Could be so much more than it is. It is very disappointing.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

142

Needs more

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

143

It's been stuck for almost 2 decades. It's such an eyesore.

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

144

Good

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

145

Develop! Needs parking.

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

146

Good

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

147

A lot of potential

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

148

No more residential development downtown

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

149

Need more improvement

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

150

Exiting

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

151

Too much residential and not enough consumer related commercial

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

152

Too much residential, not enough commercial.

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

153

I think the storefronts and businesses are dilapidated and don't offer quality options.

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

154

Undecided, concerned about the impact on traffic congestion, and schools

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

155

No comment

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

156

Needs more! Look at Arlington heights or wauconda.

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

157

Love the new improvements at breezwald

8/18/2018 4:59 PM

158

I wish the apartment had shopping under them. To bring more people downtown. I love how
Barrington does their downtown on Thursdays. A car show, farmers market, sidewalk sales a
sense of community. I love the way they decorate the downtown and makes people want to shop.

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

159

Need restaraunts, night life, and probably more appartments

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

160

See Libertyville, Barrington, Evanston, NOT Fox Lake

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

161

Poor

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

162

I think the apartments are a big mistake. You bring people to the downtown with good businesses.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

163

I hate that eyesore of an apartment complex that was jammed into that condo development. It
looks ridiculous compared to the rest of the area. Where are the shops and the draw for anyone to
even come into the downtown area?

8/18/2018 3:07 PM
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164

Need to have a big vision of the future

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

165

No more residential- too much already, but additional family friendly restaurants would be great.

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

166

Should be better, more commercial to print people in.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

167

Would love yo see it become a fun place to walk around.

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

168

Disappointing

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

169

it should be commerical, but parking is an issue

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

170

Commercial is the priority. Parking must be addressed. An underground garage?

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

171

Improving but still a long way to go

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

172

Commercial needs to be the next focus. The promenade can be such a cool space for dining and
the heart of downtown has the potential to grow.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

173

eminent domain gone overboard.

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

174

Stinky

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

175

Too many apartments in a small area

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

176

Needs some updating and work. No more residential - those condos are smashed together and on
top of the street.

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

177

I like that we have both an art school and music school in our downtown community

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

178

Looks terrible, no cohesive thoughts or planning.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

179

No more residential. We need more restaurants, small shops and entertainment areas

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

180

Good

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

181

I feel the is plenty of housing and perhaps its time to follow Wauconda and make the downtown
favorable to independent retail and restaurants.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

182

Not happy to see condos so close to street.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

183

Commercial with mixed residential. Do not put homes only across from the lake.

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

184

What downtown ???

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

185

seems to be good on residential now, need more shops and restaurants

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

186

ENOUGH residential for a vibrant downtown all on one corner

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

187

There is no room for residential in that area. The apartments were poorly constructed, and did not
fit in that location. The village basically killed the down town with previous and current decisions.

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

188

Very unhappy about condos in old rand and main st. Other then that, its good i am happy with
kmart lands devlooment plans

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

189

Not much of a downtown, do not like the condos so close to the street

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

190

It needs more

8/18/2018 10:34 AM

191

Would love a more walkable, attractive downtown where we could spend an evening or weekend
walking around and patronizing businesses. Would love

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

192

We need more parking downtown, and more restaurants/bars/ shops and parking.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

193

Needs work! Now there’s housing near there...we need some reputable businesses that those
residents can frequent.

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

194

Apartments are not appealing.

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

195

Hope more vibrant options come, like the Pavillion

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

196

Would like to see more reasons to take a stroll downtown

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

197

I feel the large apartments that were built could have been built just slightly further from the lake.

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

198

I prefer it be used commercially

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

199

Will it ever happen? All signs point to no

8/18/2018 10:01 AM
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200

It's clear it's trying but there have been poor decisions

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

201

I can’t figure out what the “downtown” area is because I can’t find it because it doesn’t exist

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

202

Non existent

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

203

Our downtown really doesn’t look like a towndown. It needs more work.

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

204

The last 2 residential homes were placed poorly.. it really looks ugly and killed the nice downtown
feel. Not sure hownthat can be fixed. Something else should've been put there like more small
building businesses that matched the heights if the other businesses.

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

205

I feel like there needs more businesses and parking

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

206

Ok

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

207

Need only commercial

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

208

Needs a complete overhaul, poorly structured and lots of wasted space

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

209

Too many townhomes in downtown

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

210

Although the downtown needs some more development, both residential and commercial, I I
would prefer we still preserve the small/medium size downtown feel instead of going very
commercial.

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

211

Needs way more commercial development

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

212

Not enough parking to make it viable

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

213

Wow those apartments are right on Main Street! Lots of opportunities still to put something across
the promenade already!!!

8/18/2018 9:18 AM

214

Discouraged; as a lifelong resident, I had hoped to see greater development by this time, but there
seems to be some movement now.:.

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

215

Too much focus on apartments and condos. We need more small quaint shops and restaurants

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

216

Good, that’s what downtown for

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

217

Has been a lame effort

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

218

I feel that LZ should make room for both, and plan for it better.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

219

It needs to be commercially developed

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

220

Stagnant

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

221

No more residential . Need to focus on places for the community to go and enjoy themselves and
to bring other people from other cities to our town

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

222

I was and still am against the apartments built in the downtown. That space should have gone to a
restaurant to bring in people. Maybe with entertainment, like Durty Nellies.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

223

Not so crazy about it. I like LZ because it is a family town, and I fear that might threaten that...

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

224

What downtown? It’s dying.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

225

I think we should be careful about not trying to make it a huge downtown. Shops, dining, coffee,
entertainment are what people want. No one I know want housing downtown. Just by opening The
Sunset Pavillion, which is really a small food a drink stand, people flocked there because they
have been craving something for our downtown.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

226

Sad

8/18/2018 8:46 AM

227

I’d like more businesses

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

228

We need cute restaurants, coffee shops, etc.....

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

229

There is enough apartments... more little restaurants

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

230

What development? The new apartments are horrible!

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

231

poor

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

232

Awful. Commercial developments can’t flourish because not enough of downtown is built up

8/18/2018 8:35 AM
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233

I like the idea of residential. I wish we could access the lake, but aside from that - I would love to
see more built and beautified.

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

234

We need these new apartments to get something going! The downtown needs to function at least
like Wauconda. We are on a lake for crying out loud!

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

235

It's a shame we don't have more outdoor seating restaurants. McHenry and Richmond figured it
out. It's obvious the residents are craving it. Sitting on a parking lot doesn't count!

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

236

Not happy at all.....20 years of not happy despite promises made

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

237

Dumbest idea EVER!!!

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

238

Lots of living options now that the condos are nearly finished. But we need more options for
shopping.

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

239

I would like to see more business, but after the 22 bypass I don't know that that is realistic.

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

240

Under utilized and needs parking

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

241

It has so much potential and it's being ruined every time one small thing happens without a long
term vision.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

242

The apartment and condo development on the north west corner of Main and old Rand I believe is
a disaster.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

243

Hate that planning and zoning are not seeing a true vision of downtown.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

244

I would like to see more development of the business community downtown

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

245

Make it happen!!!

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

246

It’s lacking

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

247

I would like it to look cuter with more small businesses.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

248

Needs redevelopment by one developer asap

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

249

Should have shopping beneath condos

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

250

Needs more

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

251

It has to be developed. People will use it

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

252

Need more businesses - more like AH

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

253

Still too underutilized.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

254

Instead of building townhouses build more more boutiques and restsurants.

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

255

Commercial please. Our downtown has so much potential but it currently feels very shabby and
run down.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

256

Chaos

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

257

Residential is good, needs more establishments for eating and hanging out

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

258

Stalled, with the exception of sunset pavilion.

8/18/2018 7:45 AM

259

It has improved

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

260

No opinion

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

261

Need something to pull people there

8/18/2018 7:36 AM

262

Stop throwing money at the downtown.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

263

Restaurants, bars, shops, need to be added and physically needs to get a revamp. There are two
mixed downtowns; modern apartments with dated downtown buildings and not enough options for
those residents.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

264

It great, so little being done with so many vacant spaces

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

265

More local business

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

266

I don't like it where is nature only apartment. We do bat want this

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

267

Commercial too many apartments already crowding the town

8/18/2018 7:30 AM
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268

We need more, and to get rid of all the ugly empty building's. At least tear them down

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

269

Poor use of space

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

270

Ridiculous - every other town has this . Our downtown is embarrassing

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

271

so many opportunities have been lost.

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

272

Commercial definitely. Commercial below with residential above works too. The space across the
street from the promenade should be mostly commercial for all to enjoy the lake.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

273

Time for more commercial development.

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

274

Bogus, residential complexs a foot from the street are not good

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

275

Commercial

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

276

That whole area needs to be bull dozed to the ground and start over.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

277

The current condos are very pretty but the rest of downtown looks shabby and run down. Utilizing
the space for upbeat and clean looking store fronts as well as restaurants would bring more people
in there for resulting in the overall rise of the area.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

278

I would like more restaurants retail and bars

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

279

Good

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

280

Hate it! The new apts/ townhomes are ridiculous! Downtown space limited need shops/ restaurants
to bring people in & make them want to live here!

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

281

I would love to see more unique shops and no more residential

8/18/2018 7:06 AM

282

Should be more commercial the latest apartment building Is stupidly placed I thought the whole
reason for redeveloping the down town was for commercial not apartment building

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

283

No more residential development - it is imperative that more restaurants and service businesses
revitalize our downtown, as soon as possible

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

284

I almost never go there as there is nothing there.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

285

Poor decisions so far. New Town homes are an eye sore and waste of premium real-estate

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

286

I think it’s a great opportunity. Just need landlords to move

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

287

Kmart, omega just bad

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

288

Getting better

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

289

Nice commercial options would be great, love the new pavilion at breezewald.

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

290

ya bypassed it, misplaced energy and focus

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

291

Could use some improvement

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

292

Horrible

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

293

I like it. Looks great. Need more

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

294

I would love more commerical

8/18/2018 6:27 AM

295

Need to develop downtown

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

296

Hate residential and commercial for downtown. It should be a shopping and restaurants
destination, like deer park mall area.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

297

More attention should be given to continuing both for the downtown area.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

298

Would like to see more business opportunities

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

299

Not impressed

8/17/2018 3:32 PM

300

blah--again, need for more restaurants, small business and affordable housing

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

301

Progressing well

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

302

Getting ugly in old downtown. Too dense.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

303

I hate it!

8/17/2018 1:34 PM
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304

Needed

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

305

There's plenty of residential but it far outweighs the commercial shops and restaurants that I feel
will create frustration among those residents and in turn move out

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

306

Too much residential downtown. I like how you are trying with the pavilion. Please son ruin the
area in front of the promenade. I mean, don’t make it too busy so those of us go their every night
for sunsets get too crowded.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

307

The new townhomes are too big for downtown and look out of place. It is a vervsmall downtonw
area and looks like we’re trying to cover up the old drab things by building bigger brighter things
around them. There are too many empty buildings. These should be filled or renovated before new
things are built. Adding new things around the empty and worn down buildings is
counterproductive. If you want to bring in more people, first focus on making the old and empty
look nice and inviting. There are so many opportunities for smal town shops, restaurants and
boutiques. Make it a downtown that people can walk from door to door browsing and shopping
instead of passing empty doorways.

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

308

The downtown is an embarrassment and doesn't seem to be getting better.

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

309

We need to retain the small town feel of the old downtown area.

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

310

With the new apartments the downtown should habe sufficient residential but we need resturants
and bars there to bring people there.

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

311

Commercial, there is no room for residential

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

312

Not good. Should be priority 1

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

313

I would like to see more vs. homes or town homes. I wish they had put retail under the new town
homes.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

314

LZ could benefit by week thought mix of both. S Old Rand needs help in this area

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

315

No opinion

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

316

The new housing development is taking away what could've been a nice multi-use area.

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

317

For me it is unimportant

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

318

No residential. Just stores and restaurants.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

319

Fine as is. Don't like the new row of townhouses because it ls too crowded on that corner now.

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

320

need more developments

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

321

It would be nice to see more business

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

322

we need something downtown that will bring people to the downtown and eat or drink or hang out
there and NOT MORE DRINKING!

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

323

Commercial need to use the lake as a draw for outsiders to visit

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

324

It’s awful right now, big ugly townhomes built right to the sidewalk????

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

325

Need more

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

326

HORRIBLE . This should be an ultimate destination for LZ residents and surrounding communities.

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

327

Hard to develop when we have no train station like Barrington or Crystal Lake.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

328

Hard to bring businesses in without people or cars to pass them - the rerouting of 22 killed the
downtown area and made it hard for business to get the kind of visibility they need to thrive. The
more housing you can bring to that area, the more business can find their way to survive.

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

329

Commercial needs to be developed

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

330

Good

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

331

It never was much but it could be a little better.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM

332

I think it's prime and is waiting for some careful, thoughtful development

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

333

Go for residential, you're not going to get major commercial development inthe downtown,
infrastructure is inadequate.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

334

I'm supportive of both

2/22/2018 9:53 PM
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335

Would love to see both done

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

336

I have not seen any real commercial development downtown.

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

337

It seems empty.

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

338

I think it should be more focused on commercial development than residential.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

339

Good

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

340

I am not a fan of lake Zurich’s downtown. People go to Deer Park. I would love to see LZ’s
downtown revamped!

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

341

stop wasting my tax dollars trying to build a downtown

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

342

Downtown area reminds me of "Radiator Springs" from the movie "Cars"

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

343

Downtown LZ needs to retain its charm by minimizing residential development and increasing
small businesses and entertainment venues to keep residents spending free and family time within
the community.

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

344

There is no LZ DT. Lets not invest into it. A crossing of Old rand road and main road does not have
any building or business to attract anyone to it.

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

345

Commercial development opportunities should be aggressively perused

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

346

Downtown still needs help...Commercial in general seems okay

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

347

less residential more commercial

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

348

"Downtown" needs a mix of both, there's really nothing there, maybe more artsy type shops, used
bookstores, a hobby shop or two, the de facto downtown is along Route 12

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

349

Need more business in downtown, but not big chain stores

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

350

Still struggling, we don't bother much.

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

351

Grossly underdeveloped

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

352

old bank building should be repurposed, apartments could be an eyesore

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

353

Not much downtown, the new apartments by sommerset are an eye sore. Large and too close to
the street and neighboring the townhousea. They don’t fit in

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

354

Coming along. The residential density is improving which will help support business, but there
must be parking availability.

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

355

I think the downtown needs a complete overhaul and needs to be more vibrant with stores,
restaurants and condos/apartments - similar to downtown Arlington Heights.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

356

a total botch - the newest townhouse - could it be any closer to the sidewalk??? who thought this
was going to make developers want to be anywhere near it????

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

357

Its an untapped resource. There is no reason that wauconda should have a more vibrant
downtown area. Pace needs to be accelerated.

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

358

Not good

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

359

Wish that I had more reasons to visit downtown area.

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

360

Impossible to do

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

361

Stop focusing on it - let it happen based on market demand.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

362

Tremendous potential!

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

363

More residential, a trin station would be a huge asset

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

364

There's potential but someones gotta take a chance, build it and they will come.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

365

nice location but seems like a lost cause!!

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

366

Horrible. Much to be desired.

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

367

New apartments look like sh**. Need stone buildings.

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

368

it needs to be resolved but very tastefully and in a limited way

12/3/2017 12:27 PM
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369

lack continuity

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

370

Downtown needs help. No more residential needed NO LIFETIME FITNESS

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

371

It will never happen. Layout isn't conducive.

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

372

I am all for more commercial development downtown and residential development , while trying to
keep the small town look and feel.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

373

Why so many townhomes and apartment proposals? Homes are still in demand and many current
developments are turning out vacant.

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

374

Parking issues would make it difficult for downtown to be redeveloped with a focus on commercial.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

375

It's a shame that the new townhouse corner will not have any retail- would have been nice to have
a coffee shop or other meeting spot that serves food.

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

376

Downtown needs both, residential and retail. Not sure which comes first but both are an integral
part to making it work. I think we need more condos For people who do not want to have the
constant work of a house.

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

377

I believe more commercial development is needed and strive to create a “gathering place” on Main
for community events.

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

378

Much more effort is needed.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

379

Good start

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

380

I wish there was more commercial development. No one comes downtown to spend money.
Adding more apartments just drags it down further.

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

381

I would say for commercial it should be more small shops surrounded by a couple of larger well
knows stores and we have too much residential already.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

382

It is a prime location that should offer a walkable downtown with dining and shopping

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

383

The lake and downtown should be the main focus of development

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

#

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LAKE ZURICH’S ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION
OPPORTUNITIES?

DATE

1

I feel it’s oretty good. We have two beaches and parks and plenty of other local parks.

12/18/2018 9:53 AM

2

Improving

12/18/2018 9:19 AM

3

Fine

12/17/2018 7:28 PM

4

Too many people from LZ go to Wauconda, Palatine, other places for entertainment. Not enough
here.

12/17/2018 3:44 PM

5

Good.

12/17/2018 8:12 AM

6

okay, I think the parks department could offer more, many things get cancelled

12/17/2018 6:37 AM

7

There are very little

12/16/2018 5:06 PM

8

getting better but room for improvement

12/16/2018 2:37 PM

9

There isn’t much - lots of room for improvement.

12/16/2018 2:14 PM

10

Good although we don’t need more bars or breweries. There has to be other things that count as
entertainment, right?

12/16/2018 1:07 PM

11

Good. Using Lions Park for downtown-centric activities is a plus. It would be great to have music in
the park, etc., there in summer. Or across from the promenade.

12/16/2018 8:58 AM

12

The regal theatre needs to be upgraded

12/16/2018 8:57 AM

13

Not much here

12/16/2018 8:24 AM

14

Would like to see more music venues.

12/16/2018 6:49 AM

15

Not a concern.

12/16/2018 6:26 AM

16

They’re ok today. We generally go to barrington or even Wauconda instead

12/16/2018 6:08 AM

17

There is a lot to choose from

12/16/2018 2:54 AM
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18

Great!

12/15/2018 8:56 PM

19

More needed in downtown area and along the lake. Also an outdoor pool at Paulus would be a
bonus!

12/15/2018 7:38 PM

20

Pretty fair, need a better park district building for more classes, real fitness center, pools for year
round swim lessons

12/15/2018 6:36 PM

21

Not much available

12/15/2018 5:45 PM

22

need more choices

12/15/2018 5:19 PM

23

Could be better

12/15/2018 4:55 PM

24

Not much entertainment available. Recreation is pretty good, some nice parks.

12/15/2018 3:45 PM

25

Fair

12/15/2018 3:44 PM

26

Limited

12/15/2018 3:07 PM

27

Develop the lake/lakefront and downtown areas for younger families

12/15/2018 2:48 PM

28

Nothing for teens to do except bowl and movies

12/15/2018 2:41 PM

29

Eh.

12/15/2018 2:18 PM

30

Need variety

12/15/2018 1:49 PM

31

Good scoreboards = amazing

12/15/2018 1:45 PM

32

Limited for winter time.

12/15/2018 1:44 PM

33

No good

12/15/2018 1:27 PM

34

It's good.

12/15/2018 1:26 PM

35

Poor

12/15/2018 1:14 PM

36

Lacking family opportunities and outdoor activities.

12/15/2018 1:00 PM

37

Limited

12/15/2018 12:48 PM

38

Too many drinking and gambling locations

12/15/2018 12:35 PM

39

Lacking. We need a pool hawthorn overprices

12/15/2018 12:33 PM

40

Need more things to do

12/15/2018 12:24 PM

41

The events on Main Street and Paulus Park are nice, but once the Kmart parking lot is gone you’ll
be losing a lot of people who can’t oark and go home.

12/15/2018 12:22 PM

42

Mediocre

12/15/2018 12:20 PM

43

Good but could always be better.

12/15/2018 12:16 PM

44

The village-sponsored recreation programs are great, and need continued support.

12/15/2018 11:34 AM

45

There's not much for entertainment, but parks are good.

12/15/2018 10:29 AM

46

Most only for kids, with exception of Ela 55 plus center

12/15/2018 10:10 AM

47

Would be nice for more kids entertainment and recreation opportunities

12/15/2018 10:07 AM

48

Entertainment is lacking other than the excellent PAC

12/15/2018 10:05 AM

49

I think we need more recreational opportunities for sure such as a wellness center and we need
more entertainment too.

12/15/2018 9:44 AM

50

Poor. No activities for teens. Too many craft beer/breweries. Need to focus more on family event
places.

12/15/2018 9:42 AM

51

There is no entertainment. Special events with the exception of RTB are a bust. Low foot traffic.
Many Farmer Msrket vendors leave after 3 weeks due do low foot traffic. Tell me how a family of
(4) can’t spend 20.00 on a block of cheese.

12/15/2018 9:26 AM

52

Would be nice but don’t have much. Canceled Christmas on main st but never made it up. Jokers
run this town

12/15/2018 9:16 AM

53

Pretty good selection of interesting options that are family friendly.

12/15/2018 9:10 AM
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54

Fine...if youre a rich yuppy like most of your residents. Go out to eat a steak house on every corner
like a fat ass......great adventure.

12/15/2018 9:01 AM

55

Good!

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

56

Meh. It’s gotten better. The movie theaters could upgrade to an iPic- like theater and bring a whole
new level of “dinner and a movie” up in LZ. Again, it would make it more appealing than going to
Deer Park.

12/15/2018 8:42 AM

57

I like the community events. They keep residents and attract residents to the area.

12/15/2018 8:41 AM

58

Need more options

12/15/2018 8:37 AM

59

Lacking

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

60

Great!

12/15/2018 8:25 AM

61

Entertainment very limited. Recreational is about right

12/15/2018 8:15 AM

62

good now -- can always get better !

12/15/2018 8:13 AM

63

Pretty good... love the summer activities - rock the block, triathlon, beer fest, etc. love the sunset
pavilion!

12/15/2018 8:07 AM

64

There's still not enough options

12/15/2018 8:04 AM

65

Needs work

12/15/2018 8:00 AM

66

Love the recreational opportunities. More options for 0-2 would be great. More punch card
opportunities would be nice as well.

12/15/2018 7:58 AM

67

Nice. And clean

12/15/2018 7:53 AM

68

Terrible

9/9/2018 6:32 AM

69

Very good

9/3/2018 8:05 AM

70

Zilch

9/2/2018 4:59 PM

71

We need more businesses that bring new and exciting things to Lake Zurich.

9/2/2018 3:21 PM

72

I’m not sure what we have as an entertainment draw besides street fests. Also a bike path would
be nice

9/1/2018 6:18 PM

73

We can improve it here. A big gym with an indoor/outdoor pool is needed to keep taxes from going
to hawthorn woods and Barrington pools. Additional nighttime entertainment options with bars and
microbrews are needed.

8/30/2018 9:54 PM

74

Unless you live on the lake, recreation is limited. Create more bike paths that can draw families
outside and out of their cars

8/29/2018 8:09 PM

75

Good

8/26/2018 11:08 AM

76

Not too good.

8/26/2018 7:33 AM

77

it is adaquate

8/25/2018 5:42 PM

78

Not enough entertainment places

8/25/2018 1:29 PM

79

Needs improvement.

8/25/2018 8:31 AM

80

Improving

8/24/2018 10:31 PM

81

could use more.

8/24/2018 11:43 AM

82

Seems to be improving as relates to food. Certainly seem to be more liquor licenses issued than in
past years. Disagree with so many places having video slots etc.

8/24/2018 6:32 AM

83

Good.

8/23/2018 9:01 PM

84

Entertainment = not bad...maybe more for families like a roller or ice skating rink, Recreation =
pretty good

8/23/2018 7:32 PM

85

There is no indoor running track. Not enough nature trails .

8/23/2018 6:41 PM

86

More adult activities should be pursued as the demographics age.

8/23/2018 4:23 PM

87

Need more

8/23/2018 4:07 PM
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88

Lacking

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

89

Enough to keep me entertained and interested

8/23/2018 3:36 PM

90

Improve downtown opportunities and do less with the private lake

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

91

Would like to see more park & rec offerings

8/23/2018 2:34 PM

92

The lake is great a pool would be better

8/23/2018 2:31 PM

93

New festivals the past few years have been a welcome addition

8/23/2018 2:20 PM

94

Great

8/23/2018 2:19 PM

95

Paulus park could use an update to the bocce ball quarts. Maybe consider artificial curling quarts
for the winter. The parks aren't utilized enough in winter time.

8/23/2018 2:11 PM

96

Pretty lame. Shooting range would have been cool. Need live performance theater. Inside seating,
year round.

8/23/2018 2:04 PM

97

Ok. Could use more walking trails and sidewalks especially along Midlothian Road!

8/23/2018 2:01 PM

98

NEED social entertainment opportunities

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

99

What's here is nice

8/23/2018 1:45 PM

100

Good

8/23/2018 1:43 PM

101

not important to me

8/23/2018 1:40 PM

102

Not a lot going on other than major holidays, alpine fest, and the beer fest. Not bad. Would like
children’s indoor activities and more bars for adults at night.

8/21/2018 5:36 PM

103

Recreation (parks) are great. Entertainment (especially for adults) is few and far between.

8/21/2018 1:27 PM

104

Only a handful of bars, would like to see more.

8/21/2018 8:47 AM

105

A lot of private enterprises have life music. A venue big enough to attract bands would be great

8/21/2018 7:45 AM

106

Fair

8/21/2018 5:20 AM

107

Ok

8/20/2018 8:20 PM

108

Alright. Better than it was 5-10 years ago

8/20/2018 7:21 PM

109

Ok. Could be imporoved

8/20/2018 6:28 PM

110

Good

8/20/2018 4:32 PM

111

Not much here

8/20/2018 4:00 PM

112

I have appreciated all that the activities through the Park and Rec such as Rock the Block.

8/20/2018 3:21 PM

113

Rock the Block is great and so is Miracle on Main. The town is moving in the right direction with
entertainment.

8/20/2018 2:41 PM

114

Adequate

8/20/2018 12:22 PM

115

Very few options

8/20/2018 11:56 AM

116

dismal

8/20/2018 8:51 AM

117

Not enough

8/20/2018 7:36 AM

118

Ok

8/20/2018 6:42 AM

119

Too few.

8/20/2018 5:08 AM

120

Medium

8/20/2018 2:22 AM

121

Again...limited. The restaurants are dated & not that good downtown. The lakefront is getting
better, but there is so much more areas of the lake to develop for recreation.

8/19/2018 10:39 PM

122

Minimal, people and counsel are too worried about only the “right” businesses being allowed.

8/19/2018 9:43 PM

123

Fair but more focus could be even better if focused downtown.

8/19/2018 9:42 PM

124

Slowly getting better

8/19/2018 8:57 PM
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125

Recreation is decent, but it would be great to have a real park district

8/19/2018 8:46 PM

126

Ehhh

8/19/2018 8:29 PM

127

Fine

8/19/2018 7:23 PM

128

I wish there was an indoor ice skating rink.

8/19/2018 6:53 PM

129

Need more

8/19/2018 5:55 PM

130

there are none

8/19/2018 5:16 PM

131

Not enough to do for young children so they turn to drugs out of boredom.

8/19/2018 3:53 PM

132

Take advantage of vacant space to increase vibrancy

8/19/2018 3:34 PM

133

There are enough entertainment and recreation opportunities now.

8/19/2018 2:57 PM

134

Happy to see more events held at the lake; wish downtown was also a draw.

8/19/2018 12:01 PM

135

I feel the village has made great improvements in bringing these opportunities to lake Zurich

8/19/2018 11:43 AM

136

Nice job of parks and activities

8/19/2018 11:30 AM

137

My youngest is 14 now. The one thing he enjoyed was the outdoor dry hockey rink at Knox. It’s
been chained shut. Not sure if it’s been repaired but Ela was rude and dismissive about it when I
called them. Not much for teens to do. So they play Fortnite all summer and hang out in groups in
people’s basements.

8/19/2018 9:23 AM

138

so-so

8/19/2018 8:47 AM

139

Poor

8/19/2018 8:04 AM

140

Poor

8/19/2018 8:01 AM

141

Don’t know what that would be. I have no ideas for recreation beside the need for a dog park.

8/19/2018 7:08 AM

142

Poor

8/19/2018 6:50 AM

143

There isn’t any entertainment or recreation opportunities.

8/19/2018 6:44 AM

144

We are limited and most programs are over priced.

8/19/2018 6:38 AM

145

Ok

8/19/2018 6:26 AM

146

Fine

8/19/2018 6:21 AM

147

Good

8/19/2018 5:20 AM

148

Plenty

8/19/2018 5:09 AM

149

Need morecfor kids

8/19/2018 1:13 AM

150

Needs some work

8/19/2018 12:22 AM

151

Poor

8/18/2018 11:57 PM

152

More recreation for kids

8/18/2018 10:56 PM

153

Ok

8/18/2018 10:19 PM

154

Getting better

8/18/2018 9:48 PM

155

There is very little beyond parks and a single movie theater

8/18/2018 9:39 PM

156

There are some new improvements recently, but this could also use development.

8/18/2018 9:13 PM

157

Good

8/18/2018 8:24 PM

158

Don’t really use, so I cannot comment

8/18/2018 7:08 PM

159

Not enough to do.

8/18/2018 6:26 PM

160

Love the new lifetime coming

8/18/2018 4:59 PM
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161

I would like to see more use out of Palus Park. In the summer, Ravinia style with music by either
locals or just piped in so people can sit, enjoy the park with fiends. More movie nights in the parks
for the kids, morw use of the bonfire are. In the fall, crafts fairs and in winter, ice skating rink built
in the park vs the lake. Bonfire, hot chocolate. This continues to bring people to our town in a
positive hometown feel which is in line with our vision.

8/18/2018 4:57 PM

162

Ok, but not great. Good to see that they are starting to utilize Breezewald and Paulis more for
events

8/18/2018 4:38 PM

163

We need more arts, educational opportunities, theater, live music, places for teens

8/18/2018 4:16 PM

164

Fair if you live on the lake, otherwise poor.

8/18/2018 4:00 PM

165

I feel we have enough.

8/18/2018 3:17 PM

166

I love Paulus Park, I wish there were more biking lanes and more hiking trails. I wish we had more
to do when downtown.

8/18/2018 3:07 PM

167

Not many

8/18/2018 3:06 PM

168

Need more safe, indoor entertainment opportunities for teens, especially...no more bars or
gambling joints!

8/18/2018 2:54 PM

169

Getting much better, although I don't like all these gambling parlor places.

8/18/2018 2:32 PM

170

Good

8/18/2018 2:18 PM

171

Nice parks/beaches

8/18/2018 2:09 PM

172

the only thing that is avaible is the park, so poor

8/18/2018 1:57 PM

173

Needs work.

8/18/2018 1:25 PM

174

Fair. Don’t sell parks.

8/18/2018 1:08 PM

175

Plenty annual activities as well as those listed in newsletters.

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

176

glad we have Deer Park close at hand

8/18/2018 1:04 PM

177

Fair

8/18/2018 1:02 PM

178

I would like to see more family activities in Paulus Park

8/18/2018 12:45 PM

179

They are decent.

8/18/2018 12:42 PM

180

Entertainment is lacking, recreation is lacking

8/18/2018 12:38 PM

181

We own CrossFit Lykos and use the private beach access in our neighborhood.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

182

We are doing better! Rock the Block is fun.

8/18/2018 12:26 PM

183

Great

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

184

Plenty.

8/18/2018 12:25 PM

185

Needs improvement.

8/18/2018 11:58 AM

186

Improving with new businesses coming into town

8/18/2018 11:44 AM

187

I would like to see more entertainment opportunities.

8/18/2018 11:35 AM

188

good variety, but farmers market is lame

8/18/2018 11:32 AM

189

What are entertainment opportunities

8/18/2018 11:28 AM

190

There is nothing to do in LZ. We keep supplementing events for a lack of business. The events
have no foot traffic to sustain. For example: The Farmers Market has ran its course. It’s no longer
a Farmers Market, more Artisan. Plus, the vendors left in July, we are a hit or miss they say, and
not making their numbers. It’s time to let it go. The Art Festival, made a poor first impression it
appeared it was done on the fly. 30 out of 50 vendors. It was a flop. The thought of putting this
together was a wrong move. It had low attendance. It took 10 minutes to walk in and out.

8/18/2018 11:27 AM

191

We can definitely have our own park district like wheeling, and baffalo grove.

8/18/2018 11:19 AM

192

Limited. Wish for more quick service

8/18/2018 10:38 AM

193

They are not very good, we rarely stay in LZ for either.

8/18/2018 10:34 AM
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194

Park district is fantastic. Great opportunities for young kids. Would love to see a nice mini golf,
Pinstripes, other fun indoor options to give choices in cooler weather.

8/18/2018 10:31 AM

195

My kids enjoyed the recreation/preschool here, would like to see more events held at the lake
front, concerts, etc.

8/18/2018 10:22 AM

196

Fine

8/18/2018 10:20 AM

197

Doesn’t seem to be a lot of options, it’s a good opportunity

8/18/2018 10:17 AM

198

Good park and rec events

8/18/2018 10:14 AM

199

Lack variety

8/18/2018 10:10 AM

200

Need access to boats for those that can’t afford a 700k house on the lake.

8/18/2018 10:07 AM

201

Need more options

8/18/2018 10:05 AM

202

They are terrible.

8/18/2018 10:01 AM

203

Slowly starting out but wasted opportunities to do more such as extending rock the block and the
Christmas event

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

204

I never go out, there’s nothing to do, there’s no “recreation” areas that are suitable for things like
biking, you can walk around the lake and walk on sidewalks to the big box stores across 6 lanes of
route 12 traffic, are you serious?

8/18/2018 9:55 AM

205

Fair

8/18/2018 9:50 AM

206

Poor needs more opportunities

8/18/2018 9:46 AM

207

I think there should be more entertainment.

8/18/2018 9:44 AM

208

The fairs are fun but the things at the park are a bit harder to get to with parking

8/18/2018 9:40 AM

209

Below average

8/18/2018 9:38 AM

210

Love the lake and beaches

8/18/2018 9:30 AM

211

I wish there was a more concentrated area, I. E a functional vibrant diverse downtown

8/18/2018 9:27 AM

212

Positively

8/18/2018 9:26 AM

213

There are plenty options and more will not hurt but always help.

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

214

Not nearly enough- nothing puts us on the map

8/18/2018 9:20 AM

215

Needs ice rink.

8/18/2018 9:19 AM

216

Satisfied, although I think the community would benefit greatly by considering addition of pools
(pipe dream).

8/18/2018 9:14 AM

217

Could use more free entertainment

8/18/2018 9:12 AM

218

Good, just not the smoke shop or arcades- this is not an entertainment

8/18/2018 9:11 AM

219

Opportunity for improvement

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

220

We have some great opportunities for both.

8/18/2018 9:10 AM

221

Love Roaring Table and other independent places, the farmers market, and events in Paulus Park.
There could be more

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

222

Stagnant

8/18/2018 9:07 AM

223

Needs major revamp....

8/18/2018 9:06 AM

224

Sorely lacking. Movie theater needs to be updated. We drive to Vernon Hills right now.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

225

I’m okay with them.

8/18/2018 9:00 AM

226

I go elsewhere because there’s better options.

8/18/2018 8:54 AM

227

I think Paulus Park is an amazing area for entertainment. The village has been doing a great job
with the festivals. Many are concerned about the apartments which might go in across the street
which will take away parking and crowd Paulus Park during the day.

8/18/2018 8:47 AM

228

Needs improvement

8/18/2018 8:46 AM
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229

Very weak

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

230

I LOVE Rock the Block, Craft Beer Fest, etc...

8/18/2018 8:42 AM

231

Need more

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

232

Needs improvement

8/18/2018 8:41 AM

233

good

8/18/2018 8:38 AM

234

Not enough for teens and young adults under drinking age

8/18/2018 8:35 AM

235

There are more opportunities than when I was a child, but I would love to see it continue to be built
jl

8/18/2018 8:27 AM

236

Like all the feasts and events being offered. Love the new beer garden as well. I can see the
village is trying. Good job!

8/18/2018 8:26 AM

237

We need more places with live music. Nice large venues that bring in local cover bands would be
fantastic. Similar to Austin's, Sideouts, Broken Oar, Durty Nellie's, or Duke O'Brien's.

8/18/2018 8:25 AM

238

Not happy at all...have spent a lot of money outside LZ for opportunities we should have

8/18/2018 8:24 AM

239

Terrible; I don’t think the Village hosting Wine and Beer tastings and Rock the Block under strict
government control is not a sufficient replacement for public choice and freedoms to find similar
enjoyment in a private corporate setting

8/18/2018 8:23 AM

240

Not a ton. Although the beach is nice!

8/18/2018 8:21 AM

241

Not much of either and limited lake access means we tend to go elsewhere

8/18/2018 8:20 AM

242

Ok

8/18/2018 8:18 AM

243

We need more. See above.

8/18/2018 8:12 AM

244

Lake is a jewel and should be treated and developed as such. Sorry that being outside in the park
and swimming in a lake instead of a pool doesn’t fit x-gen idea of cool. But the pendulum will swing
back and if we mess up the Lake area now it will be impossible to replace it. Entertainment, I’m still
looking for any that doesn’t involve drinking alcohol.

8/18/2018 8:09 AM

245

There needs to be more for teens especially to keep them out of trouble.

8/18/2018 8:06 AM

246

The community events have gotten stronger

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

247

Again, we need more

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

248

Need more

8/18/2018 8:02 AM

249

It would be nice to have more options like a grill that has bags and volleyball leagues, a mini golf
place, community theater program.

8/18/2018 8:01 AM

250

We need a community center with an outdoor pool. I think we need more family friendly
opportunities .

8/18/2018 8:00 AM

251

Not much to do besides Paulus Park

8/18/2018 7:59 AM

252

It’s fine

8/18/2018 7:58 AM

253

Lame. Downtown would be busy if like waucanda

8/18/2018 7:57 AM

254

More for kids needed

8/18/2018 7:54 AM

255

Like the weekend fests and holiday specials

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

256

I usually go to other towns for this like Wauconda

8/18/2018 7:52 AM

257

We definitely need more bar/grill or independent coffee houses where live music can be played.

8/18/2018 7:50 AM

258

ok

8/18/2018 7:49 AM

259

Wish residents had more access to the lake for recreation purposes.

8/18/2018 7:48 AM

260

Goid

8/18/2018 7:44 AM

261

Could use more kids programs.

8/18/2018 7:40 AM

262

Fair

8/18/2018 7:36 AM
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263

Unconventional, but a lot to offer if you like nature.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

264

Need more entertainment options, outside of the promising lake Zurich held events.

8/18/2018 7:34 AM

265

A lot to do both in the village and near by

8/18/2018 7:33 AM

266

Not the best

8/18/2018 7:32 AM

267

Poor whey because beach is close course ducks we have to do something with this . Is hard to
walked to not stap on poops duck. and I ask why we can have it aqua park like others village and I
don't want to hire we have beach so what the people who I know most the time going to another
place with kids they not use lake . We have so big potential and we just built another gas station
really we need 8 gas station . Who make. Decision about. This . Trie do something for people with
kids

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

268

It should be able to do a lot better

8/18/2018 7:30 AM

269

Terrible

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

270

What entertainment???

8/18/2018 7:25 AM

271

Horrible . There’s nothing for teens to do

8/18/2018 7:24 AM

272

lacking

8/18/2018 7:23 AM

273

Meh. I’d love to see the corner of Cuba and 12 become forest preserve or park owned land with
bike trails, and more outdoor space for our community. The lake is great for everything else, but
no dogs are allowed, you can’t bike around much. There’s this gorgeous chunk of land that our
families could enjoy for generations, if it only stays a natural resource. We don’t need another mall
or concrete monster there. We need more outdoor space.

8/18/2018 7:19 AM

274

Could use moreNd our theatre is awful! If people came to see movies they would stay for food but
nobody goes to LZ theatres, it’s a dump!

8/18/2018 7:18 AM

275

Almost non-existent

8/18/2018 7:16 AM

276

Fair- good

8/18/2018 7:15 AM

277

Paulus beach should be free for residents. We leave town for most other. I'm OK with that.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

278

The opportunities are there but lacking currently and that goes back to the vision of our leaders
and the inability ofr the town to say no to certain types of business because there are so many
vacancies. The motto of anything is better than notihng is a poor one and will run us down even
further.

8/18/2018 7:12 AM

279

Need more for teens and middle school kids

8/18/2018 7:11 AM

280

Good

8/18/2018 7:09 AM

281

Love rock the block / brings people/ neighbors together - reasonably priced & fun

8/18/2018 7:08 AM

282

The beach is okay but small

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

283

Decent, but I feel that additional quality dining places and live music would be a shot in he arm for
this dead town.

8/18/2018 7:04 AM

284

Very few family friendly opportunities and almost no opportunities for teens.

8/18/2018 7:01 AM

285

Poor

8/18/2018 6:58 AM

286

The lake is the best asset we have

8/18/2018 6:53 AM

287

Less than average.

8/18/2018 6:46 AM

288

Could use a better movie theater

8/18/2018 6:44 AM

289

Updated theatre would be nice, feel like everyone goes to deer park

8/18/2018 6:39 AM

290

buy Lions' property for more public access

8/18/2018 6:38 AM

291

Great. Love the beaches, fests, parks and new breezewd pavilion

8/18/2018 6:33 AM

292

Horrible

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

293

I love sports bars. No place to go dancing though

8/18/2018 6:32 AM

294

Great options

8/18/2018 6:27 AM
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295

Scarce

8/18/2018 6:23 AM

296

Severely lacking. We need more of both here.

8/17/2018 9:01 PM

297

It seems fine as far as I can tell.

8/17/2018 8:01 PM

298

More park district programs, buildings, pool

8/17/2018 6:35 PM

299

they are pretty good--would like a community pool

8/17/2018 2:44 PM

300

Okay

8/17/2018 2:27 PM

301

Fine.

8/17/2018 1:43 PM

302

It's improving.

8/17/2018 1:34 PM

303

Could increase

8/17/2018 1:29 PM

304

I think there could be more in the downtown area and with our size we should really have our own
pool.

8/17/2018 1:24 PM

305

We need more places for the kids to go.

8/17/2018 12:57 PM

306

There is almost nothing in town for small kids to do for entertainment or recreation. We ring our
kids to deer park, wauconda, mundelein. The only thing we can do in LZ is see a movie. How
about bowling, mini golf, arcades, family restaurants? Maybe a club in addition to all of the sports
bars and breweries?

8/17/2018 11:58 AM

307

Could be better

8/17/2018 11:48 AM

308

There are plenty of opportunities.

8/17/2018 11:37 AM

309

Since we moved here it has improved but we could use a real park district (like Barrington has)
and a pool - I wish we had more activities for children of working parents (weekday evenings and
weekends).

8/17/2018 11:34 AM

310

Too many special events with low turnout. The Farmer’s Market has has its day.

8/17/2018 11:23 AM

311

Not as good as others. We don’t take advantage as we could. The addition of the lakeside bar was
an improvement

8/17/2018 11:15 AM

312

Ambivalent.

8/17/2018 11:14 AM

313

Regal needs help and rec opportunities need to allow for residents to have pickup games

8/17/2018 11:05 AM

314

Besides food the biggest reason I leave our community is for recreation activities like Top Gold
and Vertical Endeavors

8/17/2018 11:04 AM

315

The parks are nice, but the mosquitoes make them nearly unusable.

8/17/2018 10:52 AM

316

Very good if you count deer Park

8/17/2018 10:48 AM

317

Not enough.

5/18/2018 1:52 PM

318

It's fine.

5/18/2018 11:08 AM

319

Enhanced entertainment options would be great. Can't do much else with private lake.

5/18/2018 10:10 AM

320

great

4/24/2018 11:46 AM

321

I think we have good ones but I do feel we could use some more family friendly events

4/23/2018 3:55 PM

322

Paulas park needs to be revamped including winter activities

4/21/2018 7:52 PM

323

There are none unless you want to paint pottery or back room gamble. Lame.

4/21/2018 9:36 AM

324

More is better

4/20/2018 5:22 PM

325

Very poor. Nothing here. Have to always go to other cities

4/20/2018 3:55 PM

326

Nice variety.

4/20/2018 2:57 PM

327

Love them - I think the parks are great and I love all the festivals.

4/20/2018 1:16 PM

328

We need more year round availability, there is nothing to do in the winter

4/20/2018 11:52 AM

329

Need more

4/20/2018 11:41 AM

330

They are plentifuk for me and most families as the village tries to live within it's means.

3/2/2018 2:22 PM
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331

Farmer's market, beach entertainment, etc., could be better located downtown rather than Paulus

2/27/2018 9:57 AM

332

Minimal. Usually go out of town for this. More parks programs, also forest preserve programs
would be good.

2/25/2018 8:24 AM

333

Meh

2/22/2018 9:53 PM

334

Good

2/22/2018 7:50 PM

335

I frequently leave town for entertainment.

2/22/2018 1:52 PM

336

Fantastic.

2/22/2018 12:20 PM

337

I've enjoyed the additions the last few years, particularly the taste of lake zurich.

2/22/2018 11:20 AM

338

Good

2/22/2018 7:23 AM

339

Mediocre

2/21/2018 12:54 PM

340

plenty for kids - could be more options for older adults

2/21/2018 12:23 PM

341

Not enough Lake activities. LZ should make $ renting Kayaks from Paulus Park!

2/21/2018 11:59 AM

342

Not enough local draw, with most activities being drawn towards deer park Hawthorne woods and
Barrington

2/21/2018 11:19 AM

343

LZ gets a very low mark on it. A few activities over the summer are great start, but we need to
bring more offering to get people from our own town to participate. People will participate if they
see value.

2/21/2018 8:55 AM

344

Ok

2/21/2018 8:22 AM

345

The Park district offers nice classes

2/21/2018 8:02 AM

346

we should have more entertainment and recreation opportunities

2/21/2018 7:59 AM

347

There should be a nice clear, safe and kid friendly path all the way around the lake. I do not think
tax dollars should be allocated to building a beer venue at breezewald.

2/21/2018 1:47 AM

348

The July 4th fireworks scare the s*** out of my little dogs, so I'm pretty negative about that and the
loud rock blasted late

2/20/2018 11:31 PM

349

Weak

2/20/2018 9:45 PM

350

adequate

2/20/2018 9:39 PM

351

We often go elsewhere

2/20/2018 9:16 PM

352

With the development of a better downtown would have more entertainment options

2/20/2018 8:54 PM

353

eh, i don't go out much...restaurants and movie theater are enough for me

2/20/2018 7:48 PM

354

Could use more kid friendly options

2/20/2018 7:41 PM

355

Lots of choices, movies, bowling, sport complexes, don't need another Life Fitness giant type
building

2/20/2018 7:11 PM

356

Lake Zurich does a great job with community events and I would like to see is build on that even
further.

2/20/2018 7:07 PM

357

far too few!

2/20/2018 6:45 PM

358

Park district offerings are severely lacking. Beach is nice, but a pool would be great. Hawthorn
Woods has a much better park district, with a variety of programs and very nice park facilities.

2/20/2018 6:44 PM

359

Poor

2/20/2018 6:41 PM

360

Wish there was more for teenagers to do or go

2/20/2018 6:32 PM

361

Fair amount

2/20/2018 6:31 PM

362

If the town owned the lake, many more opportunities would present themselves.

2/20/2018 6:28 PM

363

I would like to see the town highlight the lake more often.

2/20/2018 6:24 PM

364

Good

2/20/2018 6:13 PM

365

There's potential but someones gotta take a chance, build it and they will come.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM
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366

could use more.

2/20/2018 6:04 PM

367

Fair. We need more.

2/20/2018 5:29 PM

368

Parks are good

2/15/2018 4:33 PM

369

more than adequate

12/3/2017 12:27 PM

370

adequate

11/29/2017 12:07 PM

371

O.K.

11/28/2017 4:05 PM

372

it fine, need more woods and walking paths.

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

373

It is getting better all the time.

11/27/2017 9:38 AM

374

Natural spaces need support! Love the parks and programs available but funding could definitely
be improved.

11/26/2017 9:43 PM

375

Not good. I go to surrounding suburbs for this.

11/26/2017 6:37 PM

376

Parks programs are great. We need a civic auditorium or someplace like this to have community
meetings, concerts etc.

11/26/2017 11:07 AM

377

Those opportunities are great with a wide variety of events at are at Paulus Park. The chamber
and village have done a nice job of creating different types of events

11/23/2017 7:54 AM

378

Recreation is great! Would highlight it’s natural spaces. Entertainment is lacking.

11/23/2017 5:39 AM

379

There are enough parks and beaches but a local orchestra/band and adult theater would be nice.

11/22/2017 8:04 PM

380

We need more

11/22/2017 3:19 PM

381

Are there any? We leave LZ for that.

11/22/2017 1:55 PM

382

I feel like we need our own indoor pool/summer water park like Mundelein. The movie theater
should be updated so that it does not look like it's going out of business.

11/22/2017 1:26 PM

383

I would like to see more family friendly places like the old Twigs or Cozzis.

11/8/2017 7:27 AM

384

It's mediocre, more time should be spent taking the lake and downtown into consideration

11/7/2017 10:05 AM

Q4 Please rate Lake Zurich in relation to the following opportunities and
amenities.
Answered: 408
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Skipped: 1

Lake Zurich Comprehensive Plan Update
Good place to
raise a family
Employment
opportunities
Environmental
protection

Shopping

Dining

Recreational
opportunities

Entertainment

Resident
diversity
0

1

2

EXCELLENT
Good place to raise a family
Employment opportunities
Environmental protection
Shopping
Dining
Recreational opportunities
Entertainment

Resident diversity

3

GOOD

4

5

FAIR

6

POOR

7

N/A

8

9

TOTAL

10

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

51.23%
209

41.42%
169

4.90%
20

1.23%
5

1.23%
5

408

0.26

4.44%
18

31.36%
127

33.83%
137

11.85%
48

18.52%
75

405

2.41

7.69%
31

48.14%
194

29.53%
119

8.44%
34

6.20%
25

403

1.53

15.23%
62

43.98%
179

29.48%
120

11.30%
46

0.00%
0

407

1.34

8.44%
34

32.26%
130

38.21%
154

20.60%
83

0.50%
2

403

2.00

9.56%
39

31.13%
127

39.22%
160

18.87%
77

1.23%
5

408

1.99

3.46%
14

21.98%
89

46.67%
189

27.65%
112

0.25%
1

405

2.52

12.53%
51

38.82%
158

30.22%
123

14.99%
61

3.44%
14

407

1.68
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